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To Proposals For Streets
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NATIONAL MERIT FINALISTS—Tom Shupe and Lisa Outland, Murray High School seniors, receive certificates from Principal Ray Reeves notifying them that they have been named finalists in the National Merit Scholarship competition. Lisa is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas Outland, 223 South 15th. Tom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Shupe, 307 North
Sixth. As finalists, the students will be considered for, one of 1,000 National Merit $1,000 scholarships, and will also be
considered for renewable four-year merit scholarships for up to $1,500 per year for four years.
Staff Photo by David Hit

Bids Accepted By Board For
Renovation Of Middle School
be the addition of a combination burner
Bids for a $250,000 renovation of the
for the new heating system that will
Murray Middle School, with an eye on
energy conservation, were approvedby_. have the capability of converting to fuel
oil in the event of a natural gas shorthe Murray Board of Education last
tage.
night.
The renovation will also include air
The bids call for a new heating.
conditioning for the middle school.
system, and a complete new wiring
Plans also call for completely airsystem for the middle school building.
conditioning
the Carter, Robertson,and
plans
Also included in the renovation
Austin buildings within- two years. The
are hew Inwpfed_ Ceilings 011 the third
air-con&tioning of these buildings is
floor of. the building, with added inexpected to cost about $150,000, and the
sulation, and also new lowered ceilings
board noted last night that it is within
in the hallways of the first and second
the financial capability of_ the school
floors, also with added insulation. ,
system-to earry out the air-eonditiortine• Another feature of-therenovatiorr will

Glendale Road, N. 15th Street and
petitioners- that were in the audience
Olive Blvd. were the topics of lengthy
that the administration has not yet had
discussions at the regular meeting of
a chalice to "see what we can do and
the Murray Common Council last 'light.
shat we can't do" as far as regulating
,A unanimous recommendation from
the bus traffic on city streets.
the Murray Planning Commission
• The mayor said the problem would be
supporting a 48-foot street for the
investigated and the council should
Road interconnector brodght
-We've areperfat its next meeting.
that topic before the 'maned for .the
On the 15th Street objection, the
second time in recent weeks.
mayor said that it is his understanding
Following objections from residents
that the street is closed temporarily
of the area, the council had previously
because of construction on the Murray
voted down a proposal from the state
State University's new library.
'ma
-,11,110PIN‘tiorrthattftr---7----errnrersity-nificielsa e aiiiiOunCed
interconnector route be a four-lane - in recent weeks thatthe -master plan for
street.
MSU includes the permanent closing of
The discussion concerning N. 15th St.
15th Street; to create a "walking
and Olive Blvd. was initiated when
campus."
petitions from residents of the area
City attorney Wells_ Over_bey advised
rimcerningraCtivflieS &The tWid streets
thee having objections to the proposal
were presented to the council.
to-relay them to the university's board
One of the petitions: signed by 42
of regents, MSU President Dr. Conresidents of the area, expressed opstantine Curris, and the Department of
position to-the closing of 15th Street by
Transportation.
Mur,ray State University. The. other
Some objections to the permanent
petition, signed by 37 residents of the
closing of 15th Street through the
area, opposed the use of Olive Blvd. by
university campus were raised because
-Brooks Bus Line and any other bus
of the fear such action would
ccimpany using this street to transport
drastically increase the traffic flow on
freight and or people..,"
Olive.
Mayor John E. Scott told some of the
The discussion on Glendale Road was

4
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project for these buildings within two
years.
In other action, the board approved a
The Murray Common.Council voted
trip to Washington, D. C. for some
the city had received three bids on the
unanimously last night in favor of
members of the senior Anierican
five cars, from Purdoni Olds, _Cadillac
purchasing only five cars for the
Government class at Murray High
and Pontiac, Fain Motors and ParkerMurray Police Department despite an
School. The students will pay their own
Ford. ._
appeal from police committee chairexpenses on the trip, which will be from
Fain Motors submitted the lowest bid
man Ed Chrisman that the roimcil
March 23-26.
_
that
met specifications. Chrisman said.
rt•consider
a
"fleet"
proposal
Principal Robert Glin Jeffrey_ of
that was
-M ofMurray Middle was recognized to Tdrided dOwn A the councirs last -That-btd.
four present cars,totals $19,396.65.
distuss the program and staff at the. !deeting.
school. New programs were reviewed
The-fleet proposal, which was turned
After announcing the bids on the five
'doWn by a 1-5 vote of the council two
ISee BOARD,
cars, Chrisman made his appeal to the
rtesignert-tn place -an- - ounriI for1uuideidtIuo ofthe fleet
intermediate site patrol car in the
proposal prior to voting on the five cars.
possession oNeach regular patrolman
.'1 still find that the- public in gene.at
on the MPD force.
- did not understand our objective in a
fleet program for our police departChrism-an-said -that in his estimation,
patible. The changes are necessary .t
ment," Chrisman said.
proposal
fleet
the
not
help
would
only
to
was explained, to'facilitate the city s
Chrisman said. that each police office
reduce the city's crime rate by having
central billing program;
would be required to keep the car
theistreets,
patrolca
more
marked
rum
— tentatively approved,the low bld of
assigned to him in ood working order.
Sears on a chain link fence at the gas but that it w!ould, ()yeti-, three-year
-Each officer, will carry his own
Cit•
period,
the
save
some$26.000.,
systemn avarehouse. The Sears bid ..as
liability and comprehensive auto in$6,942. Other bidders were
-.
Following the defeat ofthe -PriiPo.sa
surance. The city will provide gasoline
Construction, $8,728 and Triple-A
two weeks ago, the council authorized
for one shift per working day only,"
Construction, $7,509. Acceptance of the the advertisement for bids on
Chrisman said. "All gasoline for perbid hinges on whether or not.--the replacement patrol cars for the
sonal driving is the expense of the of- proposal meets specifications.
department. Chrisman reported that
firer:The added.
— were advised by Street Department Supt. Ray Clark that the city-v• ide
spring eleanup and brush pick-up would
commence next week. Clark said that
residents should watch for notice of the
brush pickup for their area in the
newspaper.

• The city of Murray will provide
he would need the fill material for a
$2,000, either in cash or in-kind work,
proposed $500,000 construction project
toward the relocation of the old L & N
on the north end of the shopping center.
Railroad depot building to the MurrayThe council agreed to sell the fill at a
Calloway County Park.
-price of 30-c-entS ber cubit yatd:--The proposal was presented to the
- approved an agreement with
Murray Common Council last night by
Amos Wahl Construction Company of
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, who said that a
Paducah'under which Wahl would place
grant totaling $8,000 for moving the
300 loads of fill material on the same
depot had been applied for with the
site at a charge of $1 per load and be
federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
allowed to remove 300 loads- of fill
The grant, if approved, would provide
material at a charge of$4 per load;
$4,000 from the federal government and
— approved a motion to allow Gas
the remainder would come from the
System Supt. Tommy Marshall and
- city and the county in either cash or inWater & Sewer System Supt. John
- -kind work.
Trotter to provide the city attorney with
Army engineers from Fort Campbell
data necessary to make regulatory
have inspected the building and are
ordinances of the two systems cornexpected to assist in the moving and
relocation on the park site.
Mrs. Trevathan said that grOnts from
the historical commission and the arts
commission could possibly be obtained
for renovation of the freight depot.
Suggestions Were that the building
-CO-uld be used for the recently formed
community Children's Theatre, senior
and Crouch Construction on the adThe Calloway-Comity School Board
citizens' activities and Many other uses
dition to the high school. Dr. Rose noted
has formally approved a football
after its relocation at the park. that the payment brings the total to
program for the Callow,ay County
In other business,the council:
Schools for next year. _
date paid on the project to $297,080. (4i(
— approved
an
ordinance
of a total project cost of $376,000. • •As
The go-ahead was* given at the
establishing an affirmative action plan
you can tell by the amount we have
regular monthly meeting of the 'school
for the city;
already paid on,this project, the ad----Nard, held last night. There will be a
— approved the sale of backfill
dition is nearing completion, and Could
junior varsity and freshman, football
material, to be taken from city
be ready in- a couple of months," Dr.
team at the high schoutand teams at
property on 641 N., to Ben Humphreys
each Of the elementary schools, ac- - Rose said.
of - Owensboro, owner of Ceara' cording to Supt. Jack Rose.
Resignations included Paulette
Shopping Center. Humphreys said that
Woodall and Lorene- Falwell at the
In other action, the board approved
payments to Castleberry Architects
central office, and personnel elections
included Bill Nix as an assistant
football coach at Calloway High 7Cix
currently teaches industrial arts at the
high school.
The school calendar was also
If you're one of the millions of Americans who cuts
amended by the school board last r.i.!ht.
calories by using artificial sweeteners, you face-a drastic
The school day will be lengthened hs- a
cbi-mge in your eating habits. Get the story on theten of
few minutes.each day to make up for
saccharin on Page 10.
days missed due to bad weather. Rose
said. He explained that spring break
will remain intact, and the last day of
A baud of 12 Hanel Moslem gunmen early today ended
school is still scheduled for May 25,
a two-day reign of terror in the nation's capital. The story
provided the state department apis on Page 10 of today's issue.
proves the longer school day.
A cooperative buying progranSith
other school districts was approve11 by
the board, and approval was given for
Dr. Rose to work out anAgreement with
Showers and thundershowers
Murray State University to hou-se the
likely toniglit and Saturday.'Lows
Local Scene
2,3
county
kindergartenprogram in what
tonioht in the low to mid 50s.
Dear Abby
2
was the univ.ersity school building next
Holiiscope
Salfirday-rangi g from the
2
year.
Op' n Page
tippet\60s to low 70s.
4\
In other action, the board appofnted
1.6,7.8 \
SP0
,
\
\ .
.
'..Paul Lyons,- Lubie Parrish 'and Billie
TV
Pag.t
12
'
Chance,of rain Sunda Partly
Joe Kingios to serve on the advisory
Crossword
13
cloudy -Mondaylo,
, Chance of rain
council for v ational education, a
Comics
13
Tuesday. Highs ach day rriOstly
'formality required by federal
,Classifieds
13, 14, 15
in the 60s, with
s ranging fkan
Deaths & Funerals
regulations. .
16
the low to mid 40s.
Also, applications were approved for
a number of special-program units that
might be available next year.

County Board Approves
Football Program Here

••

inside today

rain likely

due to the recommendation from the
Planning Commission in support of the
intercolmector.
Dr. Hugh Houston, a resident of th'e
Glendale . area, asked the mayor to
explain the difference in what is now
beine pr,aija&eht.au&-whet--the•-eottlieil— • turned down previously. "The highway department said we
could mark it off any way we want to,"
Mayor Scott said.
-A lot of people are opposed to it (the
interconnector beni6lour-lane," Scott
adaa,
. . "so
_ they said if we wanted to
mark it off for two lanes with two lanes
for paring that would be fine." •
Some of those present in the audience .
expressed the fear that if that were
done. the . city. could change- the - markings at any'time making the street
into four traffic lanes. • •
W. A. Franklin, chairman of the
Murray Planning Commission said that
the commission's endorsement of the
mterconnector route is based on two
studies, one completed in 1968 and the
other in 1973, that both established a
high priority on the completion of the
route. •
See COUNCIL,
Page 1.6. Column Two

Council Turns Down Plea For
Reconsideration Of MPD Fleet

Funds For Depot Relocation Approved

4
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today's index

•

Children's
theatre
dinner held

About 50 persons attended the dinner and show presented last night by
sponsors
of the Community
Children's Theatre at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord. &hard Valentine, director of the current endeavors in children's theatre here
along with his brother, Robert Valentine and Jeff Lackey, presented
several improvisational works, with
the help of volunteers from the
audience.
Staff Photos by David Hill

A major----objeetive of such a
program," Chrisman)said, "is for the
officers to use the pollee cars as much
as possible off duty ... when they're
doing their personal and private
driving, as long as it's in the county."
Chrisnian said that the city would
receive- savings over the three-year .
period Manse of less maintenance on
the fleet vehicles.'He said the fleet
vehiplep would each. be driv;en about
t5,00d aiikx each-year compered with
the,regular patrol cars, used 24-hours
per day, which are striven around 60,000
miles each year.
-He also estimated that gas consumption could Ile cut by approximately 50 per cent and predicted a
savings of $5,000 in major repair bills.
. Following several minutes of
discussion during which some councilmen expressed the feeling that the
general public did not favor the
proposal.; Councilman W. R. Furches
moved "that the council accept the low
bid on the five replacement vehicles for
the Police Department.
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Robertson School PTA will
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the meet at the school, at seven
p.m. with the program by the
Pastorium at seven p.m.
Fourth Grade Chorus.
Exhibitions of Margaret
Ann Wheatley, Louisville,
Meals for senior citizens will
drawing, John E. Scott, be served at North Second
Murray, graphics, Heidi Street Center at twelve noon
Mazedon, with demonstration of • Artex
Humphrey
Louisville, painting, and painting by Dorothy Cook of
David Pike Mitchell, Prin- interest to both men and
ceton, sculpture, will be at the women to follow luncheon.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU,
Sigma Department, Murray
through March 30.
Woman's Club, will meet at
Community Theatre Group 7:30 p.m. at the club house
dinner and entirtainment will with program by Prof. James
be at the Colonial House Hayes. ;
Smorgasbord at 7:30 p.m. No
tickets sold at door for this
Euzelian Sunday School
event.
Class, First Baptist Church,
----will-taamealuncheon at twelve
Saturday, March 12
noon at the fellowship hall.
"The Way We Were" party
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
will be held at the Murray
Country Club Pliix p.m. with First Presbyterian Church,
Messrs a "d1141111e3 'hint 18th and Main Streets, at 7:30
Smock,Tot:Z•ay Alexander, A. p.m.
W.Simmt.is, Fred Wells,Sam
Calloway County High
Housden, Ken Harrell, Ron
Christopher, and George School Band Boosters are
scheduled to meet at seven
Oakley in charge.
p.m.
Ladies of the Oaks Country
Stripes
and
Stars
Club will meet at Perkins
Homemakers Club will meet
Pancake House at ten a.m.
at seven p.m. at the County
"Shopping Day" for senior Extension Office, 209 Maple
citizens will be held. Call 753- Street.
9725 before 4:30 p.m. Friday
Russell's Chapel United
for morning shopping at
Central and downtown and Methodist Church Women are
afternoon shopping at Bel Air scheduled to meet at one p.m.
at the church.
and downtown.
Friday, March 11

Adoption Info Needs
Dual Consent
By Abigail Van Buren
lS7?b,Ci..MCl'Y Nev. SY^a

nc

-DEAR ABBY: You stated that you tht an adult
adoptee had the right to informatiOn a out 1iiS'her hio
logical parenting. A ndlit the same time you expressed the
opinion that the biological parents also have the right to
confidentiality.
This issue 'of who has the "right- to what information is
one- that is currently plaguing those who are in sonic' way in
!wed in ted-pti,,n. thy fhb, roma -herng that if you laicr---a
stand for the "rights" of one party-- the adoptee or the bio
logical parents you automatically take a stand against the'
other. You can't have it both ways.
('
DEAH U.: I think an adult adoptee.bas the right to know
as much about his biological parents MEDICAL HISTORY
as possible. But he lor she) should not he told who land
where) his biological parents are UNLESS they want their
identities and whereabouts known.
Also, biological parents should not be given information
about their child's identity and wherembouts lesen when
the child is an adult) unless the adoptee' wants to be
"found."
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year old college girl who recent
ly started dating a 28-year-old successfully attorney.
On our first two dates. I prepared dinner for him at ni
apartment and we sat home and watched television. On our
third date "Cheapo" invited me "out" for dinner
I spent hours sprucing up, ordy to he taken to a shabby,
smoke filled diner! I felt a bit uneasx sitting beside a table
of noisy truck drivers while my date 'seemed perfectly eon
tent eating his greasy french fries.
After dinner he scrutinized the bill and asked me to leave.
the tip.
On the way out, he filled his pockets with after dinner
mints and later informed me that next time it would be my
turn to -treat.'
Abby-, I do like him, but
this keeps up I don't think
there will be a next time. What should I do?
CHEAP LUCK
DEAR CHEAP: If you continue dating him, you are
bound to find out whether he's conservative, hurting for
money or just plain cheap. And when you find out, you'll
know what to do.
-DEAR ABBY: 'rye been married- -leir nine years. and
still feel like, a servant in my own horny,.
I am not allowed to invite more than t
people cr,.er at a time because -crowds" make my husband nervous.
Every time I use the sink or the tub, he asks me if I dried
the chrome. When I use the, see veper he keeps telling me' to be careful
not to bump the walls. •
He won't let me has e' anyone with a small e-hild lover be
cause he's afraid something might get broken or dirty.
I love children, but he tells me I'm too old to start a
family of my own. Am I"'
THIRTY AND NO FUTURE
DEAR THIRTY: You are not too "oRY/ to start•family,
but I would have reservations about starting a family with
• husband who offers me no future. And may I remind you,
the longer you tolerate his tyranny,. the more difficult it
will be to demand your rights as an equal partner in
marriage.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700,- L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope-, please.

McDanie-1-Yates Vows
To Be Read Saturday
Lisa
McDaniel, Charles T. McDaniel, has
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. completed plans for her
wedding to James R. Yates,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey E.
Yates, Sr., of Louisville, on
Saturday, March 12, at one
p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.

Don't1
Make a Move!!
without

9{kraime FA;
Our Hostess'
Gifts ano In_ formation are
the Key to Your
New Community
Mrs Katttryn Ovtland
Photo* 733-2,479

Eft

lamm bee•So Im•
•

The Rev_ Dr. Bill Whittaker
will officiate at the double ring
ceremony with Dan McDaniel
as organist. A solo will be sung
by Gus Robertson, Jr.
Miss McDaniel will be given
in marriage by her parents,
and has chosen her sister,
Mrs. Chappell Harris of
Raleigh, N. C., as her matron
of honor, and Miss Gay
Alexander and Mrs. Neal
Bentley as bridesmaids.

Members of Cub Scout Den 1 of Pack 37 at Robertson
School recently took a guided tour of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The hospital's laboratory was included
in the tour. Left to right are Jimmy Davidson, at the
microscope, Eddie Buhler, Tony Beal, Steve Robinson,
Mike Robinson, and John Hassell. Den mothers for the
-gteep-aes Botty-ilisseU and Ninfaital.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1977
What kind of day will progress. You should feel
tomorrow be? To find out what buoyed for action. Details,
the stars say, read the forecast. tedious work, well-handled, can
bring fine returns.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
ic;
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e-itt)'
ARIES
gY1T-4
influence
auspicious
Jupiter's
Apr.
20)
(Mar. 21 to
Don't let your curiosity get fans the fire of enthusiasm for
the better of you. It just COULD dedicated purpose, popular
lead you into a ticklish situation enterprises. This should be a
which would prove far from day to remember.
CAPRICORN
desirable.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
.
TAURUS
Saturn favorable. This is the
xvty
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may have to discipline time to press forward with all
yourself sternly to keep on the the grit and good will you can
road to accomplishment now. 4 and that can be a great deal
Be capc‘ially La, -ful not to losy when the Caprieoraian really
your temper if certain persons tries).
AQUARIUS
annoy.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
In making changes or starting
(May, 22 to June 21)
There's never a dull-moment anything new, consider all
after-effects.
when'you are at your best- and possible
this is a day when you should Weakness in spots must be
be! There's plenty of planetary shored up.
help for the ambitious, op- PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
timistic do-er!
Some favorable hours; others
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231 et) will present unexpected obFine lunar influences! A good stacles. With self-confidence
day for making important and your innately philosophical
decisions. Especially favored: attitude, you can take all in
Home and community affairs, stride.
personal relationships.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
- - -06-the most serious thinkPcs-of
July- 24 -to Aug. -233
Many demands will be made all zodiacal natives, yet you
on your time and effort. There have a light side, too, and could
won't be an easy way to handle make your mark in the enbut, with your optimism, tertainment world if such are
'your inclinations. However,
originality and ingenuity,
- find the means-with- which-to- -there- are-many-- other lields
.4 open to you since there are
cope.
almost endless variants to your
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIPt41. nature. Your intense sympathy
This day is especially tailored for your fellowman makes you a
matters; natural candidate for medicine,
scientific
for
professional, technical nursing and institutional work,
the
unwith
workers; also has bright dealing
prospects for teachers, derprivileged. Your depth of
students. New ideas stimulated. emotion may find outlets in the
worlds of literature, philosophy,
LIBRA
46 music or poetry, and your love
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Sincere endeavor and ac- of learning - and ability to
curacy could carry you far impart it-fits you for a career
beyond expectations if you put in teaching. Traits to curb:
them into,force and direct your hypersensitivity, moodiness,
selfenergies into constructive tendencies toward
indulgence.
channels.
Birthdate of:
SCORPIO
Edward
Albee,
Amer.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
playwright; Gordon MacRae
Tip-top Mars influe-nCes and Liza Minnelli, singers,
stimulate possibilities of entertainers.
•

rt

Feature
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

r

Open 6:45
Start 7:15
Open 6:45
Start 7:15

Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m. at the
church.

Lois Thompson Offering

Members of Xi Upsilon
Chipter of Beta Sigma Phi
sorority ofPans, Tn., came to
Murray on Monday evening,
March 7, to have dinner at a
local restaurant and later
going to the home of Mrs. G. C.
Wilson, Payne Street, Murray,
formerly of Paris, for the
regular meeting.
Reynolds,
Mrs.
Roy
president, presided. Plans for
a spring rummage sale to be
held in the Curb Market Room
at the Henry County Court
House were made for April.
The members took part in
the
cultural
program,
"Practical Arts: Learn How
Clinic," as taken from the
official book of the international office. The oblective- was to give the—
member experience in the
very practical art of repairing
and maintaining.
Members related their
experiencesIa-first
yourself repairs, what to do
about fires, basic tools for
each home, and what
equipment was available in
4tr
the automobile.
After the Closing Ritual and
Mizpah, the hostess invited
members to the dining area
where a table covered with a
white cloth was centered with
an arrangement of jonquils.
Using the seasonal St.
Patrick's Day theme, appropriate plates and napkins
were used. Relishes, cheese
balls, crackers, mixed nuts,,
congealed lime jello salad,
Hello Dolly _bars and__ rnfiee
were served.
•

Hardin Senior Citizens will
Dewards Chapel PenA fish called the oarfish looks
tecostal Church will continue have a work day at the center like a horse and has a streamits rummage sale at the from 9:30 a.m. to three p.m. ing red mane.
church starting at nine atm.
Sunday, March 13
"AMERICA'S BEST PORTRAIT
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will present a
week of prayer program at
5:30 p.m. ar the church.

latest Tips at Artcraft
.-t
.
a

a

Lois (de Tavares) Thompson

Lois Thompson,formerly
director of modeling and
tagdoticonsultant forttiob
Hill Maryland and their
Washington, D. C. division,
Greta Stevens, among the
topmost of the world's high
fashion-stores, is-eiatrently-- --visiting in Murray as the
guest of Artcraft Studios,
118 South 12th Street.
Ms. Thompson extends
an invitation to all girls and
lathes of this area to drop
by the studios of Artcraft
for a friendly chat. She is a
recent retiree
after
disposing of her Florida
merchandise outlets, and
has been touring extensively while enjoying
her hobby of encouraging
girls to enter the field of
modeling and fashion.
James Rice, owner of Artcraft, stated that there is
no.charge.or abligatiew4n—
volved. Nothing is being
sold, he said, adding that
this is only another step in
a series of uplifting the
sights of the female
citizenry of our community.

BUY"

24 COLOR PORTRAITS

-Wattle Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
two p.m. in the senior youth
room of the church.
_
Land Between the Lakes
historian will direct a visit to
The Homeplace, 1850 living
history farm now under
construction, at 2:30 -p.m.
Persons will meet at
Homeplace entre:ice road.

SPECIAL

%$11495

PACKAGE

2 — 8 x 10
4 -- 3 x 5
18 — WALLET SIZE
MINIMUM $300 DEPOSIT
BALANCE PAID UPON DELIVERY
ADULTS WELCOME • GROUPS EXTRA • NO LIMIT PER FAMILY

Youth Day will be held at
the Chestnut Grove AME
Church at Hazel with a special
program at three p.m.

Thursday & Friday & Saturday
March 10, 11, 12 Hrs. 11:00-6:00
Uncle Jeff's
Murray, Ky.

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
have 'a unit meeting at the
church at two p.m. for a study
of the book of Mark.

Starts Tonite
For 4 Weeks!

Thru Wed. 3/23

10 Academy Award
Nominations
MC. Best Picture

Starts Tonite For
4 Weeks!

Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri.!Se Sat. - 7:20,9:3S
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Sun.- 2:30, 7:30
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L_Fri.&SaL-7:20,9:30
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Jimmy Fenton will serve as
best man for Mr. Yates.
Groomsmen will be Michael
McDaniel, brother of the
bride-elect, and Neal Bentley.
The groomsmen will also
serve as ushers.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

CAPRI Late Show
"Seven Delicious Wishes"(X)
Fri. 8 Sat. 11:40 18 Or Over Only

Clos4:1"

Thru Thur.
Sun.-2:30,7:30
j Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri.&Sat. -7:15,9:15

Positively Ends
Thursday!!

10

I
AWAITI
RDtr

BEST
PICTURE
13ELE"

BEST ACTRESS
BEST Aaron....
BEST ACTORn=is._
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR;BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
BEST SCREENPLAY..„.„,s'.,
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST FILM EDITING
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

SILVER STRERI-1

"DR.MINX"
SHE'S A VIXEN

Nature's Secrets, close-up
look at mysteries of nature in
a color slide presefttation will
be at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes at two p.m.

Model - Fashion Expert

Award Winning Entertainment

ALWAYS ON CALL..

qouble

Monday, March

AdArrtiwtnent

Sorority Chapter
Holds Meeting
At 11 "ilson Horne

GENE WILDER
WATCH HER OPERATE

(Both Rated R)

TheLove
Doctors
the most Incredible experiment
In the history of

JILL cLAYBURGH

„
FAYE
DUNAWAY

RICHARD PRYOR
•. MIDDY CMATEESIST

WILLIAM PETER
HOLDEN

FINCH

NETWORK
- SIDNEY LUMET

ROBERT
DUVALL

NOWAREI GOTETIMED
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Coffee Cup Chatter
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
By University of
Kentucky County
Extension Agents For
Home Economics
Sweaters, dresses, blankets
and other items made of
modacrylic fiber may be
machine washed in warm
water and detergent or soap.
Tumble drying on a low heat
setting restores the soft, fluffy
attributes of the material.

Good wrinkle resistance and
crease recovery is another
plus. However, if any ironing
is necessary, use a steam iron
or warm iron, not hot —
modacrylics can be damaged
by heat. — Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield.
+++++
Two for one? Why not make
six — six meat loaves can be
made as simply as one. Freeze
five in portions for your
family. Meat loaf has better

Offiffrs Elected
At TOPS Meeting
TOPS t Take Off Pounds the 1975 queen, Lola key. The
Sensibly ) No. Kentucky 34 state convention will be held
Murray held its regular this corning May at the
Con
n 1
Shirley Morris and Dian
at seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center. This Boyd atten,led the ARD Area
was a special meeting for all Rally Day' at Hopkinsville,
TOPS members since it was and reported back to the group
election night for new officers on the good news of the
poundage loss for the past
for the coming year.
The officers elected were year. This was encouraging to
Debris Holzechuk, leader; each member, according to
Nadine Smith, co-leader; chapter members.
The chapter members invite
Shirley Morris, secretary;
Lovell McClure, treasurer. all persons who desire to lose
Dian Boyd was appointed by weight to come to the meeting
the leader as weight recorder each Tuesday at seven p.m. at
and Jean Fry was appointed the Health Center located at
as assistant weight recorder. North Seventh and Olive
Tuesday night, March 15, Streets, Murray.
Linda Broach will graduate as
a KOP (keep off pounds) and
will also be crowned as the
club's 1976 queen succeeding
HENDERSON, TN. —
Ronny Harold Stubblefield,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield of Route 2, Hazel
has been accepted for admission to Freed-Haccleman
College for the fall semester,
1977.
Ronny attends Calloway
County High School.
Freed-Hardeman College is
a fully accredited, senior,
Christian college.

R. H. Stubblefield
Accepte(L College

PHOTO

c

Per Pose In Living

Color
For Original Print Only
*No Limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking in Rear

quality if frozen baked rather
+++++
than unbelted. — Pat CurtPOINTS TO REMEMBER
singer, Benton.
WHEN USING CREDIT
CARDS — The credit cardholder is responsible for all
charges made to his account
until he notifies the card
The Poplar Spring Baptist issuer that his card has been
Church Women will present a lost or stolen. If your,card is
program on Sunday, March lost or stolen, call or wire
13, at 5:30 p. m. at the church notification to the issuer
to conclude the Week of immediately. Follow up with a
Prayer for Home Missions letter. Destroy or promptly
observance.
return any unsolicited card
Special music will be by the which you receive and do not
WMU Gospel Singers. In intend to use. Be sure your
charge of the programs are card is returned to you after
Louise Short, prayer chair- each use. Never lend yoUr
man, and Grace Matto', credit card — you assume
assistant chairman.
responsibility for its use.a
The public is invited to or loss. Keep an inventory
attend, a church spokesman the numbers of your cr
said.
cards in your safe deppatt

Poplar Spring
To (;it.e Program

or some safe place other than anger. It's what we do with it
your wallet.
Judy Het- that counts. Resist "If I were
terman, HickMan.
you, I would." Resist the
+++++
impulse to say, "That's' nb
Have you had someone problem." If they think it is, it
come to talk to you who was is. Be honest... 'I am too inapparently upset and you volved to discuss this now.
were at a loss as to how to Please come back in twenty
handle this emotionally upset minutes." Help them examine
person? Here are some why they feel as they feel. It's
guides: use a calm, friendly not easy to follow these
voice your usual tone). Listen guides, but give it a try. — Sue
and hear. Perhaps too many of Fraser, Bardwell.
us hear what we think we will
+++++
hear. Give the person time to
Infestations of stored food
express emotion. It's hard to pests may begin from insects
get started. Ask questions that migrating in from outdoors,
lead an individual to see his but most often the pests are
problem in a new light. He carried into the home in food
then, not you, solve it. Resist packages from the store.
the impulse to return angry From infested packages the
ftelings for anger. This does insects can spread to other
not mean we should not feel foods stored in the home.
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A 3 DAY SALE! DON'T MISS IT!
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OUR REGULAR $1.99 YD. NEW SPRING
•

PRINTED
SEERSUCKER
• Full Bolts, 39" Wide
• 100% Cotton, Machine Wisnan1(
All new Spring '77 Prints
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Hurry, For Best SelectIon
All Advertised Prices good
only as long as present
4.1otit,eS last

OUR REGULAR $1.99 YO. PANT WEIGHT

OUR REGULAR $1.99 YO."CONCORD-

Full bolts, 45'. wide
5096 Polyester, 50% Cotton
• Famous "Concord" Quality
• Limited Quantity, Hurry!

lif
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YD.

11‘

STRIPED
CALCUTTA

;

Sweaters&
Shirts

Sale Starts Saturday

Leitiex

TURNER GIRL
A baby girl, Tracy Jean.
-Ann, washorn-te-Mr.--and Mrs.J. W. Turner, North Fifth
Street, Murray, on Thursday,
February 24, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Mandie Williams of Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Burnette
Turner, Lowes.

All Men's

pests for a long time
Maxine Griffin, Clinton
+++++
HERB
GARDENS
4
gourmet cook's finest hour is
the sight, smell and taste of
just-cut fresh herbs?Herbs are
content to sit on kitchen
window sills in decorative pots
and produce almost non:stet!)
snippable
leaves
with
aromatic fragrances. Herbs
are decorative as house
plants, needing only an attractive bright pottery pot to
set off their textured grey or
green foliage. They need a
southern exposure, good
drainage and regular cutting
back. They can also be grown
in front of the window in
hanging baskets. — Juanita
Arnonett, Paducah.

HURRY FOR

-Marsetvi4.

Quitting
Business
Sale

Inspect all packaged food at
the time of purchase to see
that it is free Of insects or their
damage. Badly infested foods
already in the home should be
thrown out. Packages you are
in doubt about can be
sterilized with heat or cold
treatments. HEAT
TREATMENT - Place in a 140
degree F. oven for 30 minutes.
COLD TREATMElliT - Place
in 0 degree F. deep freezer for
4 days. Insect-free" and
sterilized foods should then be
stored in insect-proof cannisters or jars with tight fitting lids. Storage areas should
be kept clean and all spilled
food should be cleaned up.
immediately. A teaspoon of
flour spilled in the pantry
closet will feed hundreds of

004

•
•
•
•

Full bolts, 45" wide
50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
All heavy Pant Weight
All Newest Fashion Stripes

422

YD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•%sS •
OUR REGbLAR $2.88 YD. GINGHAM CHECK AND HOUNDSTOOTH

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
•
•
•
•

Full bolts, 60" wide, N1,k.iiine Washable
100% Polyester, Hea‘v Pant Weight
Navy, Red, Black, Brow n, rireen & Maim Checks
Limited Quantity , HurI t or this

Price

'

Jumpsuits

DRAPERY

jackets
(Over
400 in
stock)

This
Business
For Sale

Out of town
owner has other interests
and will need
All
approximately $T0,000
for fixtures and
Sweaters
inventory.
Call
Blouses
443-2127 or
& Dresse
443-1020
in
Price

1/2

UPHOLSTERY
3 DAYS ONLY! OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF S2.88 YD

19-2 PLY ANTIQUE SATIN
•
•
•
•

Full bolts, 48" wide
All wanted Decorator Color,
Our Entire Stock reduced
Save $1.00 on every yard

9
YD.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
'too must be Completely Satisfied
with Every Purchase or your
Money Back
WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!
If after purchase you find
identical Fabrics priced
lower elsewhere, We'll
refund the
difference!

FABRIC, MART

Paducah

Blueberry
Patch
Dixieland Shopping Center
Behind Buckingham-Ray

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9. 5(M - Th)
9 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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Walter L. Apperson, publisher

R. Gene MeCutcheon,editor-

MUli A'Y NEWSPAPERS.Inc.

'DITORIAL

or over 60, whether camping or
engaged in conservation, service, or other action projects,
you see Girl Scouts having fun
while being doers. Maybe that's
one secret of their durability.
an
of
character
The
This month, during Girl Scout
organization,like that of a porn6-12, the
Week,
March
munity, is expressed in the inoirganization celebrates its 65th
dividuals who compose it.
anniversary. Because Girl
Perhaps-it is noteworthy'. that
Scouting thibodies the positive
the young people and adults
Zo make up Girl Scouting sub-8446-44-W4Rth-i"Peal-te---generations of Americans can scribe to a "Promise and Law"
its
be
measured
by
that contains the phrases: "I
growth-from 18 members in
_
will try," and "1 will do

1912 to nearly 4 million girls

mybesta

So it is our pleasure to extend
congratulations to Girl Scouts
on their 65th year, and we urge
you to join Scouting-be a Girl
Scout leader; it means so much
to our youth, and so much to all
of us.

IrlEARTLiN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problemsfast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must includea
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a •66-year-old
widow and I am drawing Social
Security_ widow's benefits on my
deceased'iliisband. My widow benefits
are $310rper month. I have been seeing
a gentleman who is 68 years old and
drawing his Social Security benefits.
His benefit is $330 per month. If we
should marry, how would this affect my
_Social_ Security
_
. widow's benefits? A.F.
ANSWER: If you decide to marry
again, your Social Security widow's
benefits would be reduced. In this type
of case, a widow can draw either-50 per
cent of her present widow's benefits or
the appropriate percentage of wife's
benefits ( depending upon the widow's
age). Since you are over 65, your wife's
benefits would be 50 per cent of That
your qew_husband is drawing.
In your case, it would be more advantageous for you to draw 50 per cent
of your new husband's benefits. If you
remarried, you would receive $165 per
month 150 per cent of $330).
For people on Social Security or those
,gettWg ready to retire, Heartline has
written a book on Social Security so

P•414,
1.- VAX

r
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The Editor's
Notebook

By Dr.H.C.CHILES

In an age when the values of
many of our American institutions are being questioned,
it's reassuring to know that Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A. endures,
and flourishes.

see
them
You
women,
everywhere-girls,
and men from every ethnic,
racial, cultural, and economic
group, working together,
enriching their lives. Whether 6
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Stopping Payment
_On Personal Checks

eigifiton

THE WAY OF AUTHENTIC-PRATER
Luke 11:1-13
While Christ was praying in a certain
place, His disciples stood nearby..
Silently and reverently they looked and
listened as their' Lord commtured with
God the Father. They observed in Him
a strange separation from the world, a
conscious nearness to God, a delight in
the _ Father's presence„ and
familiarity in communion with God

of Satan.
The Promises-11:9-13
Christ followed the parable with the
• assurance which has comforted the
hearts of innumerable people through if
these intervening centuries. He
stressed the point that ttoisttatis
should persist in their praying. "Keep
on asking and it shall be given to you.
Keep on seeking and _you shall find.
Keep on knocking and it shall be opened

earth. Seeing and hearing Christ pray
must have convinced the disciples that
they knew comparatively little about
this spiritual exercise. So,they wanted
to lear to pray as their I
r yed._
The Plea-11:1
Christ's example emphasized the
privilege, power, and blessing of
prayer. It also aroused the 'disciples'
sense of their inability in the realm and
filled them with a desire to learn to
pray. His example prompted one of the
disciples to make the -earnest plea,
"Lord,teach us to pray."
The Pattern-11:2-4
-In answer to viarptea, the Lord gave
them the prayer which had to do with
the whole range of human need, temporal and spiritual. It was a model of
brevity, simplicity, and com-

God answers prayer, but of how the
children of God sheukl offer, prayer.
Just as earthly fathers are r&ady.and
willing to give good gifts to their
children when they ask fo_r_ thern..,our
heavenly Father will supply our daily
needs if we will earnestly and persistently ask Him to do so. Why should
we be slow in claiming such wonderful
promises?
.
An important truth which these
verses accentuate is that God's infinite
love is exemplified in His provision for
His own. Since worthy parents can be
trusted to give good gifts to their
children, how much more so will our
heavenly Father care for His Own,
whom He loves devotedly! He wants to
give His children the things they need,
even more than do the very best of
. However,He wants-His
children to ask for the things which they
need.
Those who have made the greatest
impact on the world and left the best
_ influence behind them have been men
and women of prayer. God certainly
wants each of His children to pray
sincerely, earnestly, intelligently,
definitely, trustingly, submissively,
persistently, and expectantly. The kind'
of praying which pleases Gcgl enriches
our lives and greatly benefits others.

11,QMEG

_O Years Ago

Qeborah Ann Newberry, age seven,
died Yesterday after having been struck
by a car on U. S. Highway 641 North in
front of the Newberry home.
,
Another death reported was Mrs.
Susie Bailey Bean,age 90.
Over 8,500 Calloway County licenses
certified
mail
sent
by
should
be
Kentucky residents frequently call notice
for automobiles have been sold for this
the Consumer_ Hotline at the _Attorney and the consumer_ should keep a copy
year, according to Calloway County
General's Office with inquiries about for future reference, in case trouble
Court Clerk DougIaS Shoemaker.
stopping payment on personal checks arises.
D. J. Miller who died last week was
Some business people may attempt to
when defective merchandise has been.
a good thinker," from the column,
consumer
for
passing
a
received or repair work which was not prosecute a
"Seen- & Heard Around Murray"
_ by
.
"cold check" when payment is stopped
done satisfactorily has been paid for.
James C. Williams.
Consider, for example,. the person and the company cannot collect its
The Murray Woman's Club will be
who has a television set fixed and then, money. This. prosecution and
. hostess forthe First District Seminar to
intending to pay the billi-psesents the harassment will be unsuccessful if the
be held March 15 in the ballroom of the
service repairman with a personal consumer dirlintend to pay the bill with
Murray State Student Union Building.
check written on an account containing a -check written-on an account con-i Hiekinin County beat North Marshall
taming
sufficient
funds
to
cover11:4h411
rhore than enough money to cover. it.
and Tilghman beat Heath in the semi
The set is then taken home, but it will certified letter of notice to the business
firialsOf the First Regional'Basketball
not -work properly. When notified, the helps to show this.
Tournament.
-- In any situation involving a demand
repairman disclaims all responsibllity,
saying,the set , was working properly
for a cashier's or certified check, a
when it left the shop. The owner then consumer should check with his or her
calls the Attorney General's Office to bank before obtaining and handing over
find out if payment on the check can be such a check. It is very difficult to stop
-Th. Gerald Priestley of England will
payment on a cashier's or certified
Stopped.
address , the -joint membership of the '
A consumer may order his or her cheek, and such a check. should never
Murray IRotary Club, the Murray Lions.
bank to stop payment on such a check. be used when the consumer has any
Club, and the Young Business Men'S
A verbal order is binding upon the bank
question whatsoever about the integrity
Club in a joint meeting at the Murray
for 14 calendar days, unless confirmed . of the transaction for which the check is
Woman's Club House on March 12.
in writing within that period. The
used.
Deaths reported include Walter G.
Remember, before stopping payment
writteh order is effective for only six
Wilkinson, age -75, and Mrs. M. M.
months, unless renewed in writing. If on a check, give the company a chance
Sykes, age 59.
the bank does not follow a valid order to to resolve the problem. If you do decide . Adrian H.Smith of Kirksey was listed
stop paytnent it is up to the consumer to to stop payment on the check, consult
among the 136 University of Kentucky
I
yolk banker.
establish this fact and any resultant
students pledging to the 19 social
If you have a consumer- complaint,
loss. To avoid this problem, a consumer
fraternities on the campus at
write to the Office of the Attorney
should go to his or her local bank and
Lexinglen.
ask about the exact procedures General, Division of Consumer
Birthi reported include a boy, Walter
Protection, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The
followed for stopping payment.
III, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jones,
office has 'found that it can most efWhenever pafment on a check is
Jr., on February 25, and a boy, Keith
stopped, the consumer should write to fectively deal with written complaints
Owen, to Mr. And Mrs. Jessie Harold
and encourages you to write when'you
• the business ,or individual involved and
Culver on February 25. •
state why payment has been stopped. have a complaint. However,if you have . Fulton will play Pikeville 'in the
an emergency situation,, call the
This should be done even when the
Kentucky' Basketball Tournament on •
party has been verbally actvised aboutA, Consumer Hotline. The nuniber is l800March 14. Ron McAlister is one of the
the stop-payment order. The written' 372-2960.
starting players en the Fulton team.'

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 11, the 70th
day of 1977. There are 295 days left M
the-year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1861, the constitution
of the Southern Confederacy was
adopted at Montgomery, Ala.
,
On this date:
In 1810, Emperor Napoleon of France
was married by proxy to Archduchess
Marie Louise of Austria.
In 1845, the Maori natives in New
Zealand were revolting against British
rule.
In 1865, Union forces under Gen.
William Sherman occupied Fayetteville, N.C.,during the Civil War.
In 1917, in World War!, British forces
captured Baghdad.
In 1942., early in World War II, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur left the Corregidor
fortress -in The Philippines by torpedo
boat, en route to Australia.
In 1965,-a white Boston minister, the
Rev. James Reeb, died after being
beaten by whites during civil rights
disturbances in Selma,Ala.
Ten years ago: Joseph I Stalin's
daughter, Svetlana Stalin, went into
seclusion in Switzerland after defecting
froth the Soviet Union.
Five years ago: U.S. B-52 bombers,
supporting a South Vietnamese
military drive, destroyed a North
Vietnamese base campin-Cambodia.
One year ago: Former President
Richard Nixon acknowledged he had
ordered the CIA to try to keep the
Marxist Salvador Allende from
becoming president of Chile in 1970.
Today's birthday: Former New York
Post publisher Dorothy Schiff is 74. .
Thought for today: Never economize
on luxuries.- Angela Thirkell, English
noVellst 1890-1961.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

Federal judges should deal more
sternly with antitrust violators who
conspire to fix prices.
These country club criminals often
have escaped with an admonition and a
slap-on-the-wrist fine.
-Judgeihave_heen_reluctaat.teimpose
jail sentences because of the defenI,

indicated - relationship, "Our
Father-; reverence, "lialIovied be thy
they can better comprehend the
name": and resignation, "Thy will be
benefits.they may be eligible to receive.
done." The deepest desire of the heart
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security"
should be concerned with the Father's
is written in edEy-to-understand,
name, kingdom, and will. The human
question-and-answer form and large
side of prayer may be summarized in
print. the, _following manner: as related to
To order send $2 to: He_artline's
self, the supply of _daily bread; as
Guide to Social Security, Box 4994, Des
related to God, the removal of guilt;
Moines, Iowa 50306. The book has a
and as related to Satan, victory over his
money-back . guarantee. Please allow
temptations. Christians should pray for
six weeks for delivery.
everything they. need and, to the best of
HEARTLINE: I qm 63 years old and I
their knowledge and. ability, for the
enjoy ordering merchandise through
needs of others. We should never be
mail-order companies. Can you give me
backward: about asking God.to supply
any tips on rtiktUirrter buying". C:J.• our needs.
ANSWER: Here are eight tips to
The Parable- 11:54
follow when you purchase merchandise
In these verses Christ gave His
through the mail.
disciples a specific lesson on im1. Look for a guaranteed delivery
portunity and perseverance in praying..
date.
How simple, and yet how profound, is
2. Examine the offer carefully.
that wonderfully human and homely
, 3. Make sure there is a money-back
story! The embarrassed host had a real
guarantee.
sense of need. He also' had a friend to
4. Keep a record of your order.
whom he could go. He firmly believed
5. Check the company out in advance.
that this friend could and would help
6. Neverseildsa.sh.
him. He iment to his friend personally
7. Be sure to enclose shipping, hanand directly. He was specific, perdling,.and tax charges with your order.
sistent, .and unselfish in his asking. It
8. Do not rely solely on the picture of
was the need of another which caused
the item in the ad.
him to ask. Intercession, Which is born
HEARTLINE: Do you tutvieany
of the recognition of the needs of others,
information on
legislatlita in '- is the highest form of prayer. We should
Washington, especially,in reference ta
be persisteat_in prayer because God is
bills presented to Congress that are
moved by our importunity in asking.
related to problems on aging? M.R.
Our prayers should include a request
ANSWER: Yes. For this free infor daily bread, a plea for forgiveness,
formation, send a long, self-addressed,
and a plea for protection from tempstamped envelope to Heartline tation and deliverance from the power
Legislation, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

Consumer Comment
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prison.
Every one of them should do time.
0+0
If a member of Congress should
ever choke so convulsively that panic
and fear of death sets in, then he or she
knows.esactlyibe feeling so many of us
get about big government.
V

.

position.
•
But imprisonment is uniquely effective as a deterrent to this, type of
crime.
assistant attorney general in the
Department of Justice in VVriphington,
for his memo to.Pawyecs and
economists in the antittlist
He instructed prosecutors to seek jail
terms in all antitrust cases, 18 months
for those involving $50,5nillion or less in
annual sales, 24 months for those involving 950 million or more.
Price-fixers abuse the free enterprise
system and escape the discipline of
price competition in order to maximize
their profits.
They steal huge sums from the unwary consumer, and they steal as
surely as a bankrobber steals. But they
have been much less likely to be sent to

•

The Mexican government now
confirms what has been rumored - it
has discovered vast new oil fields that will make it one of the world's great oil
&ad.
countries.
The figure of 60 billion barrels in
reserves has been mentioned in the
international press but "we believe the
figure is far bigger," said Jorge Diaz
Serrano,director general of Pernex,the
Mexican state oil monopoly. '
Such reserves - six times as much
oil as estimated on the North Slope of
Alaska - will put Mexico among the
world's top exporters of oil, will do
much to solve Mexico's serious
economic problems and can be of great
importance to the United States as a
source of imported oil.
Mexico's oil neys is good news on
both sides of the border.

Business Mirror

Capital Gains Improve
raise the investment tax credit to 12 per
By JOHN CUNNIFF
cent
from 10 per cent.
AP Business Analyst
The survey by the Conference Board,
NEW YORK (AP)- That capital
a private, nonprofit research and
spending plans should take such a
educational _organization that enjoys
positive turn must be rated as among
the trust and support of business, is
the best news the economy and the
matched by a more recent analysis by
Carter administration could look for.
the economics departmInt of McGrawThe improvement is equally surprising.
, Only two months ago th% chief. - Hill.
This latter survey, made in late
economist of tie Commerce Depart. .
January an
ment, John KeMrick, was bemoaning
companies have actually boosted their
what he called the "troubling" slowing
1977 spending plans since a similar
of such spending plans, which are
study
last fall.
aimed at improving and enlarging
"The fact that plans were raised in
production facilities.
_
the face of weather-related--problems'
Since then the economy has been
suggests
that they may be boosted
troubled also _by_paralyzing weather
again if business picks up steam," said
and fuel shortages that caused much of
Douglas Greenwald, _chief economist"
the industrial machinery to slow or
for the publications company.
halt, resulting in disappointing
While anticipating even greater
statistics. Not so with spending plans.
future
improvement, the,gains already
Capital appropriations - not just
assured by McGraw-Hill are subvague plans, but authorizations to
stantial, amounting to 15 per cent over
spend - Soared in the final quarter of
1976 appropriations when measured in
1976, and reports so far in 1977 suggest
current
-inflated - dollars, and 8 per
the pace is continuing and perhaps
cent in real terms.
accelerating.
A survey ofthe country's 1,000 largest
manufacturers during the finalquarter
of last year showed appropriations
rising to 915.3 billion, a 33 per cent gain
over the third quarter.
0.
Christ in you, the hope of glory.
The Conference Board, which conColossians 1:27.
ducted the survey, said it was the
We are hopeless persons when
second highest quarterly total in the 24we live only for self; when we're
year history of its survey, surpassed
filled with the life of Christ, hope
only by the $16.4 billion total in the third
reigns supreme.
quarter of 1974. .
While dollar measurements easily
produce record or near-record Jigres
these days because of inflation, the
significance cannot be minimized.
Appropriations by manufacturers,
which account for 40 to 45 per cent of
total spending for new plant and
The Murray. Ledger & Times is published
equipment,-represent a commitment to
..fternoon except Sunda% s. July 4. Christmas
Day.
Year., Day and Thanksgiving-bythe future, and usually encourage
Murray Neuspapers. Inc .
N 4th St Murray .
St 42071
spending by related enterprises.
Cla,s Posiage Paid at Murray'. Ks
Since they are made prior to the
42071
placement of equipment* orders and
51.1151'HIPTION ATE& •In areas served by
carriers. $2.50 per month. payable in advance.
construction contracts, they are the
Its
tn t ;Alava, C.,unt. and to Benton Harlin Ma,tle1.1. Sett-dila and 1'arniuleton. KY.. and
first step in the capital investment
Parts,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.,117.50 per
process.
year By mail to other destinations, 032.50 per
As such, they are an expression of
year.
Menthe' ; VKentutic) Press
confidence in the future and,in the view
find S,uithern Neu -.paper Publishers
.
Non
ih
of some analysts,-also are an endorsement of Washington's plans to

Bible Thought

The Murray
Ledger 8i Times
NeN

Mut1

55510 1.11t;"n

Lees Stay Well

20-Years Ago, Bypass Surgery For Obesity Risky
1 am inclined to agree with
Q. Ms. M. T.. 34 years old,
__Bats. Insects and Health
writes that she is very dis- ,your physician. Such surgery
Q. Mrs. W. B. is disturbed
couraged about her problem ithoukl always be regarded as
about bats in a cave near her
with Obesity, which she has had severe, radical treatment, even
mcst of her life. St* has tried for a limited number of einrens . fan* .home since her children
bccasionallv play near and in the
numerous diets for years, but has cases of obesity.
The bypaz operation stioure- rive.$24e_wo_nders if the danger
been unsuccessful in getting her
of rabies jistilles the exterminaweight down. She weighs about only be done by an experienced
tion of these animals.
surgical team and preferably in
twice as much as she
has read aboutshould.Se a bypass a major, Medical center. The " A. According to authontie; at
the Center for Dised9e Control in
operation and thinks this may be surgery carries a relativelyhigh
Atlanta. Ga.. the incidence of
the logical solution to her prob- operative risk, and complicarabies in bats in no higher than
lem.,% However, when she dis- tions often follow the operation,
in many other wild animals_
cussed it with her physician, he such as impaired liver function,
Rabies in humans from bats is
counseled her against such surg- persistent end severe diarrhea,
exceedingly rate, with only nine
ery. She would like my opinion imbalanced nutrition, and
cases in the United States having
vitamin deficiencies.
about the operation.
been reported since 1951.
I suggest that you he patient
A. Severe obesity is a major
Bats are useful in keeping _a
handicap and can be tragic. In and do the best you can with the
balance in ,nature and catch
many such cases treatment is' traditional mettioch of treatment
millions of insects each nitro:I inunsatisfactory, and the outlook, of obesity. Surgery for obesity
cluding mcsquitoes The role of
should - be regarded as a lastfor rnliel Ls Poor
bats in eating insects has -a posiresort treatment.

tive public health %rah*,in addition to being beneficial to ranching and agriculture.
on balance, bats are more
useful, than they are dangerous.
Diet and Acne
Q. Ms- G. R. wants to know if a
diet exists that will cure acne.
A. Most authorities now
believe that diet • has little or no
influence on the management of
acne. Thus,'I cannot suggest a
diet that will be helpful.
Cleanliness of the scarp and
the skin of the face a-important.
Local medication applied to
affected areas should be used
under the direction of a physician if one's acne is severe
7-.^.rgh to cause scars and need
local treatment.
ormott rm. tram Row *dote Sr
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scorn GROVE
Worship Service
Evening Worship

HAZEL MITMOOKT
CHURCH
Worship

...Attend Church

1100a. in
6:10p. m

IMMANUIL MISSIONARY
11110a.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

6:30p. m.

Worship

2nd & 4th

10:45a. m.
700p m

MAIMS CHAPEL
UNITED
Worship Service
Sunday School

II:00a. m
6.00 p. in
II 00a.m

Nazarene

6 45p. m

GOOD SNIP:NERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00. in
10 00 a in
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunda) School
It) 00. m

Sunday School
Morning Worship
N. Y.P.S. Worship

• 7 00 p.

11:00a.m., _
GROVE
Morning Worship
6'30p. m.

Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

9:45am
10:45a m
. 5 30.6.011p.in
-

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a. in
Evening Worship
6:30p. m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
7,30p. m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
-

7:00p. m

&unto): School
Worship

1st Sunday
3rd Sunday

11,

Worship

I

1 L:00 a. m.
6:30p.m.

SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH

10:45 a.m.
930 a. m.

20 00 a m
II 00a m

MT. NINON
.Worship Service 10 00 a m lit Sunday
11 00. in 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 00
a m 1st Swiday -1000. in 2nd,3rd.& 4th
Sunday

10:00a. m.
10 50. m

Sunday 11 Wed-

MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a in 2nd Sunday
11 00 a m 4th Sunday Sunday School 1000
a m 1st. 3rd, Is 4th Sunday II 00a m 2nd
Sunday

10 00a m
11 00 a m
6 00 p in.

aura.

WAYMEN
AWE CHURCH
Morning Services

10 45. in

LIBERTY CUMURLAND

1030 a m
M
m

11100II5 CHAPEL UNITED

Sunday School 10 00 a in.. Worship Service
9:00 a. m.every other Sunday

1st & Ird Sunday
Evening
2nd & 4th Sunday
No Evening Worship

WORTS PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School

9.0 a.m
11 00a. m

Worship Service

in

BUSH UNITED
It 00a. m.
1st & 3rd Sunday
9 30a m
2nd & 4th Sunday
6.00p m.
Evening
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
10.00a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11.00 a in
Evening
7 00 p m_
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
Worship Services

m

10 10a. in
11 a. m.,7 p. m.

MOUNT PLEASANT
cWilliams Nowspapm Feature, 5v nal,•te,
P1) BOX 1100,
( ha;kaie.vtat 5 :2906

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11.00 a. m.
7:00p.m.

. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
urch School
Worship Service

9 30a in.
7 10p m
11 00• in

Morning Worship
Sunday School

9 30a. m..
1045a. in.

9.45s. in.
LO 45. m

Ride I..rture

11:00a. m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN •
Sunday School- m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a. m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 101171-. M.
Worship Service
Sat.915 a. m

Purchase Tire Mort

This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.

B.4
kg" ju -Dons'

Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"

Beauty
Salon

-For The(omplete Look.

Max Keel

Dixieland Center

E. Mein St ludestrial Rd.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
- Complete AMoniatic Tres:mission Service

1(entwelui fried Chau

-Front End Alignment

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"

-Complete Too.-Up t Repair Service709 S. 716

753-1751
Radiator & Auto Gloss Service

Try Oar Dekko's Semi mid Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

Cain-AMC
Jeep

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

Nornet-Matedor-Gromlin-loop-Parr Mogen
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534441
S06 Coldwater Rd.

Carroll Tire'Service

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block(of S. 12th

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Phone 753-1489

605 Maple St.

Central
Shopping

753 7175

753-4424

Five Points
Murray's Most Complete Department Store

753-7992

Paschall Truck Lines

Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
Chestnut St.
12th& Story
So.
SOO Main

Corvette Lanes

Murray, Ky.

753-6655

753-1215

Bowling

At

402 N. 12th
753-4845
Play School
•:
Haws 4,45 a.mto
. 5 p.m. • 5 Days

Its Best

Your Children
WoA.
rsliBipWith
.C.

Ph. 753-2202

1415 Main St.

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut
753-4832

Creative Printers, Inc.
Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
Go To

Let us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Mess mid Larry Softer,•ixiwri

We use plastic &
wood treatment for

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

mold fungus

753-3914

/53-3037

Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck S. Farm Tires
753-3164
808 Coldwater Rd.

Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
N. ere rennin specials Deily , Mon. thre Thurs.
Fri., Sat., Sun. • Tiles* Steen Special
No. 12th Frt. 641 -Cal in Orders to 7S3-4411

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.

Acres of
Free Parking

1-6 Sun,

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"

753-8777

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing - Heating
de Air Conditioning
•Commercial •Residentiel
753 61611

Repairs 4 Inirtollotion

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Big John's

Air Conditioning Meating-Commercied Refrigeration

Home of Ouolvt. Economy
Selections

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phone 753-1713

641 Super Shea
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6 30 e in Close 11 00 p
Sunday Open I 00. ni Close 10 00 p
Sort% 17th Plans 753 1131

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

41106

JOBBERS OF Mal OIL PRODUCTS
Wormy
Serving Celloway. Graves
753
end Corlisl• Counties

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

3023

Hendon's Service Station

God Is Love

CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No 4th Street

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Wows ON., Mgr. E. W. Ovtiond, Sept.
Pb.,,. 753-1220-'

Phone 753 1921

Bel-Air Wow% Ca

West Kentucky Rural Electpic
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

94 Weekdays
Fri. & Sm.
7534311
No hotel shocks,
Dream, Illefflan

500 N. 4th 753-3251 -753-8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

75319641

103 Maple - 753-1933

Shop for The
Entire family

Church Sunpoy

Disielesid C.entor

Murray Memorial Gardens

641 North - 753-2654

753-8807

Your Plant IL Wicker
Headquarters

QUAISar

Bel-Air Center

SO1 N 416

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

*Children Are Gods Gift

Fancy Plants .

P.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

•-•_41:`;li

1606 Ryan Ave., Wormy

Stokes Tractor &
Dunn Furniture
Implement Co.
T.V. & Appliance
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
"hirli"/"I Sales & Servic,e
Phone 753-1319 Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
'Industrial Road

753 7997

Wells Electric

753-1717

753-3231

J.C. & C.O.
Chicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
`Jesus Sayer
1 - viler Neu Management
1206 Chestnut St.

Farmers Grain
& Seed Co.

COMPLIMENTS
Rt. 4

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palate
Cafe

Center
753-7598

753-7111

Boyd's Auto Repair

100 So 13th St

DIATER-MARDIN UNITED
Worship Service
1st & 2nd Sundays
1st& 3rd & 4th Sunday

WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services11:OD a.m.,7:00 p.m.
ST. NEWS EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
945 a. m.
Church School

11 -00 a m.
p in

ST. .10NN BAPTIST CHURCH

1105 Pogue

COWS CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
10 10. ni

Presbyterian

Wednesday 8 p m.

LEDIETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST

American
Motors

10:00 a.m.
11:00a. m.

10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

JENOVAN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10:30a. m.

Sunday School
10:00a. m.
Preaching
•- 11:00 a.m.& 6:00p.m.
Wednesday night
700 p. in

Morning Worship
Sunday School

GORIER METHODIST
Morning worship Services
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 40. m
Evening services lit., 3rd & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6 30 p m

KIRKSEY CHURL'S
OF CHRIST

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
rainier Ave. and 17th St , Murray, Ky.,Sundays 11.00 a. m. Testimony meeting second

11.00 a. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

6:00p.m.

10:00
1050
6:00
•7:00

rstup

Sunday School
Morning Worship
EvenuAVOrstup 7 10p. m
nesdays I

II 00. m
10 00. in

1045a. in,

Saturday Mass 6:30 p.m

LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 110 a.in.
Evening Worship
7.00 p. in
CHESTNUT STRUT GENERAL
Sunday School
10:00a. m.
Morning Worship

LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service
Sunday School

6-00 p. m.

Mid-Week
COLDWATER
Morning irship
Evening

RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
I0'00a m.
11:00a.in
,lextune.Wurstue...-

11 00. m.

A.M. Worship
P.M. Worship

10- 00a.m.
700p.m

Bible School
9 30 a
Evening Service
6 00 p
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
10 45a
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 6 a m.. 11 a m 4 30 p

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

VALLEY"

SECOND STRUT
Mornina Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
Of CHRIST
Bible Study

FIRST CHRISTIAN
10:45 a.m.,7:00p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

11:00a. m.
6:00p. m.

Evening Services

VITASANT

FIRST MITNODIST
II 45 & 10 50 a m

Worship

10:50a. m
6:00p. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Worship Services

10:00a. in
1100 a. m.
5:00p. in.

COLDWATER
^ Morning Services

Evening Worship

Christian

OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Vesper Service

NEW CONCORD
Morning Service

itiudatttlatild.uaLaiud..ta.c.n.loshher
vs lirt Ii is -far 4111141144'

• UMPLE RILL 411111210-Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Bo..day
10a m

6:00 p. rn

Bible Study

2.00p. m.
10:30a. m.

Sunday School
Worship Senn ce

10 00 a m 1st & 2nd Sunday. II 00 a rn 3rd
& 4th Sunda)

ALISO

9 30 a. m.
11.00a.m

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE

Everung Worship

DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00a. m
Worship Service
11.00a m
Evening Worship
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship
10:00 a.m.& 7:00 p.m
Tues.& Thurs.
7.00p. m

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
7 15p. in.
SUGAR CREEK.
Morning Worship '
11:000.m
Evening Worship
715p.m.
OWENS-CUM
Morning Worstup
1100a. m.
Evening Worship
5:3Qp.m.
MOUNT MORES FREEWILL BAPTIST

COLDWATER UNITED

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:5Q a. m.
Evening Worship
6:00p. m.
IMO* GROVE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600p.m
SEVENTH t POPLAR
Worship Service
10:40a. m.

it
an ewellent 54111111744, of inspi.
railing' for ally vs
an. .% s irtuous
Is still cherished liv her hut..
;
.sill
1

10 CIO a in
11 00 a in
7 00 p in

Worship Service 11 03 a m 1s1 & 2nc1 Sundsy , 10.10 a m 3rd A 41h, Sunday School

10.45a. in.
7:00 p. in

Evening Worship

Sunday School
10.:00 a. m.
Worship Services
11:00a.m.,7:30 p.m.
FIt ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a in.
Morning Worship
1100a.rn.
Sunday Evening
700p.m.
Thurs. nite
700p in.
UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Sunday School
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10.30a. m
6.00p. m.

Evening Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Morning Worship

11-110 a in

KIRKSIT UNITED

UNIVERSITY

quirronslits of !Inf. s.eripture. Flout.% er,

Worship Services
11 00a.mW.ni:
CALVARY TEMPLE

m
11
6 30 p in

Morning Worship

f tin iii
Iii Proverb.. 31. %.• find .1
hal444014,ilig. resources.()Omit. She is.
Iv iP ser. important to
ful. and responsible. Uer Ia
her.-und they in I inn praise and volt her bktnL

11 00a in
10.00 a in
5 30p
5 00 p
6 30 p

ALASO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
1:319. 114,,
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
SurideSrnooi
TrOri. m.

NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p. m.
FUNT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
6 45 p. m.
OMIT CORNER
Morning Worshi‘ p
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
- 11:00 a. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Her Worth is Far Above Rubies!

Pentecostal

6.00 p. m.

Morning Worship

NEW PROVIDENCE

mutat

y School
Evening Worship
N.Y PS. Worship
Wednesday Evening
.

GRACE BAPTIST

Evening Worship

Church of Christ

9 40. M.
10 45 a in
5 15 p
6 00 p
7-00 p in

POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Evening Worship

Sunday School

MURRAY CHURCH

11.1)0a.m.

11 00. m
7 30p m

Singing.Evening Wars

9 30a in
10 30a in

7 00 p m

HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

10 00

PALESTINE UNITED
Worship Service 11 a m_ 1st Sunday. 10 00 a
m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10 00 a m .

WNW*Man
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
NORTNSIDE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

II 00

MASON'S CHAPEL

West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Groves, C.Ilowey, M.rshoII, Carlisle Comities in Ply and
Henry Cs., Tenn.

753-4351 or 247-4350

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake State Park

Ph 474.2245

•

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802

205 N 4th St

4-.44araal.-aral opein

t-The Murray Ledger.
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Times

Walter L. Appersompablisher

EDITORIAL

or over 60, whether carping or
engaged in conservation, service, or other action projects,
you see Girl Scouts having fun
while being doers. Maybe that's
one secret of their durability.
The character of an
organNation,like that of a community, is expressed,in the individuals who compose it.
Perhaps_ it is noteworthy that
the—yoting people arid adtilts
%Nilo make up(irirl couting 11
scribe to a "Promise and Law"
that contains the phrases: "I
will try," and "I will do my
-best."
So it is our pleasure to extend
congratulations to Girl Scoutson their 65th year, and we urge
you to join Scouting — be a Girl
Scout leader; it means so much
to our youth, and so much to all
of us.

they can better comprehend the
benefits they may be eligible to receive.
-Headline's Guide to Social Security"
is written in easy-to-understand,
question-and-answer form and large
print.
To order send $2 • to: Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306. The book has a
money:back guarantee. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and I
enjoy ordering merchandise through
mail-order companies. Can you give me
any tips on mail-order buying? C.J.
ANSWER: Here are eight tips to
follow when you purchase merchandise
through the mail.
1. Look for a guaranteed delivery
date.
2. Examine the offer carefully.
money-back
3,.Make sure_there
. _ _ is aguarantee.
4. Keep a record of your order.
5. Check the company,oet in advance.
6. Never send cash.
7. Be sure to enclose shipping, handling, and tax charges with your order.
8. Do not rely solely on the picture of
the item in the ad. •
HEARTLINE: Do you have any
information on legislation in
Washington, especially in reference to
bills presented to Congress that are
related to problems on aging? M.R.
ANSWER: Yes. For this free information, send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Heartline —
Legislation, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

Consumer Comment

Stopping Payment
On Personal Checks
Kentucky residents frequently call
the Consumer Hotline at the Attorney,
General's Office with inquiries about
stopping payment on perSonal checks
when defective merchandise has been
received or repairwork which was not
done satisfactorily has been paid for.
Consider, for example, the person
who has a television set fixed and then,
,intending to pay the bill; presents the
" service, repairman with.,a personal.
check written on an account containing
More than enough money to cover it.
The set is then taken home, but it will
not work properly. When notified, the
repairman disclaims all responsibility,
saying the set was working properly
when it left the shop. The owner then
calls the Attorney General's Office to
find out if payment on the check can be
stopped.
A consumer may order his or her
bank to stop payment on such a check.
A verbal order is binding upon the bank
for 14 calendar da-ys_unless confirmed
in writing within that period. The
written order is effective for only six
months, unless renewed in writing. If
the bank does notfollow a valid order to
stop payment it is up to the consumer to
establish this fact and any resultant
loss. To avoid this problem,a consumer
should go to his or her local bank and
ask about the exact procedures
followed for stopping payment.
-Whenever payment on a check is
stopped, the tonsumer should write to
•the business or individual involved and.
state why payment has been stopped.
_This should be done even when the
party has been verballY advised about,
The stop-payment order. The written
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The Editor's
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k11ii(1(1V „School Lesson

IrlEARTLiN,
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is ta
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
Columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE:. I am a 66-year-old
widow and I am drawing Social
Security widow's benefits on my
deceased husband. My widow benefits
are $310 per month. I have been seeing
a gentleman who .is 68 years old and
drawing his Social Security benefits.
His henefit is $330 per month. If we
should marry, how would this affect my
Social Security widow's benefits' A F
ANSWER: If you decide to marry
again, your Social Security widows.
benefits would be reduced. In this type
of Case,'a widow can draw either 50 per
cent of her present widow's benefits or
the appropriate percentage of wife's
benefits (depending upon the widow's
age). Since you are over 65, your wife's
benefits would be 50 per cent of what
your new husband is drawing.
In your case, it would be More advantageous for you to draw 50 per cent
of your new husband's benefits. If you
remarried,you would receive $165 per
month 50 per cent of $330).
For people on Social Security or those
getting ready to retire, Heartline has
written a book on Social Security so

editor

1111,4'
, 0!newspaper sI1,111.9

R.Gene McCutcheon,editor

Be A Girl Scout!
In an age when the values of
many of our American institutions are being questioned,
it's reassuring to know that Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A. endures,
and flourishes.
This month,during Girl Scout
Week, March 6-12, the
organization celebrates its 65th
anniversary. Because Girl
Scouting embodies the positive
side of living, its appeal to
generations of Americans can
measured
by
its
be
growth—from
18
4 members
o
in
lr1
9o2 o
nearly million girls
and adults today.
them
see
You
women,
everywhere—girls,
and men from every ethnic,
racial, cultural, and economic
group, working together,
enriching their lives. Whether 6
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
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THE WAY OF AUTHENTIC PRAYER
Luke 1:1-13
While Christ was praying in a certain
place, His disciples stood nearby.
Silently and reverently they looked and
listened as their Lord communed with
God the Father. They observed in Him
a strange separation from the world, a
conscious nearness to God, a delight in
the Father's presence, and a
familiarity in cornmunion with

of Satan. ,
The Promises — 11:9-13
,
Christ followed the parable with the "
assurance which has comforted the
Federal judges should deal more
hearts of innumerable people through
sternly with antitrust violators who
these intervening centuries. He
conspire to fix prices.
stressed the point that Christians
These country club criminals often
should persist in their praying. !'Keep
have escaped with an admonition and a
on asking and it shall be given to you.
slap-on-the-wrist fine.
Keep on seeking and you shall find.
Judges have been reluctant to impose
Keep on knocking-and itshall be opened -'-'-' Jail'sentences beCauSe of the 'defenI

earth. Seeing and hearing Christ pray
Must have convinced the disciples that
they knew comparatively little about
this spiritual exer6se. So, they wanted
to learn to pray as their Lord prayed.
The Plea — 11:1
Christ's example emphasized the
privilege, power, and blessing of
prayer. It also aroused the disciples'
sense of their inability in the realm and
filled them with a desire to learn to
pray. His example prompted one of the
disciples to make the earnest plea,
"Lord,teach us to pray.",
The Pattern— 11:2-4
In answer to that plea, the Lord gave
them the prayer which had to do with
the whale range of human need, temporal and spiritual. It was a model of
brevity; simplicity, and corn•prehensiveness. In it three things are
indicated — relationso
ti
tiri;
i
Father"; reverence, "Hail
name"; and resignation, "Thy will be
done." The deepest desire of the heart
should be concerned with the Father's
name, kingdom, and will. The human
side of prayer may be summnriz_ed in
the following manner: as related to
self, the supply of daily bread; as
related to God, the removal of guilt;
and as related to Satan, victory over his
temptations. Christians should pray for
everything they need and,to the best of
their knowledge and ability, for the
needs of others. We should never be
backward about asking God to supply
our needs.
The Parable— 11:5-8
4/
In these verses Christ gave His
disciples a specific lesson on importunity and perseverance in praying.
How simple, and yet how profound, is
that wonderfully human and homely
story! The embarrassed host had a real
sense of need. He also had a friend. to
whom he -could go. He firmly believed
that this friend could and would help
him. He went to his friend personally
and directly. He was specific, persistent" and unselfish in his asking. It
was the need of another which caused
him to ask. Intercession, which is born
of the recognition of the needs °tethers,
is the highest form of prayereWe should
be persistent in prayer because God is
moved by our„Anportunity in asking.
Our prayers should include a request
for daily bread, a plea for forgiveness,
and a plea for protection from temptation and deliverance from the power

[LCOEIMG
10 Years Ago
Deborah Ann Newberry, age seven,
died yesterday after having been struck
by a car on U. S. Highway 641 North in
front of the Newberry home.
Another death reported was Mrs.
Susie Bailey Bean,age 90.
Over 8,500 Calloway County licenses
for automobiles have been sold for this
year, -according to Calloway • County
Court Clerk Douglas Shoemaker.
"D. J. Miller who died last week was
a good thinker," from* the. column,.
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
The Murray Woman's Club will-be
hostess for the First DistrictSeminar to
be held March 15 in the ballroom of the
Murray StateStudent Union Building:
Hickman County beat North Marshall
and Tilghman beat Heath in the semifinals of the Firit Regional-Basketball
Tournament.

notice should be sent by certified mail
and the consumer should keep a copy
fik fultire reference,' in-case trouble
arises. Some busiqess people may attempt to
prosecute a consumer for passing a
"cold check" when payment is stopped
and the company cannot collect its
money: This prosecution and
harassment will be unsuccessful if the
consumer did ititend to pay the bill with'
a check written on' an account containing sufficient funds to cover -it. The
certified letter of notice to the business
helps to show this.
In any situation involving a demand
for a cashier's or certified check, a
consumer should check with his or her
bank befomebtaining and handing over
such a check. It is very difficult to stop
Dr. Gerald Priestley of Englanthwill
payment on a cashier' or certified
address the joint membership of the
check, and such a check should never
Murray Rotary Club, the Murray Lions
be used wh; the consumer has any
Club, and the Young. Business Men's
salTeMion
soever nod-the
rity
Club in a joint meeting at the Murray
of the transaction for which the cTieek is
Woman's Club House on March 12,
used.
Deaths reported include Walter G.
Remember, before stopping payment
Wilkinson, age 75, and Mrs. M. M.
on a check, give the company a chance
Sykes,age 59.
to resolve the problem. If you do decide . Adrian H.Smith of Kirksey was listed
to stop payment on the check, consult _ among the 136 University of Kentucky
your banker.
students pledging to the 19 social.
If you have a consumer complaint, fraternities on the campus at
write to the Office of the Attorney
Lexington:
General, Division of Consumer
Births reported include a boy, Walter
Protection,- Frankfort7,Ky.--40601. The
ITT, to Mr. and -141-FS: Waltei'R. Jones,
office has found_ that it can most efJr.-,- an February 25, and a boy, Keith
fectively deal with written complaints
Owen, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Harold
and encourages you to write when you
Culver on Februafy25.--.-have a complaint. However,if you have
-Flulton will play Pikeville in the
an emergency situation, call the
Kentucky Basketball Tournament on
Consumer Hotline. The number is 1400March.14. Ron McAlister is one of the
372-2940.
starting players on the Fulton team.

20 Years Ago

I

If

I

I

•
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•

prison.
Every one of them should do time.
. 0+0
If a member of Congress should
ever choke so convulsively that panic
and fear of death sets in, then he or she
knows exactly the feeling soni4ny of us
get aboutbig government.

I

God answers prayer, but of how the
position.
children of God should offer prayer.
But imprisonment is uniquely efJust as earthly fathers are ready and
fective as a deterrent, to this type of
willing to give good gifts to their
crime.
children when they ask for them, our
We applaud poriald -I. Baker,
-heavenly Father will supply our daily
assistant attorney general in the
needs if we will earnestly and perDepartment of Justice in Washington,
sistently ask Him to do so. Why should
for his memo to lawyers and
we be slow in claiming such wonderful
economists in the antitrust division.
promises?
He instructed prosecutors to seek jail
An important truth which,, these
terms in all antitrust cases, 18 months
verses accentuate is that God's infinite
for those involving $50 million or less in
love is exemplified in His provision for
annual sales, 24 months for those in-,
His own. Since worthy parents can be
volving $50 million or more.
trusted to give good gifts to their
Price-fixers abuse the free enterprise
children, how much more so will our
system and escape the tdiscipline of
heavenly Father care for His own,
price competition_ in order to maximize
whom He loves devotedly! He wants to
their profits.
give His children the things they need,
They steal huge sums from the uneven more than do the very best of
wary consumer, and they steal as
earthly fathers.ilowever,He wants His
surely as a bankrobber steals. But they
children to ask for the things which they
have been much less likely to be sent to
need.
Those who have made the greatest
impact,on the world and left the best
influence behind them have been men
and women of prayer. God certainly
wants each of His children to pray
sincerely, earnestly, intelligently,
definitely, trustingly,' submissively,
By JOHN CUNNIFF
persistently, and expectantly. The kind
of praying which pleases God enriches . • AP Businesi Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)
our lives and greatly benefits others.
That capital
spending plans should take such a
'positive turn must be rated as among
the best news the economy and the
Carter administration could look for.
The improvement is equally surprising.
Only two months ago the chief
economist of the, Commerce Department; John Kendrick, was bemoaning .
what he called the,troubling" slowing
By The Assbciated Press
of such spending plans, which are
Today is Friday, March 11, the 70th
aimed at improving and enlarging
day of 1977. There are 295 days left in
production facilities.
the year.
Since then the economy has been
Today's highlight in history:
troubled also by paralyzing weather
On this date in 1861, the constitution
of the Southern—Confederacy was and fuel shortages that caused much of
the industrial machinery to slow or
adopted at Montgomery, Ala. halt, resulting in ,disappointing
On this date:
-in 1810, Emperor Napoleon of France • statistics. Not so with spending plans.
Capital appropriations — not just
was married by-proxy to Archduchess
vague plans, but authorizations to
Marie Louise of Austria.
spend — soared in the final quarter of
In 1845,, the Maori natives rn New
1976, and reports so far in 1977 suggest
Zealand were revolting against British
the pace is continuing and perhaps
rule.
In 1865, Union fortes under Gen. accelerating.
A survey of the country's 1,000 largest
William Sherman occupied Fayetmanufacturers during the final quarter
teville, N.C.,during the Civil War.
of last year showed appropriations
In 1917, in World War I, British forces
rising to $15.3 billion, a 33 per cent gain
captured Baghdad.
In 1942, early in World War II, Gen. over ths third quarter.
The Conference Board, which conDouglas MacArthur left the Corregidor
ducted the survey, said it was the
fortress in The Philippines by torpedo
second highest quarterly total in the 24boat,en route to Australia.
year history of its survey, surpassed
In 1965, a white Boston minister, the
only by the $16.4 billion total in the third
Rev. James Reeb; died after being
quarter of 1974.
beaten by whites during civil rights
While dollar measurements easily
disturbances in Selma, Ala.
• .,
praduce record or near-record figures
Ten years ago: Joseph Stalin's
these days because of inflation, the
daughter, Svetlana Stalin, went into
significance cannot be minimized.
seclusion in Switzerland after defecting
Appropriations by manufacturers,
from the Soviet Union.
which account for 40 to 45 per cent of
Five years ago: U.S. 13-52 bombers,
total spending for new plant and
supporting a South Vietnamese
equipment, represent a commitment to
military drive, destroyed a Northh
the future, and usually 'encourage
Vietnamese base camp in Cambodia.
spending by related enterprises.
One year ago:' Former President
Since they are made prior to the
Richard Nixon acknowledged he had
placement of equipment orders and
ordered the CIA to try to keep the
construction contracts, they are the
Marxist Salvador Allende from
first step in the capital investment
becoming president of Chile in 1970.
Today's birthday: Former New York -process.
As such, they are an expression Of
Postpublisher Dorothy Schiff is 74.
Thought for today: Never economize
confidence in the future and; in the view
of some analysts:
on Iwttuies- Angela Thirkell, English
:also are an ennovelist, 181961.dorsement of Washington's plans to

The - Mexican government now
confirms what has been rumored — it
has discovered vast new oil fields that
will make it one of the world's great oil
producers. rivaling the Middle East
countries.
The figure of 60 billion 'barrels in
reserves has been mentioned in the
international press but "we believe the
figure is far bigger," said Jorge Diaz
Serrano,director general of Pemex,the
Mexican state oil monopoly.
Such reserves — six times as much
oil as estimated on the North Slope of
Alaska — will put Mexico among the
world's top exporters of oil, will do
much to solve Mexico's serious
economic problems and can be of great
importance to the United States as a
source of imported oil.
Mexico's oil news is good news on
both sides of the border.

BusinessMirror
•

Capital Gains Improve

Today
In History

raise the investment tax credit to 12 per
cent from 10 per cent.
The survey by the Conference Board,
a private, nonprofit research and
educational organization that enjoys
the trust and support of business, is
matched by a more recent analysis by
the economics department of MeGrawHill.
This latter survey, made in late
January and February-,--indicates that
companies have actually boosted their
1977 spending plans since a similar
study last fall.
"The fact that plans were raised in
the face of weather-related problems
suggests that they may be boosted
again if business picks tip steam," said
Douglas Greenwald, chief economist
for the publications cotnpany.
While anticipating even greater
future improvement, the gains already
assured by McGraw-Hill are substantial, amounting to 15 per cent over
1976 appropriations when measured in
current — inflated — dollars, and 8 per
cent in real terms.

Bible Thought
Christ in you, the hope of glory.
Colossians 1 i27.
We are hopeless persons 'when
we live only for self; when we're
filled with the life of Christ, hope
reigns supreme
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Let's Stay Well

Bypass Surgery For Obesity Risky
Q. Ms. M. T., 34 years old,
writes • that she is very discouraged about her problem
with obesity, which she has had
• most of her life. She has tried
numerous diets for years.but has
been unsuccessful in getting her
weight dole ie weighs about
twice as mucVaashe should.
She has read about a bypass
operation and thinks this may be'
the logical solution to her prbblem. However, wiien she discussed it with her physician,.he
counseled her against such surg:
pry. Sive WOuld like my opinion
about the operation.
obesity is a major
A. SeVEW-4
handicap and can be tragic. In
many such eases, treatment is
unsatisfactory, and the outlook
for relief is poor.

I am inclined to agree with
your physician. Such surgery'
should always be regarded as
severe, radical treatment, even
for a limited number of extreme
-cases of obesity.
The bypass operation should
only be done by an experienced
surgical team and preferably in
a major medical center. The
surgery carries a relatively high
operative risk, and complications often follow the operation,
such as impaired liver function,
persistent and severe diarrhea.
Unbalanced nutrition, and
vitamin deficiencies.
suggest that you be patient
and do the best you can with the
traditional methods of treatment
of obesity. Surgery for obesity
should be regarded as a lastresort treatment.
•

Bats: Insects and Health
Q. Mrs. W. B. :
is• disturbed
about bats in a cave near her
farm borne since her children
occasionally, play near and in the
Cave. She wonders if the danger
of rabies justifies the extermination of these animals.
A. According to authorities at
the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta. Ga.. the incidence of
rabies in bats in no higher than
in many other wild animals,
Rabies inhtailariSftirriTaaa is
exceedingly rare,with only nine
cases in the United Rates having
been reported since 1951.
Bats- are ,ineflil in keeping a
balance in _nature and catch
millions of inspets each Mitt. including mosquitoes. The role of
bats in eating.insects has a posi•

tive public health value, in addition to being beneficial to ranching and agriculture,
en- balance, bats are more
useful than they are dangerous.
Diet and Acne
Q. Ms. G. R. wants to knoW if a
diet exists that will cure acne..
A. Most authorities now
believe that diet has_Iittle or no
influence on the management of
acne. Thin, 1 &amid suggest a
diet that will be helpful.
Cleanlines' the scalp and
the skin of-theface is important.
Local medication applied to
affected areas should be used
under the direction of a physician if one's acne is severe
-.^,,gh to cause scars and need
local treatment.
(Vino*

en (ham Thou,FtAdicee.
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SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00a. m
Everung Worship
6 30p. m
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Worship
Morning
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
6 00 p m
'
Sunda) Evening
7 00 p. in
Wednesday. Evening
MONS SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 004 ni
7 00p m
Evening Worship
NAM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
7.30 p m
Evening Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS
It 00 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
, 6 -30 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9-45 a m
Morning Worship
10.45 a m
Sauna',Emitting Wars .
5.30.6.00p.m

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

...Attend Church

•
•

NAM MONODIST
CHURCH
Worship

•

•

Worstup
iu 111
runnel UNITED
Worship Service 11 a m., lit Sundal. 10 010 A
m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 0 La a in
2nd & 404
MARTIWS °IAN,.
UNITED
Worship Service
. 9 .10a no
Sunday School
10 304 ryi

•

Nazarene
MURRAY CHUROI
Sunday School
Morning Worship
N. Y. P. S. Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

NEVI PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10.30 a. m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m.
GREEN PLAIN
10 45a m
MoriungWorstup
7.00 p rn
Everung Worship
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10,50a. m.
Evening Worship
6 04 m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50a m
__Limning Worship
Ii..011p.m.
SEVENTH l• POPLAR
. Worship Service
10:40 a. in
6,00 p in
Evening Worship
CONCORD
NEW
10:50• in
Morning Service
Evening Worship
6 6°P m
PLIASAIII WALLET
.•.- -Morning Worship
11 00.8 m.
6 00p m
Evening Worship
SKOND STREET
Morning Worship
10- 4.5 a m.
600p m.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10:00a.m
Sunday School
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
Of MUST
10-00
Bible Study
A M Worship
10 50
,
6.00
P M Worship
7 00
Mid-Week
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 5°•inEvening Worship
6.°13 p.m
EMIT OlURCH
Of CHRIST
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
10 50a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 7 00 p m i Sunday & Wednesdays ,
ALM°'
-. Bible Stud)
10 Ma m
11 00a m
Morning Worship
6 00p m
Evening Worship

Her Worth is Far Above Rubies!

LOOM GROVE CNUROI
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Evening Worship
5:30 p.m.
N.Y . P.S. Worship
SOO P.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:30p.m

,.
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BL000 RIVER
Morning Worship
ili.00*-in, •
Evening Worship
6.30 p m.
KIRKSIT BAPTIST
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship
11:00a m.
7.30 p m.
Morning Worship
1100 a. m.
Worship
Evening Worship
7:30p. m.
MEMORIAL 111APTIST
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
10.50a m.
r....3,chy.i
40.4104-.-m,
EiTerung-Wo
p
6 00P m
Worship Services
11 Main .7.00p.m
NEW MT.CARMEL MISSIONARY
CALVARY TEMPLE
Morning Worship
11,00 a m.
Sunday School
10,00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7416p m.
Worship Services
11.00 am..710p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
FLINT BAPTIST
06 000
..
Morning Worship
11 -00 a. in.
1000 a. m.
•
Evening Worship
6:45 p. m.
Sunda7Sch°°1
Morning Worship
11.00a . m.
CHERRY CORNER
1 If'
,.Sunday Evening
7 00 p. m.
• ••
•WW
Morning Worship
11 -00a m.
ma,nit,
.....40p,
7 -00 p m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p m.
UNITED, 310!RYAN AVE.
-110.
ELM GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11 -00a in.
Evening Worship
7 00 p. m
Evening Worship
7.00 p m.
• DEWARDS OIAPEL
Sunday School
10.00 a. in
SALEM BAPTIST
in.
.00
.
m
Worship
Service
11.00a
Morning Worship
Ii
7.15 p in
Evening Worship
7:30p. m.
Evening Worship
FIRST UNITED
SUGAR CREEK
.
Sunday Worship
10-00 a.m.& 7-00 p.m
Morning Worship
11'°°a• m
Tues. & Thurs.
7.00 a. rn
Evening Worship
7,15 p. rri
OWENS
CHAPEL
.•
Morning Worship
11.00a m.
..*
Evening Worship
5,30 p.m.
i
MOUNT MORES FREEWILL BAPTIST Sunday School
9:30 a m
• II:00a ni
Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
FIRST CHRISTIAN
lit Sunday
2.00p in
Worship Services
10.45a.m ,7 00p.m
\ . -../
3rd Sunday
10,30 a m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
',t
10:30 a. m.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Bible School
9.30a. m.
1000a. m
Sunday School
tAilf. r
Evening Service
6,00 p. in
11.00 a. m
Worship Service
.
;,...2
ri
illk, ...... Ift..
10.4...,...
5 00p. m.
Vesper Service
CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST
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11.00a. m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
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6:00 p. m.
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CHURCH
FAITH BAPTIST
Sunday Mass 6 a. m.. It a m., 4,30 p. m.
Morning-Worship
11,00a m•
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Sunday School
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Watchtower
10:30 a m.
Morning Worship
11.M a in
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9730-a. m. LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Sunday School
10 00-i m
Worship Services •
11.00 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
11 00a.m.& 6 00p m
Preaching
ST. JONWS EPISCOPAL
7:00p. m.
Wednesday night
Worship Hour
945a. m.
Church School
SPRING CREEK
11:00 a. m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
BAPTIST CHURCH
9:15 a.m.
11,M a m,
Sunda)
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7:00 p. m
Morning Worship
10:30a. m
Evening Worship
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
- - - - ST. JOHN BAPTIST MIME
•
Sabbath School
Sat. 10.30 a. in.
worship service
Morning Worship
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Sunday School
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MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Worship Service
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TEMPLE NIEL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00a n I
Sinda
School
11 00 a in
,

nest METHODIST

Worship

II • 45 & 10 50 a rn.

RUSSIELS CHAPEL UNITED
bun' day School
10 Ma vii
Morning Worship
11 00a M
LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service
Sinday School

11 00a no
10.00a. iii

GOWEN METHODIST
9 30a in
Morning worship Services
Sunday School
10 40a m
Evening services. lit . 3rd & 54h Sunday,
Preaching Service 6 33 p m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
10 00a no
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10 00 a ni
Worship Service
11 00 a in
1st & 2nd Sundays
lit & 3rd & 4th Sunday
,
• MT. HEIM
Worship Service 10 00 a m 1st Sunday &
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MT. CARMEL
Worship - Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday 11 00 a m 4th Sunday Sunday School 11)00
a in lit, 3rd. & 4th Sunday 11 00 a in 2nd
Sunday
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AMIE CHURCH
Morning Services
10 45 a m

LIBERTY CUMIERLAND
Sunday School 10 Ma in . Worship Service
9.00a m. every other Sunday
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a_m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a. m
II a m.,7 p m
Worship Services
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COLDWATER UNITED
Warship Service 11 02 a in lit &2nd Sun•
day. 1000 am 3rd & 4th. Sunday School
10 00 a m lit & hid Sunday. 11 Ma m ini
& 40Sunday

Presbyterian
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SPOOKS CHAPEL UIHTED .
9 30a in.
1st & 3rd Sunday
7 00p in
Evening
11 00 a m
2nd & Ith Sunday
No Evening Worship
BETHEL UNITED
11 00a rn
18t & TrdSundat
9306 m
Sunday
2nd& 4th
6 ilOp in
Evening
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
10 00 sin.
Sunday School
11.00a. m.
Morning Worship
7 00p nn
Evening
STOREY'S CNAPIL UNITED
9
Worship
Morning
45a m
10 45 a m
Sunday School

11.00a in.
7 00 p m
- .9 30a m
10.45 a m

This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.

Purchase Tire Mart

Bags &
Beads

Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
.
E. Mon & Industrial Rd.

win Zonst

Beauty
Salon

"For The Complete Look"
Dixieland Center

753-7598

753-7111

Boyd's Auto Repair

WO S. 711i

Try Ow DeSciow Beef and Nom Sawiwichilt

Sycamore at 12th

Radiator IL Auto Glass Service

ROSES

Shopping
Center

753 71 75
Five Points

753-7992

Farmers Grpin
& Seed Co.

•
Paschall Truck Lines

-Jesus Savest'rider New Slanagernerit

Murray, Ky.

733-rm

Wells Electric
402 N. 12th
753-4845

r
Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

753-1717

Call in Orders 753-7101

J.C. A C.O.

thicken -Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
1206 Cher-taw St.

COMPLIMENTS

Rt. 4

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palace
Cafe

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

''
- 7: Finger lickin. Good"
753.1751

American
Motors

Central

entmeity frial Chats'

Gerrold Boyd-Owner
- Complete Airtornatic Transmission Service
-Front End Alignment
- Complete Tene-Up & Renck Service-

Cai
.
A.B.C.C
.W
tiBip
rs.
MClay
A
School
Rudy n-A
Lovett
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
PHILLIPS
,--,-,re_ WoNews
Corvette Lanes
Jeep
6:4S a.m. to S p.m. • S Days
Distributing Co. Inc.
Member FDIC

66

Nornet•Matader-Grenelin-Jsep-Pacer Wow
Top Ouelity Used Cars
Plane 753-64411
$06 Coldwater Rd.

Carroll Tire Service

South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

So. 12th d Story
' 753-6655

500 Main
753-3231

Rebuilt Engines-Rashators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

-Bowling

Chestnut St.
753.1215 1415 Main St.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
.Phone 753-1489
1105 Pogue

At Its

Best'

Ph. 753-2202

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

<....->

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
"hir11"." Sales & Service
Phone-753-1319 Uncle lefts Shopping Center

With Your Children
.
*Children Are Gods Gift
7531807
1606 Ryan Ave., Murray

.
,,
4‘0,,...,g1-J7,C.A

,...

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Murray Coblevision

'..
J.
,

Quasar

Industrial Rood

471

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th t Chestnut
753-4832

"Fri

Phone 753-5005
4Sel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Bel-Air Center

Storey's
Food Giant

'

---.7--A

111....11.-

Shcp For The
Entire Family
,

Creative Printers, Inc.

Quality Commercial Printing

Murray Electric System

808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

401 Olive - 753-5312

.-Commercial •Itesidentiol
501 N. 4011

III P.IINTHIT.IN Vitt

i
11•1411)1111A,TWA nen

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic a
wood treatment for
mold fungus

.

Let us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
Ms..rearing spreads Doily, Mon. Owe Than.
Fri., Se.,Sac - Titan* St•ok Special
No. 1206 Ext. 641 -Cal lit Orders to 753.4419

Big John's

Air Condinmong n•ating.Commercia( Refrigeration

''Horne of Quality, Economy
L Selections",

802 Chestnut

Phone 753-8181

Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933

641 Super Shell
Free Pickup

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center

.
FTD

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans

/

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS ,- Warm
753 1323

Holmes BP. lAgr. II. W. OvIlleid, Sept
Phew 7534720

God Is Love

PNIIIIPS

66

Serving Culinary Graves.
avid Codaile Cownties

CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street

i

.

OTASC

Bel.lir 11•11tia, Cyurtypy
91 Weekdays
Fri.& lot.
753-1091 "
Ile limed shod's,
trios,ltritun

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Graves, Calloway, Merrsliell, Carlisle Counties in Ry and
Henry Ca., Tenn

753-4351 or 247-4350

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ph. 474-2245
Ky. Lake State Park

Phone 753-1921

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802

205 N. 4th St.

rote

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Delivery

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company i

SHELL

Phone 753-1713

West Kentucky Rum! Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012 -

IL

30.. Close 11,00p NI
Sunday Open I:00 con. Close I CATO pro
Sow% 1206 - nom 753 9131
0/1•P 6

Hendon's Service Station

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

.2-r
•• 1

73344,44

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

Ward-Elkins

Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Jones end Larry Setter, *worn

753-3914

Your Complete tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tiru
753-3164
808 Coldwater Rd.

Randy Thornton Service Co.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

75.3-6161

Renoir, II Installation

Your Mani & W,der
Headquarters

Dixieland Center

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots

Ewing Tire Service

753-8777

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
PI urribing - Heating
& Air Conditioning

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday-

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

1-6 Sun.

,

-_-;
,----7,,,---_
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7

733-X137

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.

Acres of
Free Parking

Bel-Air Shopping Center

..

Fancy Plants
'.----ror

r

100 So. 13th St.

. GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11 00a
Worship Service
1.0 00a
Sunday School .1
INDEPENDENCE uinlio
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00a
Morning Worship
IURKSIT UNITED,--10 00a
Suriday School
11 (Ma
Morning Worship
7 00p
Evening Worship

Church of Christ

9:45 a m.
10:45a. m.
515 p. m.
6:OD p. m.
700
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p m.
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Bonnies Edge Rutgers
On Last-Second Basket

)
(111 lilt tl I EIH.1 li le I IMLs

S- PORTS

of the National Invitation points and a quick, tenacious
defense turned a close game
Tournament.
It was the third time this into a rout as Alabama, the
season the Scarlet Knights nation's 12th-ranked team,
were beaten on a last-second beat Memphis State at. Birshot. Hagan was happy that he mingham.
, Mark Donoghue's layup
pulled the trigger on this one.
By BOB GREEN
Wanted to play against with five seconds left lifted
AP Golf Writer
Rutgers ... I was waiting for Massachusetts over Seton
MIAMI ( AP
this game," said Hagan, who Hall at Amherst, Mass. The
remembered when the Bon- basket by Donoghue, who led was a hard-learned lesson for
nies had a chance to spoil all scorers with 26 points, big Andy Bean.
tcl eat sonic Wbrds;•
Rutgers' lietlect season last came just seven seconds after
I'd said about
things
Seton
put
some
had
shot
Galas'
Nick
year, but buckled under a late
what I'd do when I got out
rally by the Scarlet Knights. ' Hall in the lead.
In - quarter-finals of. the here, before I learned to have
. Hagan almost did not have
his revenge, considering the NAIA tournament at Kansas patience,- Bean said ThurBowling
way the Bonnies held the ball City, Campbell, N.C. defeated sday after he'd joined the
Standings
or-regulation. Mari, Miss,, 'state 77-83; seemlni, y endless' parade of
.near ifie-eridwho
are
men
Leading 71-65, St. Bonaven- Grand Valley State of young
Dillar or Dollar
tour
golf
Fri. Morning Ladies
pro
the
dominating
Central
stopped
Michigan
did
and
went
freeze
a
ture
into
Bowling League
not score a point in the last Washington 75-71; Texas this year.
W
L
ram
36
S'ioemaker Seed Co
60
"I didn't know it then, when
Southern 'hammered East
3:38.
.84..11stati:,arx
first- rams-out,,--but--1--think "Last yllirtiveliVra TERI TeAdsState-V-410-,--and -Hen42
54
Astro Car Wash
44
52
Harpole's Grocery
derson State upset Illinois now you have to play the tour
decided
Rutgers
to
and
over
511i 4411
Crawford's Shell
for a couple of years, get that
play, and we lost it," said St. Wesleyan 87-73,
49
47
J.T. Todd Used Cars
49
47
Corvette Lanes
The NCAA playoffs begin much time under your belt
Coach
Jim
Bonaventure
46
50
Paradise Kennels
with 32 teams before you know how to play
2 52.-s Satalih. "Tonight we decided Saturday
,
43
Snap-On-Tools
43
53
D &ELBodyShop
starting the long road toward on the tour, before you know
we
and
the
hold
ball
to
56
40
Din's Auto Repair
what you're doing and what
the national championship.
almost lost again."
58
Carlos Black Jr Painting .. 38
High Tearn Garne i
can do."
you
Alabama defeated Memphis
632
Paradise Kennels
Bean, a powerful 6-foot-4
Coach Resigns
585 State 80-63 and Massachusetts
Crawford's Shell
573 nipped Seton Hall 86-85 in
Astro Car Wash
player once intrigued with the
High Team Game HC
AUBURN, Ala. (AP - sheer distance he could hit the
aza other first-round NIT games,
Paradise Kennels
760 completing the quarter-final Auburn University wrestling ball, has-just about that,much
J.T. Todd Used Cars . .
756
Crawford's Shell
field for the 40th annual Coach Virgil Milliron resigned, apprenticeship behind him.
High Team Series SC
1626 tournament.
Paradise Kennels
Thursday after four years on
He joined the pro golf tour in
1673
Astro Car Wash
job.
the
fall of 1975 fresh out of the
the
quarterIn Monday night's
1614
Crawford's Shell
the University of Florida and now,
Won
High Team Series I HC
Auburn
final
games
at
11j,a4ison
...
7214
Paradise Kennels .
Conference title at the age of 23, is making his
7179 Square Garden in New York, Southeastern
Harpole's Grocery
first year as first big splash. He's already
2177
Carlos Black Jr. Painting
Milliron's
1974,
in
Alabama will play Virginia
High Ind. Game I SC
•
won $25,408 this year - more
ZS Tech and Illinois State will coach.
Pat Scott
208
Nancy Todd
than doubling his previous
162 face Houston. Tuesday night,
Jane Parks
earnings on the tour - and
TENNIS
181 it will be Villanova against
Sondra Race
181
Lois Smith
Thursday patiently powered
African
South
DALLAS
St.
and
Massachusetts
High Ind. Game HC)
Greer Stevens advanced to the his way to a five-under-par 67
Nancy Todd
243 Bonaventure vs. Oregon.
Z36
Pat Scott.........
Hagan scored 15 of his 21 quarter-finals of a $100,000 that gave him the first-round
233
Glynda Black
High Ind. Series 1SC)
points after intermission, women's tournament with a 4- lead in the $200,000 Doral
486
Pat Scott..
6, 6-2, 6-4 victory over Kathy Open.
484 helping St. Bonaventure rally
Lois Smith
Patience, control of a
478 from a 37-30 halftime deficit in May of I,os Angeles.
Nancy Todd
High Ind. Series HC)
temper that Bean admits once
N.J.
Princeton,
the
at
game
660
Jane McCuiston
was fiery. warthe key to ..his
BOWLING
598 The Bonnies went ahead 48-47
GI ynda Black
583
Nancy Todd
GARDEN CITY, N.J. - round.
half
second
the
in
early
High Averages
-I made. a couple of
Lois Smith
167 and the lead changed hands Hall of Famer Dick Weber
165
Sondra Rice
held a 104-pin adtantage after mistakes;but I didn't let them
159 several times. until Rutgers
Pat Scott
157 center James Bailey tied the the first round of match play get to me," He said.
Margaret Morton
149
Mary Harris The mitience paid off. He
in a $100,000 Professional
149 score 71-71 with 22 seconds
Nancy Todd
Association tour- finished with a one-stroke lead
Hikta Bennett
146 left, sending. the teams into Bowlers
146
Jeanette Williams
over Miller Barber, Leonard
nament.
145 overtime.
lAndaJohnson
144
Donna Johnson
Reggie King scored 26

23-Year-Old Andy Bean
Leading At Doral Open

KrN RAPPOPORT
Al1 Sports Writer
Glenn Hagan waited one
y ear for another shot at
It utgers.
He got it Thursday night will
Young
Tom
and
leciber it for a long time.
tin tired of seeing a team
hi, the last shot and beat us,"
the Rutgers coach said after
Ilatan.s field goal just before
the overtime buzzer pulled Ota
a 79-77 victory for St.
Bonaventure in the first round

.-Patience

West Side
of

3O4 N. lnth

Campus

Spring Break
Bargain Festival
"Luncheon"
March 11th through the 18th
"Home of the King Size Sandwich"

Bar-B-0 Pork or Beef

All Sandwiches
Purchase One Sandwich
Get The Second One For

1/2 Price
Meat, 2 Vegetables t,so
$150
and Dessert "Cobbler"
Our Fabulous Salad Bar
Over 25 Items $15°
,-.No Substitutions
v• Plenty of Free Parking

Grand Opening
Monday,March 14, 1977

Bi-State Grain Co.
at Puryear, Tenn.
A Complete Seed Center for
Northrup King Seeds
A Full Line Of Garden Lawn and Pasture Seed
Come In And Registenfor The
FREE Bag of Northrup King Seed Corn to-be given away
Monday, March 14
\•
—Refreshments Will Be Served )11 Day—

Bi-State Grain Co.
Purvear, Tenn.

(901)247-5307

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Corresponeat
BRADENTON,Fla.(AP)Chuck Tanner's eyes light up
like an exploding scoreboard
wheh he starts talking about
Allen,
baseball's
Dick
unreconstructed rebel.
-What a tremendous
talent," said the new manager
of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
recalling the three years he
had the individualistic star
under his wing with the
Chicago White Sox. "There
was an electric quality about
him. When he walked on the
field it was like a big spotlight
turning on him.
"I don't know,of anyone else
who had that aura about him
- Babe Ruth maybe,
Williams, DiMaggio or

Thompson and long-shot Bob
Erickson, tied at 68, four
under par on the tough 7,065yard Blue Monster course at
the Daral Country Club. ,
-Larey,-Ziegler, former-Doral
champion Buddy Allin and Bill
Garrett were another shot
tack at K.
Most of the game's premier
attractions, including new
sensation Bout* Lietzke, the
leader of the youth movement
that has been the over-riding
trend in the game this year,
were strung out well behind.
winnar.ot.twolitles
"I got goose bumps just
and a leading $123,350 before
his streak was interrupted by watching him."
Tanner, from New Castle,
the death of his father,
returned to action with a 73, Pa., is "back home" after a
one over par and an end to his 13-year managerial career
string of 26 consecutive rounds that took him from the,minors
to the White Sox in 1970 and to
at par or better.
Of the established stars, Oakland in 1976 for just a year.
meanwhile, has
PGA champ Dave Stockton Allen,
from
the
had the best day, shooting a bounced
Philadelphia Philiies to the St.
- was at 71.
70. Ben Crenshiw
Jack Nicklaus, the only Louis Cardinals, Los Angeles
veteran able to win against the Dodgers, White Sox, back to
youngsters this year, had an the Phils and now has landed
erratic 72 that included an in the lap of a maverick like
eagle, four birdies and six himself, Charles 0. Finley.
High strung, moody, inbogeys.
With Lietzke at 73 were dependent, yet with rare Goddefending champion -Hubert given baseball resources, at
Green. Johnny Miller and age 35 he is giving it another
Toni Weiskopf, while Lee fling. Placing himself on the
Trevino and Masters title- open market, he had only one
telephOne call - from Finley.
holder Ray Floyd were at 74.
He signed with the A's
Thursday.
SKIING
"Dick Allen is not a common
HEAVENLY VALLEY,
Tanner,
Calif. - Ingemar Stenmark of species," said
training
a
during
relaxing
than
more
Sweden finished
one minute ahead of Steve break at Pirate City. "He has
Mahre of White Pass, Colo., in a very fragile temperament
winning an International Ski like most artists or geniuses.
He has to be handled a special
Federation slalonlace.
OSLO, Norway - Juha way.
"I gave him a lot of freedom
Mieto of .Finland won the
men's 15-kilometer cross - let him work out by
event, beating himself, - I let him go home
country
Thomas Magnusson of Sweden when he asked. I didn't interfere with his private life. I
by 31 seconds.

Tilghman, Carlisle To
Meet In Girls' Finals
Paducah Tilghman and
Carlisle County survived
upset bids Thursday night at
the Regional Tournament in
Mayfield to advance to
Saturday's 2 p. m. championship game.
Tilghman posted a 71-68
victory over Lowes while
Carlisle County had to come
from behind to take a 52-45 win
over Marshall County.
Tilghman, now 26-3 on the
season, led 32-30 at halftime
and 51-48 going into the final
period.
But early in the fourth
quarter. Tilghman exploded
and pushed the lead out to 6250 with just under five minutes
left. Then Lowes threw on the
press and came back with 10
consecutive unanswered
points to make it a two-point
game but the Blue Devils
could rot get any closer.
Leola Greer scored 27 to
pace Tilghman while Laura
Lynn had 15 and Devonne Hall
14. For Lowes, Del,anna
Copeland hit for 18 as did
Tammy Simmons while
Deana Hart scored 14.
Marshall County trailed 12-5
at the end of the first period
but roared back for a 24-20

Tanner Pleased To Get
Dick Allen On Roster
only demanded that he trouble, man!' He (Allen)
caught the second pitch and
produce-and he did.
"There was a human side to nailed the ball into the upper
him no one really understood. deck. Everybody got goose
When he quit us, he called the bumps that day. The crowd
team into the locker room and didn't leave the park for an
announced it, tears in his eyes. hour."
Onte I saw him hand a $1,000
check to a rookie down on his Added To Staff
luck."
PITTSBURGH (API - The
These weren't the gestures, Pittsburgh Steelers of the
however, that turned Tanner National Football League
into a Dick Allen cheerlearipr have
The field boss was converted fensive coordinator at the
by what he saw on the field.
University of Minnesota, as
-In 1972," the 48-year-old receiver coach.
Tanner recalled, "Allen
Moore has coached for the
literally carried us on his defunct World Football
back- That year ive made 2 --League-'a New ,York Stars. He.
great run at the A's for the has also worked at Iowa,
pennant and Dick was a one- Dayton, Wake Forest and
He
did Georgia Tech. He replaces
offense.
man
everything and, most of all, he Lionel Taylor, who resigned to
hauled_lb.e.ystia8.918=8_1411-take_a_.413.._adilL.Alle.. 1-as
with him.
Angeles Rams.
• "Dick hit some of the
Moore, .38, quarterbacked
longest home runs I ever saw the University of Iowqato the
in Comiskey Park," he said. Big 10 title in 1958.
.,;
"In the upper tiers, a 810 cab
Family
The
In
All
ride from home plate, 500 feet
if an inch.
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) "I'll never forget an in- Marvis Frazier, 16-year-old
cident in Comiskey Park. We son
of former
world
were playing the Yankees a heavyweight champion Joe
doubleheader. We won the Frazier, advanced to the
first game but we were down a Pennsylvania Golden Gloves
run and two out, last of the semifinals with a three-round
ninth, in the second.
decision over John Owens
"They walk Mike Andrews. Thursday night.
The Yankees signal for
The 185-pound Frazier
reliever Sparky Lyle. I send controlled the. bout, despite
Allen to the bat rack. As Lyle being outweighed by more
comes to the mound, with that than 20 pounds. He used a
confident swagger of his and strong left to open a cut over
his jaw full of tobacco, he has Owens' left eye in the second
to pass first base.
round. The fight was only
"Andrews says, 'You're in Frazier's third.

vo,„04
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AT YOUR TACKLE STORE
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- America's most popular Spinners
Standard —Single & Double
\`‘.
Idaho —single & double
.
J,g— Single and Tv,.
Ask for them by name.

We sold your GIOndlather"
JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CORP.
Logansport Indiana 46947 • S,nce 4099

MI
Tt
OI

halftime lead and going into
the final period, led 36-33.
The Marshals had led by as
much as eight points in the
third quarter before the
Comets threw on the press
which took its toll in the last
part of the third period and the
rest of the game.
Laura Petrie led Carlisle
County with 17 while Cindy
Rambo scored 12 and Lisa
Bean 11. For the Marshals,
Jan Arant had 16, Sharon
Smith 12 and Michelle Young
11.

Of,d
IIISSI
sheer
mane
calla

oans
4)si

'ormi
TUNE
Cori.
l)elp
thew
help
END

Bowling
Standings
Sunday Couples
Bowling League
W
Team
.. 62
Fearless Foursome
50
Born losers
46
Misfits .
451 s
Horny Toads
43
Funky Monlues
40
Seldoms .
39's
Untouchables
Truckers . . .
.
SC
•
TearaGarne
High
Fearless Foursome
-.Fearless Foursome
`Fearless Foursome
High Team Game He i
Fearless Foursome
Horny Toads
Funky Monlues .
High Team Series :4.
Fearless Foursome
Horny Toads.
Funky Monlues
High Team Series .11r
Funky Monlues
Horny Toads
Fearless Foursome
High Ind Game Se
Men
JanieSnonand
Bill Houghton .
Randy'McClure
Women
Marsha Horton
Linda Drake ...
Nancy Todd
High hid Series • Si •
Men
Rill Houghton
James Holland
Randy McClure
Women
Nan'cy Todd .
.
Jane Houghton
I inda Drake
High Ind Game • 111*
Men
James Holland
Randy McClure
Bill Houghton
Women
Marsha Horton
Lola McClain_
Jane Houghton
High Ind Syne,
Men
Bill Houghton
James Holland
Randy McClure
WfIlTlerl
Marsha Horton
Nancy Todd
Lola MuClaila
High Averaiwa
Mr1
Toby Aller
Virgil Setser
Lloyd Todd
Kenneth Perry
Women
landa Drake
Kathy 7.ea
Nancy Todd . .
Jane Houghton

Ledg

1.
26
38
42
42's
45
48
48',
62
697
633625
803
789
787

When
one
is not
enough

:1955
1692
1682
2274
227

PI

182

i

41,

21,
252
216
201

Just as diffictilt as it is to stop after one peanut, it's hard to limit the
number of checks you write. One certainly wouldn't do for the entire month — but maybe twenty wouldn't either. Cancelled checks
are one of the best bookkeeping aids available, so why not use
them, especially when BanClub grants you unlimited check writing
with no minimum balance and as many personalized checks as
ypu need. That alone could be worth $3.00 a month, but it's just the
beginning. You also have BanClub CheCash — the privilege of
cashing your personal check up to $200 in any of 3,000 BanClub
bank locations coast-to-coast. Then there's the $10,000 accidental
death'insurance and the special discounts and travel services, and
everthing else listed in the BanClub magazine.

1

Unlimited check writing is just the beginning for our BanClub, but
it's a good beginning — because it's hard to write just one.

1111
59:1
618
562
172
171
103
15.(
156
155
150
136

MY/PEOPLESiBANK
MITRIZA

(). KY.

Member FDIC,
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Regional Semifinals Set For Tonight

Standing On
The Firing Line

Rebounding Key To
Tonight's Contests
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor

•

injury pop up somewhere,"
Norris added.
Lone Oak, which finished
Tradition, talent, Cinderella second in the District after
and physicalness will all be losing by 12 last Saturday to
meeting tonight in semifinal Paducah Tilghman, made it to
play of the First Region the semifinals with a 6743 win
tethall-Tifiurnam &ill at over a talented Fulton County
Murray State..
club Tuesday.
In the first game at 7 p. m.,
"We hope to keep Murray
talent will be playing High from runnirig and we
physicalness. More simply, must keep our turnovers
talented Murray High will den. I think those two factors
mee a rough arid pbysicaI wIt be the keys, if we are to
Lone Oak team.
win," Norris said.
At 8:45 p. in., tradition will
Norris feels his 214 Purple
play Cinderella. To put it more Flash can stay with the Tigers
simply, the
traditional on the boards.
ntlavorlte Paducah- l'nr
- ray IVO ebTertilir
Tilghman will be playing the Miller has seen Lone Oak play
Cinderella team of the tour- a couple of times this season.
ney, Symsonia.
"As far as size goes, we
To put it even more sirnply: match up with them pretty
basketball is still a bargain. well. But they have some
With two semifinal games like
that, ticket prices could
Bowling
probably be raised and nobody
Standings
would gripe.
A full house of over 7,000 is
Thursday Couples
Bowling League
expected for what should be
Team
two outstanding games. And
es 30
...
Corvette Lanes
614 34it
in both games, the outcome
Super Stars
37
59
lin
Lames
....
boils down to who can control
ss 38
D-H........
5261 43k:
Bowlers ....... .
the boards.
48's 47'1
Rib Shack
"We feel like physically,Ive
4P2 49'
,1
Gene's Body Shop
50
46
match up well with Murray
&laws
45
51
Untouchables
High," Lone Oak coach Albert
34 62
Lucky Strikers .
63
Norris said.
Dyn-O-Maes
.. .33
70
26
Head Puts
"I feel they are quicker than
High Team Game (SC )
758
we are, especially out front.
Super Stars
703
D-H
They go a little deeper than we
676
Corvette Lanes
do. We are basically six deep
High Team Game HC)
876
Super Stars
but we do have an advantage
8111
Untouchables
803
in the fact that everyone on
D-H
High Team Series (SC )
our starting. five can play two
2040
_
Super Stars
.1966
positions. So we shouldn't be
Corvette Limes ......
1950
Untouchables
in real trouble unless we have
High Team Series MC')
2400
two people foul out or an -- Untouchables

MOTORIST
TORTURED
ON HIGHWAY
Dnemy a sluggIst car troat coughs,
misses or drags on the highway can be
sheer torture. Erratic engine perfor
mance is often caused by crankcase
cantonments and stocking mechanica;
partS to SO& cases 4-00 can help restore
lost performance thanks to a special
formulation called IVYNN"Sig ENGINE
TUNE UP This famous oil treatment
works in 10 minutes as you drive to
help quiet valves and lifters, while it
dissolves away harmful deposits So to
held end highway torturer GET WYNN'S
ENGINE TUNE UP today

Bel-Air Center

2394
Super Stars
2266
Corvette Lanes
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
227
Dan Jones'.
207
Mark Smith
204
Donnie Underhill
Women
255
Wanda Brown
Elaine Pittenger .... ....... . 1%
....... 193
Beverly Rogers .....
High Inr1.,Game tHCI
Men'
246
Mark Smith
236
Dar; Jones.
232
Donnie Underhill
Women
Wanda Brown
278
240
Beverly Rogers
230
Elaine PIttenger
High Ind. Series(SC
Men
622
Dan J ones
$53
Carl Ellis
.
$411
........
Don Stanfill .
Women
5E7
Wanda Brown
Lois Smith ....... ............... 517
508
Pat Scott
High Ind. Series HC)
Men
664
Mark Smith
649
Dan Jones
608
Don Stanfill
Women
636
Wanda Brown
007
Terry Underhill
606
Beverly Rogers
High Averages
Men
Dan Jones
187
Carl Ellis
184
Lyman Dixon .............
180
180
Virgil Setser.... .....
176
Jerry Bolls
175
Ron nee
Women
Wanda Brown
167
Pat Scott
165
160
Lois Smith .....
Debbie Coleman
159
155
Mildred Hodge
Elaine Pittenger
151

Come on in.

re-seasou
SPeCla
Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:

Dump Gad of any new

urchase
the p
w ith
d.00m2150 00
Cose GO
model that
the
depending on needs
your
best fits

When you're in the mood to buy,
we re in the mood to bargain!

McKeel Equipment rem
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut,

Murray, Ky.

153-3062

phenomenal shooters. That's from the field this season,
what we are going to have to accoring to Coach Miller.
Butler said his club matches
try and stop," Miller said.
That may be a tough task. up about even with Tilghman
Barry Tidwell of the 'Flash inside, though "Tilghman
fired in 10 of 15 shots from the might be a little quicker infloor in the win over Fulton side."
Butler also said he felt the
County and foul-plaqued Tony
DeLuna, a starter since his Tilghman and Symsonia
sophomore season, can almost guards were well-matched in
single-handedly become the ' speed but of course, Tilghman
dominating force in a game. has a height advantage over
"We're just going to have to Robert and Mark McManus
ptay our type of game and who both stand around 5-7,
"We are going to have to
keep them from scoring so
often. We're really looking control the tempo of the
forward to this one. We're just game," Butler said.
"If they can play like they
playing them one at a time
-and-we imow-that -we---lese want.to. well be-in trouble- we
one, it's all over. We're not must keep Richard Abraham
really worried about the off the boards and we must be
Symsonia-Tilghman game -able to get our share of ofand
defensive
because all we want to do is fensive
win, we don't care who we rebounds," Butler added.
Symsonia will carry a 26-4
would play Saturday. We just
want to win tonight," Miller record into the game while
Tilghman is 23-7.
added.
The championship game
19-3
The Tigers will carry a
will begin at 8 p. m. Saturday
record into the game.
Besides their talent, the with the winner playing the
other strong suit has been the Ninth Region champion at 8 p.
bench and time after time this m. C.S.T. Wednesday in
season, Miller has referred to Freedom Hall in the first
his club as one with "seven round of the State Tournament.
starters."
GOLF
SECOND GAME
MIAMI - Andy Bean, a 23Tradition favors Tilghman.
But don't think for a minute year-old second-year pro,
Symsonia is going to walk on fired a five-under-par 67 and
the floor tonight in awe of took a one-stroke lead in the
$200,000 Dural Open.
Tilghman.
TAMSUL
Taiwan
When the two teams met in
the Paducah Invitational Taiwan's Tu Ah Yue shot a
Christmas Tournament, one-over-par 73 for a on
Tilghman escaped with a five- stroke lead at the halfwa
mark in the $13,000 Taiwaf
point win.
Golf
Open
"I think both teams have Ladies
improved quite a bit since we Tournament.
played before. There were so
many foul problems in that
game that neither team was
able to get untricked," Tilghman coach Berny-Miller said.
Miller says he thinks the
boards will be the key.
"They are awfully big on the
By KEN RAPPOPORT
inside and of course, their
AP Sports Writer guards are quick too. I think
When Gene Bartow first.
the teams are about even in found out about the NCAA,
speed. So I think it's going to pairings earlier this
week, he
boil down to whether or not we expressed surprise and
can keep James Whittemore disappointment.
and Tim Allred off the of- "Gee," said
the UCLA
fensive boards," Miller added. basketball
coach, staring at
The problem for Symsonia the list,
"I thought they were
is stopping 6-1 Tilghman going to seed the
teams this
Shurnpert.
In
guard Delbert
year. Louisvillelf, a tough
Tilghman's win over Margtall first-round
draw."
County Wednesday, Shampert
hit 14 of 26 from the field and UCLA was ranked No. 4 at
finished with 32 points, eight the time of the pairings and
assists and seven rebounds. Louisville No. 10. Had the
"I don't think you can stop teams been seeded, as Bartow
Shumpert from scoring had wished, then UCLA
because he takes so many conceivably would be meejing
shots. I think what you have to an easier opponent than
do is get him to shoot a low Louisville this Saturday.
percentage," Symsonia coach
But if Bartow was unhappy
Don Butler said.
about facing Lothsville, you
Shumpert; who is averaging can imagine how Louisville
26 points per game, has been felt about having to meet
shooting right at 55 per cent UCLA.

By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor
‘9
7

Predictions For Tonight's Games
Can Murray High beat Lone Oak? Can the winner of the
Paducah Tilghman-Syrnsonia battle in tonight's semifinal
play at the First Region Tournament have enough left to
come back and play just as hard Saturday night?
First of all, Murray High can and should win over Lone
Oak in the opening game Friday. The Tigers can go on
horns and rest while Cary Miller and Rick Fisher stay on to
scout the Tilghman-Symsonia game.
That,the fact Murray plays first, could bean advaptage.
.The second thing is w$oever wins between Symsonia and
Tilghman is not going to get back home until well after midnight. And the game may be so close that the team that does
win may be awake all-night thinking about.their win and
looking to Murray High.
And of course, the Tigers are well-adjusted to the court,
though by tonight, it shouldn't make that much difference
since all the teams have played at least one game on the
court now.
In fact, Symsonia and Lone Oak both played regular
season games on the court.
What about Symsonia and Tilghman? Does Symsonia,the
little school in the woods, have a chance to beat mighty
Tilghman?
Yes. Perhaps the most impressive thing about Symsonia
is the fact they can control the tempo of a game. They can
run with anyone or they play the SO-point games And .still
While Tilghman will throw up some bad shots at times,
Symsonia will not. They will work for the percentage shots.
Both teams are exceptionally strong at the guard
positions. The game will boil down to this: Can Tim Allred
and James Whittemore stay out of foul trouble?
If they do, then it's very likely Symsonia will win by a
three to seven-point margin. But if Allred and Whittemore
do get in foul trouble, then look for Tilghman to win by at
least 10 points.
Murray and Lone Oak?
Both teams match up well under the basket. Both Tony
DeLuna and Frank Gilliam are power players. The other
forward spots will be good matchups too.
But the Tigers are stronger at the guard positions.
Raymond Sims and Bill McHugh must be able to hit from
the outside. And if they don't hit from the outside, then they
will have to take it to the basket. Lone Oak is a club that
capitalizes on mistakes. :t
The Purple Flash certainly proved that Tuesday night in
their win over an impressive Fulton'County team.

If Murray High does win, and if Tilghman and Symsonia
do indeed play one that goes to the wire, the Tigers should
be favored in the championship game Saturday.
But if either Tilghman or Symsonia should win by 10 or 15
points tonight, then the Tigers may well be in trouble.
It's been a long time since Murray High defeated Tilghmanal_Murray back in December. Tilghman has vastly improved. And of course, Andrea Perry wasn't playing for the
Tigers back then either.
Murray will have trouble with Tilghman. But they might
have even more trouble with Symsonia.
The biggest iinistake the Tigers could make is looking
past.LoneOak4durray should realize that Lone-Oak is very
capable of winning. And when we say Murray should win,
we simply mean the Tigers have the talent and the experience. It certainly doesn't mean Lone Oak can't win.
Predictions?
Sure_ Come early tonight or_you won't get_a_seaL_Ctther
than that, take Symsonia by thee points over Tilghman and
Murray High by 11 over Lone Oak.
Saturday? It may rain. Afterall, it's rained and the roof
has leaked for the last two Saturdays. That's a nice way to
say I really don't know what to expect Saturday night.

GVacation inGFlorida
Near
Walt DisneyWorld
Winter

t;arden mil
or

Up to4 Persons:
Sept 1- Dec 15 $14
Dec16-Jun 14 $18
Jun15- Aug 31 $22
So convenient to Disney World. the

Bartow And Crum Have Kind
Words For Each Other's Club

Prep Regional Results
Todd Co Cent 50 Union Co 40
By The Associated Press
6th at Shawnee
Thursday's Gamese.
Holy Rosary 60 Central 46
Regional Tournaments
Pleasure Ridge Park 65
3rd at Owensboro
36
'Apollo 92 Hancock Co 71
7th at Jeffersontown
Grayson Co 95 Graham 86
4th at Western Kentucky -- Assumption 50 Fern Creek .15
Moore 65 Sacred Heart 59
Glasgow 53 Adairville 38
15th at Allen Central
Bowling Green 8.3 TompkinsMcDowell 79 Pikeville 62
ville 52
Sheldon Clark 89 Elkhorn r:ty
5th at Hart ('o
52
Caverna 74 Nelson Co 69
Elizabethtown 74 Marion Co 54
By l'he Associated Press
7th at Moore
Friday's Games
Ballard 78 Ahrens 60
1st at Murray. State _
6th at Pleasure Ridge Park
Murray -Lone Oak
Western 80 Lou Cent 72 OT
Symsonia-Pad Tilghman
Iroquois 72 Fairdale 51
2nd at Hopkinssille
8th District
Union Co-S Hopkins
Erninence 57 Anderson Co 49
Henderson Co-Christian f„
Oldham Co 84 Grant Co_ 79
3rd at Owensboro
9th at Cos. Holmes
oNeensboro-Ohio Co
O'boro Apollo-Grayson Co
:o‘.• Holmes 62 Erlanger
56
4th at Western K).
10th at Mason Co
.Auburn-Warren East
Harrison Co 57 Maysville St Glasow-Howling Greer
Patrick 46
5th at Hart CO
Bath Co 76 Mt Olivet Dernin
Taylor Co-N Hardin
53
Caverna-Elizabethtown
11th at Frankfort
• •
6th at Lou Pleasure Ridge
Lox Catholic 73 Richmond ModLou Valley-Lou DeSales
el 53
I Jill Western-Lou Iroquol,
Henry Clay 72 Mercer Co 53
7th at Leo Moore
12th at Laurel Co
Lou Trinity-Lou Moore
Laurel Co 73 Garrard ('0 63
8th at Henry Co
Casey Co 58 Somerset 53
Scott Co-Shelby Co
13th at Corbin
Lminence-Oldham Cis
Middlesboro 65 Cumberlaysd 62
, 9th at Cos Holmes
lithatflararit '7
Ft "Thos Hightands-Newpiirt
MC Napier 82 Cordia 80
10th at Mason Co
Powell Co 88 Lecher Co /5
May
15th at Johnson Cen
Harrison Co-Bath Co
McDowell 68 Johns Creek 61
11th at Frankfort
Johnson Cent 77 Dorton 76
Rich Madison-Frankfort
16th' St Boyd Co
I/eX "Henry Clay-Lex Cath
Fairview 81 W Cafr 72
,. • 13th al•Corbia
Univ Breckinndge 75 Boyd Co
Knox Cent-Bell Co
74
14th at Hazard
By The AssoCiated Press
Knott Cent-Hazard
Thursd y's Games
MC Napier-Powell Co
Regional 'Tournaments
15th at Johnson Cent
lot at 4ayfield
Virgie-Wheplwright
Pad Tilghman I Lowes 68
McDowell-Johnson Cent
Carlisle Co 52 Marshall Co 45
16th at Boyd Co
2nd at Hopkinsville
Ixwis Co-Ashland
Madisonville 73 Trigg Co 25
Fairview-Unto Breckinridge

inn

Kennedy Space Center, Sea Wood,
Circus Wood, Cypress Gardens
Stars Hall of fame, Busch
see them ant
Gardens

Winter Garden Inn
17m,nutes *rot, Disney

Hideaway Inn
8 minutes from Disney

We could have gotten an ranked Michigan meets Holy
eas:er draw," said Louisville Cross and Central Michigan
BOTH LOCATIONS FEATURE
( such Denny Crum, reflecting plays No. 18 North Carolina• Recreation
•
oh his upcoming game with Charlotte in Bloomington, Ind.
•Efficienci
Er f
• Lounge
•Restaurant
• Color TV
Along with the Cincinnatithe Pacific-8 champions in the
• Air Conditioning
•Children uncle, 12 tree in
West Regionals at Pocatello. Marquette Midwest game at
same room with parent
• 2 double beds
Omaha, Southern Illinois
Idaho.
Louisille has had little faces No. 20 Arizona. In a
cor
,
-,mtr
r- reect.
r
success with UCLA-717i "Vast Midwest doubleheader at
,JJ
$2500
NCAA tournaments, losing Norman, Okla.. it's Kansas St.
a
t‘elce in the last five years. vs. No. 13 Providence and No.
Crum, incidentally, is a UCLA 4 Arkansas -against Wake
Ve,mer Gordon inn
1st cho.c• Mid•away Inn
'alumnus," having coached Forest.
Name
This week's winners among
under John Wooden there for
Adores*
Mah)
. years belbre- breaking -the 32 teams advance to the
CJy
St•t• _
Zio
regional semifinals and finals
out on his own.
Arr va Date
HtdeaWay/Wtnter Garden inns
UCLA, ranked No. 2 in the March '17 and 19, leaving the
PO Box 1428
1•
(ountry this week, and No. 14 four regional champions to
Winter Garden, Fia 32787
Louisville weren't, the only compete in Atlanta for the
Pet(305)656 8695
.
a.
teams that have mutually national crown.
tough first-round games.
In a West Regional game at
Tuscon, Ariz., third-ranked
San Francisco meets No. 5
Nevada-Las Vegas. Another
Saturday *Contest, this one Ill.
the Midwest at Omaha, Neb.,.._
lots No. 11 Cincinnati against
Ni. 16 Marquette. In a
Mideast affair Sunday at
Baton Rouge, La., it's No 7
vs. No. 10
Tennessee
Syracuse
Last year you thought about
These contests highjight a
it but then just never got
flurry of 16 first-round games
(A.er the weekend_ that will
around to it This summer •
ultimately lead to the national
make the decision that will
f:nals in Atlanta March 26-28.
change your whole summer
Among the other pairings in
life style. A Polynesian Pool in
the West, No, 19 Utah meets
your back yard. Polynesian
St. John's at Tuscon, Ariz.,
S
e
and Long Beach State plays
Pools come in the Standard,
Idaho State at Pocatello. In
Lo-H-u-ng and Deluxe Con- the East Regionals, fourthmodels. They come in an infinite variety of sizes and
crete
ranked North Carolina plays
shapes. Call or write today, our friendly sales people will give
Purdue and VMI takes 'on
Duquesne at Raleigh,
you any information you like with absolutely no obligation.
while Princeton meets Kentucky and Lofstra challenges
No. 15 Nttre Dame at
Philadelphia.
Middle Tennessee plays No.
17 Detroit in the other Mideast
regional game at Baton
Rouge. Also on Sunday, topf.1 ,1

'sow
•

.....Clesall1”011•01"110”

C MICk

•

is summer,

t yourself
a 00I
,.

Pckinesicut
P
oo
(

Cowens Out
BOSTON ( AP I = Boston Celtics center Dave Cowens
will be sidelined until Sunda,„,.
because of a damaged left
knee,injured when he crashed
into a woman spectator.
The National Basketball
Association star tried to start
ins car Thursday and drive to
practice, but his injured knee
would pot permit him to
depress the clutch.
Team physician Dr. Thomas
Silva said Cowens should be
ready to play in a hOrne game
Sunday against the PhoenksSuns.,Cowens crashed into the
spectator during Wednesday
night's loss to Seattle.

Planning kit o\,dilald,,
See how the, sue & shape
pool you choose would
look in a sketch of your (PA to

Mid-South
Polynesian Pools
P.O. Box 444
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph: 502 - 753-6136
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Mideast Tourney Could Wind
Up Being Triple Homecoming
LEXINGTON., Ky. (AP) —
There will be something for
everyone next week when four
of college basketball's best
teams arrive here for the
Mideast Region
-STAA
tournament at 23,000-seat
Rupp Arena.
For one thing, there's the
possibility of a triple
homecoming should Nortii
carolina-Charlotte earn a spot
in the Lexington field. The
49ers, finalists in last year's
National Invitation Tournament and currently ranked
18th ngtionally, could gain the
— -berth by -defeating Central
Michigan in Sunday's opening
round match at Bloomington,
Ind.
For -another, cnotheuSieri;,
Conference
co-champion
TenneSsee, ranked seventh
nationally, wi1ll be trying to
overcome the embarrassment

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY
(most exhaust pipes to,-,

Save
money.. .
pipe bending
to your specs.
TAILPIPES

DUALS

EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from

10% to 20%
Off
On Exhaust
Parts
*Free
Inspection*
"1-14
Authorized Huth Bender Center

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

of a first round loss last year the Mideast Region on their
to then lightly regarded home floor. But Kentucky lost
both games4,ainst Tennessee
Virginia Military.
Tennessee, 22-5, can earn a this --s*S-Son and, despite
berth in Lexington
and its earning—arlhare of the SEC
first-ever NCAA victory in the title, had to go to the East
•
process — by getting past-No. Region.
Still,,
there will be a Ken10 Syracuse in Sunday's
tucky flavor to the region if
opener at Baton Rouge,La.
Then there's the obvious. UNC Charlotte comes to town.
UNC-Charlotte is coached
Top-ranked Michigan will be
trying to prove it deserves by Lee Rose, longtime coach
Transylvania
tidy
that ranking while looking to at
improve a bit over last year's University here. Rose's
finish, when. the Wolverines assistants are Mike Pratt, who
fell to Indiana. in the NCAA played with Kentucky's topranked team of 1970, and
championship game. 0
/3--3-,can tike the Eiretett Bass, a star plaier at
first step Sunday at Transylvania under Rose.
Tennessee will feel that
Bloomington against Holy
Cross, a power some 30 years Kentucky flavor if the Vols
age under—Bob—Cousy--but- make it to Lexington.although
making its first NCAA ap- the reception may be a bit
cool. Kentuckians make no
pearance since 1956.
In the other first-round secret of their unfriendly
match at Baton Rouge, a pair feelings toward , the Big
of relative unknowns will-he Orange.
But at least one Tennessee
looking for some respect when
Detroit, ranked 17th with a 23- player, point guard Johnny
3 record, meets' upstart Darden, isn't thinking about .
Middle Tennessee, 19-8 after the crowd. He wants vinupsetting regular season dication for last year.
"We were not mentally.
champion Austin Peay in the
Ohio Valley Conference prepared when we came out
for that game," said Darden
Tournament.
University of Kentucky fans of the loss to VMI."Beating us
hoped all season that their was a big thing for VMI and
Wildcats would be playing in they were up for it."
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GENERAL

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD AT BIG K
JUNIOR

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
--!"Service Built Our Businesse7"-"
IT WILL PAY YOU TOsEg us ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

over the Trail Blazers in four
meetings this season. Bob
McAdoo led the Knicks with 25
points and rookie Lonnie
Shelton had 19.
Portland, dropping 21-2
games behind Los Angeles in
the Pacific Division, got 29
points from Maurice Lucas.
Spurs 106,Cavaliers 101
San Antonio used foul
shooting, hitting 18 of 22 while
Cleveland made just eight of
14, in running its home record
to 26-7 and moving within 1 tz
games of second-place
Houston in the Central
Division. Cleveland drcitiped
21/2• games back of San
Antonio.
Billy Pea& scored 26 points
and George Gervin 24 for the
Spurs. The Cavaliers, losing
for the third straight time on
the road, were paced by Jim
Chones and Austin Carr with
14 each.
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Model T17

2-SLICE
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--variet y of--Springtime
dresses with bows or borders, solids or -stripes. Polyor polyester-cotton
ester
blends. Assorted colors. Junior 5 to 13.
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LADIES

SHIRT
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

Perky long sleeved flip tie
shirt in assorted stripes and
colors 65,35 polyester-cotton.. Ladies 32 to 38.
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Frank-n-Burger

trials.
Intrepid, with a lessseasoned crew than the new
and speedy Enterprise, won
by 1 minute, 40 seconds
Thursday in the third day of
triali orr Point Loma.
Enterprise managed a 40
sweep during the fir* two
days of racing over a fourmile course.
Lowell North., skipper"of
Enterprise, said Intrepid, a
two-time defender of the cup,
did better in wind of up to 20
knots. than in the 10-knot
breezes of the first two days.
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GIRLS
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SAFE DAY
SOLID

Fast cooks a hamburger,
hot dog, grilled sandwich. Reversible 'bottom
grid, round or rectangular,

SIZE 4 TO 6X

1;1

PLATINUM
BLADES

Plus Platinum
with azeksiwe TEFLON costing

!, 2/$1

navy denim
Red and -Navy !
to hx.

REG. 88C
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Delicious food served in a cexperience when you visit
beatiiiiiirdiiiing room with a the dining moms of Ken d e
beautiful view overlooking State Resort Park. A regular
the lake and soft organ menu is served during the
music...that's a perfect dining week

Q-Tips
400's

HWY A-E.c AURORA

Extra Strength

Cutex

Vaseline

Emery Boards
Reg. 33'
Nasekne

Intensive Care
1.89 Value

SPaSM

Qtips

MU 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12-3 and 5-8 PM SUNDAY

Kenlake State Resort Park
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Saf

Toast selector light to
dark. Extra high toast
lift. Gleaming chrome finish, small compact design, Easy to clean crumb
tray.

Intrepid Back
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Despite having been idle since
1974, Intrepid is giving
Enterprise a strong run in the
America's Cup yachting

Model CM1

AO Listable brew selector.
Automatic -keep-warm"
heater. Anodized aluminum body-stain resistant
and easy to clean.

Knicks Edge 'Blazers As
Monroe Pulls 'Boner'
By The Associated Press
Earl "The Pearl" Monroe of
the New York Knicks is the
kind of shooter who always
knows where the basket is —
but not always the right one,
as he demonstrated by hitting
a jump shot for the Portland
Trail Blazers.
Fortunately for the KnicksThursday night,the Pearl took
a shot at the Portland basket
only once.
"I forgot at which end of the
court I was standing," said
Monroe, laughing about his
shot in the final second which
left the Knicks with a 108-104
home court victory.,
He also said,"I also thought
'the game wasliver."
The basket was-credited to
Portland's Lionel Hollins, who
was closest to Monroe,
boosting Hollins' point total to
27. Monroe finished with 24 for
New York.
In the only other National
Basketball Association game
Thursday night, the San
Antonio Spurs extended their
winning streak to six with a
106-101
victory
over
Cleveland.
The Knicks outscored
Portland 30-24 in- the fourth
quarter for their first triumph
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportanity Employer
9-9 Mon.-Shi.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
1-6 Sun.

753-8777

$1 57
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Grant, Loan Assistance To Be
Made To Lincoln Trail Park

When I Went To Hungary
By GINNY DAY
children. These people looked
I was one of the 37 very to me like they had no homes
fortunate young people Who because their eyes were Unwent to Austria, under the sure, not positive, like the
direction of Lir, J, Milton watchful eyes of the customS
Grimes, to study this past soliders and policeman on
summer. Because we had every corner. The clothes
three-day weekends and were modern, but not flashy
practically unlimited travel, it and most materials were dark
was possible for us to explore - colored!
the continent. On Thursday
"I finally found the IBtlkg
evenings, the nucleus of office and became part of the
students exploded into dif- long lines. When my turn
ferent directions and then came,I asked for a room, but I
came back on Mondays, each was told they had no one-bed
with a different tale. I have a rooms and that I would have to
special tale I have to tell, find me°nay-own. Now I bad
because I feel it- catteeens the to go through one-fifth of
country's domestic idea of the Hungary's population looking
Eastern Block countries. I for a room in the hot afternoon
went to Hungary one weekend sun.
and came back with the imEach time I needed
presciou that—tha.....Stnitn'a,--ereettens
•
, I first had to.14nd
Jones' and Davis' of Murray someone who could speak
and America are asleep to the English or German. Everyone
people of the Cemmunistic was friendly and helpful and
world. I hope that what I say eventually I had an address to
.will _wake_ you up.
take and_ get registered
The station was teeming another IBUSZ office, the
with
people
of
many agency checked the address
nationalities when I got off the and said it was occupied. But
train in Budapest. Getting off this time they had an alterLie train was like going back native address, so I paid for
25 years in time. The tall the room and set out to find it,
ceilings and massive doors only to get lost because of my
showed Khelati was once an lack in the Hungarian
architect's dream but it is now language.
old, dirty, and over-used.
Fortunately, I bumped into
People were everywhere and a fellow who spoke German
it was crowded and stuffy. I and he helped me find the
wandered through Hungarjes room. When we got there, the
"Grand Central Station," room was locked and no one
looking for the IBUSZ State was around to open it I was
travel office Where I was to hungry, tired, dirty, low on
register with the police at the nioney and on the verge of
same time I got a room. In the tears, because it was getting
lower level
were the late and I had nowhere to-go.restrooms and lockers and Then we found the manager
more people. After the 15 hour who took me to the apartment
trip, I thought to clean up, but of a book translator, who
the restrooms were dirty, as if worked for the state and
they hadn't been cleaned since taught English in a night
WW II. The toilets were old, school. After a while, it was
too. Maybe some of you decided I would spend the
remember the wooden holding night there with him and his
tanks which operated by a pull wife.
string. This was what Khelati
The three-room apartment
had to offer.
housed two adults and six
Everywhere I looked were children. The bathroom was
lines of old men and women, /almost as primitive as the
clinging to their bundles and others at the train station, and

the toilet paper was yester- government or emphasized happened the last time they
day's news. They were not the fallacies and plunders of tried to stand up against the
The State of Kentucky by the foundation, a non-profit decision to concentrate inpoor. This was just all that enemy powers. I had an ex- state. Thousands died in
scored a first raently, when corporation, industrial land dustry in a .specific area has
was available. Fifty thousand cellent guide and with each bloody massacres and the
grant and an assistance of speculation will not drive up been made, plans for cities,
and
others lived in apartments painting she described, I felt desire was turned down by
nearly $2.5 million to the land prices and scare away schools, highways
even more that the people 'troops, tanks, and guns. They
commercial areas can be
just like their own.
Lincoln Trail Industrial Park prospective companies.
have no way to demand a
We had a chance to talk with existed under thumb.
in Elizabethtown was anAccording to foundation made to complement the
When I walked through the better standard of living, so no
each other and finally I asked
nounced.
chairman Lawrence Hughes, established direction.
a bold question, "How are crumbling streets, I could see ,)owonder they walk around as if
- Management. Only a
Kentucky's commerce the foundation will assure
Americans thought of by the Budapest was once a they are afraid to look up.
Commissioner W. Terry industrial
prospects
of large industrial park can
we beautiful, pompous city. But They 'might see Semething
are
Hungarians;
the suitable land with all utilities, afford a•full-time professional
McBrayer
said
bitches
or now it is only an old city with a they know they can't have. capitalistic
Elizabethtown
Industrial paved streets and railroad manager, needed, officials
Even though young people Foundation will receive a access at a low price. The site say, to administer sales efsomething else?" Very in- modern facade. Everything
terestingly, he had two an- needs renovation. It was - like myself don't think of
Development Cabinet grant of is adjacent to an existing forts and insure adherence to
swers, one from the state and explained to me later that no Communism today as a threat $853,500 and a Kentucky In- industrial park and a new state and federal regulations.
one owns his own business or to their every day freedoms dustrial Development Finance airport site.
one from the people.
acknowledged
McBrayer
Abe_
--although."The_statarw.1-nr^Pnt SLYC _his_own house, so why should and the older generation, who
Authority )KIDFA loan of
In additiom,--the-new---park—Utetivhen- remembers • -the Red. -Scare,- $1,613,311.18 for development
'
'
things
we are capitalistic bitches and he care for
Meet Environmental Elizabethtcrwri project is- the'
we are not to be trusted with 'things' don't belong to him. have felt an ease in tension, I
Agency first to receive such a large
of the. 826-acre mult-county Protection
our lies of peace and They belong to the state, let hope you understand that I
industrial park.
requirements, and will be loan from KIDFA, the
democracy. But, the people of the state take care of them. I believe now what is written in
The remainder of the developed according to design authority also has received
Hungary think of the United went into a corner grocery; books and newspapers about estimated $3.2 million total standards that will maintain preliminary applicatiens from
rty.. flicnr_giani7citc And _su,14,r_p_5441,11, in _apirirnun4A
States and Great Brit,im
-eest-fer-the-Orefeet--will-he-in - - -the--area's-natitral.„bea ut y, Corbin, Mt. Sterling and
Northern Kentucky.
the true seats of democracy mismanaged. The fruit was countries.
the form of a loan from area Hughes said.
I've seen it for myself: I
and freedom of mind. The bruised and some of the
bank's, which will share the
KIDFA officials explained
people realize their lack of squash was - rotten. The know it's true; and I know it's land's first mortgage with that the advantages of the
freedom to speak against the manager saw no need to try important for others to know,
multi-county industrial park
government,to a private life. harder to bring in Customers also. The Americans can't and
"This la_t he first. cal+ grant -are -greater_ than _ those of
or to read what they please." because he was going to get will never stand for such-a,life and loan commitment we smaller parks for several
me two his commission anyway from as these people must survive. know of made for a large site reasons:
He shOwed
American books he had just the state, no matter,how much We just don't know what it is serving several counties,"
-- Price and availability of
translated; one was Bourgoise he sold. Those people are not like having our reading, McBrayer explained. "This land. A non-profit industrial
English living! They have no mind of speaking, and thinking done administration is committed foundation can buy. land
in
On the job training and work
Influence
Literature and the other was their own, no incentive or for us. I'm not saying, "Donv't to stimulating ,industrial today, assuring industrial experience for 20 mentally
complain with what we have," growth in the Coitimonwealth; prospects that land will be retarded citizens -- with
The Diary of Angela Davis, initiative!
The people can't speak up because that is exactly what and we are happy:,ta..provide .available_ - and _ at a employers who are willing to
two very anti-democratic,
procommunistic pieces of against the suppression has made me glad to be able to this help to theltiffedln"Trail _reasonable', price -- in -the train them for career positions
is the goal of a $35,000
literature. We talked further, because they remember what return to this country.
area in its endeavor to find future.
ideals
and
comparing
employment for people in
-- Development costs. By program *announced today.
governments. I can see where
Hardin and the surrounding purchasing large acreage,
The grant was signed today
Communism in theory --is
counties.- McBrayer is developers of multi-county by Department for Human
possible, but in practice, it
secretary of KIDFA.
industrial parks can spread Resources secretary Peter
looks very unsatisfactory and
McBrayer said KIDFA will the costs of utilities and Conn.
Kentucky
The
indifferent to the needs of the
emphasizg large-area in- transportation access over a Association of Retarded country.
dustrial site developments in large number of acres rather Citizens (KARC), a private
I had to leave early Because
the future because of, their than having to absorb the cost nonprofit asseciatio_n _ of _I wanted- -to visit the eity
.ath-antages, although K1DF-A in a small area.
parents and friends of menbefore I caught the train that
'will continue to finance
- Aesthetic quality. Large tally retarded citizens, will
smaller: locally oriented in- parks must maintain stringent administer the program.
night. I thanked my hosts for
dustrial 'sites as well.
all they had done. They told
design standards in order to
The association will make
me of an art museum that
The state grant - 75 per sell to future tenants who will
would be a good place to find
The basic premium,pa.a by pay more than the basic cent of which is fronta federal be influenced by the design their job placements matout more of the politics Medicare beneficiaries for premium '-geicause
Economic Development .and appearance of existing ching the retarded inthey
dividuals' specific abilities to
through Hungary's history. their • supplementary medical enrolled late di because they
Administration discretionary plants.
When I got there, it was true: insurance coverage will in- withdrew and then re- grant to the state -- along with
-- Environmental quality. a job where they can be used,
the 10-year low interest Since development in a large according to the contract
all the art had been crease from the present. level enrolled. Their premiums also
regimented to happenings in of $7.20 a month to $7.70 a will increase beginning July I, KIDFA loan Will enable the park will not occur im- between KARC and the state's
Etitab-ethtown
Industrial rnediately or the political history. When one month for the 12-month period 1977.
I alt at once, Manpower Services Council.
power was ruling, the artists beginning July, 1977, acFends for the project are
Foundation to purchase the developers will have-time to
The telephone number for
project land now, making the plan for and provide serVices part of a special grant to
could paint only those subjeets cording 'a an announcement the Paducah Social Security
which glorified the present by the Paducah Social office is 443-7506. The number
land cost attractive compared that wij,l meet planneif- governors from the federal
'osrehensive Employment
to future prices.
standar
for the Mayfield office is 247Security office.
Since the land will be owned $-• Pla ing.
Once
a and Training Act.
The supplementary medical 8005.
insurance program, also
known as Part B, complements the basic hospital
insurance part of Medicare by
helping to pay physicians'
bills and a wide variety .of
other medical expenses in and
out of the hospital. The costs
are shared by the participants
and the Federal Government
from general revenue-not Social Security funds).
About 254 million persons
will be enrolled in the supplementary medical insurance part of Medicare in
fiscal 1978, including 2.5
million disabled persons
under 65.
The law requires the HEW
Secretary to review the cost of
the supplementary medical
insurance program and to set
a premium rate which.
together with the Federal
contribution, is estimated as
sufficient to cover all expenditures that will be incurred in the 12 months
beginning July 1; 1977.
The law also requires that
any increase in the premium
amount next July 1 must be
limited to the percentage by
which Social Security cash
benefits increased in 1976.

Grant Signed
For Program

Medicare Premium For
Supplementary Medical
Insurance Is Increased

WE WANT YOU!

To Come See Us
At Our New Location-

Taking Applications
Motor Route Carrier
For the Hazel Route
Route Starts at Murray
South on 641 to Hazel

Apply in person to
Mr. Delaney
at the
Murray Ledger and Times

"Social Security, benefits
increased by 6.4 per cent in
June, 1976, while the cost of
supplementary medical insurance is increasing by more
than 20 per cent a year," a
Social Security spokesman
said. "As a result, the
premium must increase by 4
per cent under the law, The
mathematics produces a
premium rate rounded to $7.70
a month, effective July 1,
1977."
The effect of this limitation
is that prdinium income from
The aged and drsatfled will
cover 28per cent of the costs
of' supplementary medical
insurance from July, 1977. to
June, 1978, while the "Fettera
government will pay a 72 per
cent share.
The cost of benefits under
the supplementary medical
insurance program is expected to increase from about
$6 billion in fiscal 1977 to $7.4
billion in fiscal 1978, the announcement said. The major
factors are a projected increase in physicians' fees
recognized by Medicare,
increases in the number of
services rendered, a trend
toward more expensive
services, and an increase in
the cost and use of hospital
outpatient services.
Some Part B beneficiaries

Frances Wilkerum I
Mary 'Ali' Garner

Pat Latimer

Jo Mathis
Sondra Barnett •

We're Moving To Our New

South Manor Branch
On South 12th Street

Open For Business
Monday - March 14th

Bank of Murray
FDIC
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Reign Of Terror Ends As Hostages Are Released
WASHINGTON AP) — A leader if he understood the
band of 12 Hanafi Moslem conditions of his release.
gunmen early today ended a
'Yes, I do," Abdul Khaalis
two-day reign of terror in the replied in a barely audible
nation's capital. After they voice.
urrendered peacefully and
The hostages were released
freed their 134 hostages, their unharmed by the Hanafi
leader was released without gunmen following a threebail.
hour negotiating session with
The release of Khalifa police officials and amHainaas Abdul Khaalis was bassadors from three Islamic
part of an agreement that nations who read the gunmen
ended the confrontation, poetry and passages from the
during which he repeatedly Koran.
threatened to cut off the heads
The Egyptian ambassador
-cif his hostages if his demands said he and his diplomatic
fl)r revenge —again-St"-Braek• colleagues et the stage forthe
NIuslun leaders were not met. surrender by reading from the
Abdul Khaalis and his 11 Koran -songs of compassion,
followers, who held the forgiveness, _understanding,
hostages in three buildings, the things our lord orders us to
were charged with ktd/rar1T7while armed.
The 12 heavily armed
Superior Court Chief Judge terrorists struck at midday
Harold Greene set the Wednesday and occupied
following conditions for Abdul three buildings, including city
-Knazt-Its'-releiitse-t -He-may-notkeep or possess firearms; he
The hostages, captive for 38
must remain in Washington hours, were taken by bus to
and he was barred from George
Washington
discussing the case before University Hospital where
trial.
many were reunited with their
' The court is mindful of the relatives.
events in this city of the last
One young woman held
three days," said the jai-a-7--TidS"tag in the B'nai B'rith
-Nevertheless, the safety and building rhere Abdul Khaalis
release of the hostages made his headquarters told
depended on the release of the how she-and other captives
defendant."
were ordered to lie in neat
He said: "This court is not rows on their stomachs and
di a position to second guess touch the toes of the person in
the
law
enforcement front.
authorities."
"I thought we were gonna be
Judge Greene said he would executed," said the woman,
-release--Abdul-Khaalis on the whiYaSked hot to- be identifie&
recommendation of U.S. Atty. .."Waiting was agony."
Earl Silbert. He added that he
AS their ordeal dragged on,
would reassess the situation if she said their captors grew
there is a grand jury indict- more sympathetic.
ment.
-They were not kind," she
Greene asked the terrorist said. "But they were sym-

Free for the Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Contracts To Be Awarded Late
This Month By Highways Dept.
The state's Bureau of Highways expects to award about
30 contracts later this month
for bridge replacement,
repair and painting projects.
Some 32 miles of highway
surfacing work also will be
announced, following a bidletting to be held at Frankfort
on Thursday, March 17.
According to State Transportation Secretary John C.
bridge
the
Roberts,
replacement projects include
three new structures along
Eolia-Virginia State Line
Road (KY 806) in Letcher
County.
Contracts for bridge construction. over the L & N
Railroad on- Louden Ave. at
Lexington, over the Pond
River at the McLean County
Line in Hopkins County and at
the North Fork of Grassy
Creek in Pendleton County
also are being included in the
March 17 letting.
Most of the remaining
bridge projects call for
painting or deck repairs to
structures in Carter, Clay,
Daviess, McCracken, Mercer,
Webster. Whitley, Henderson,
Laurel, Knox, Bell, Scott,

Christian and Muhlenberg
Counties.
Among the larger surfacing
projects being advertised for
bids are about 9.9 miles of
Somerset-Stanford Road (US
27) in Pulaski County, north of
Somerset and nearly seven
miles of Elkhorn City-Shelby
Gap Road (KY 197) in Pike
County.
About three-tenths of one
mile of the Beltline and Bridge
Street at Paducah also is
grading,
scheduled for
drainage construction, surfacing and traffic signal installation work.
The March 17 bid-letting will
be the third such letting held
since the first of this year.
Contracts already awarded, to
date, total nearly tO million.

slayers, Abdul Khaalis
demanded that Wallace
Muhammad and his brother
Herbert,and boxing champion
Muhammad Ali be brought to
him. Wallace Muhammad is
the leader of the Black Muslim
movement, now called the
World Community of Islam in
the West.
President Carter told
reporters after a state dinner
on Thursday night that he was
concerned about the situation
but "I think it is in good
hails." He added that "it is
obviously deplorable that a
deep religious belief would
lead to violence."
wounded. It continued through
The one fatality was
Thursday with the lives of the
Maurice William,
captives_ poised _precariougy
-W441311 -efriao
One way to prevent birth
before the drawn guns and
station. Williams was shot and
defects is ,to have your
swords of the Hanafi
killed during the takeover of
children vaccinated against
Moslems.
city hall.
rubella (German measles),
It ended at 1:45 a.m. with
City Councilman Marion
according
to the March of
renunion
the hostages in joyful
Barry was shot in the chest
-Dimes. -The- -disease iswith their families. Bells rang
during the city hail takeover.
dangerous to the unborn child
out at Foundry Methodist
If you're one of the millions_ decision has been made.
He was taken to a hospital on
of a pregnant woman because
Church
where
worried
A spokesman for the Wednesday and was out of
of Americans who cuts
it can cause miscarriage,
Dietetic
families waited.
calories by using artificial American
danger.
or birth defects.
stillbirth,
"I didn't give up anything. sweeteners, you face a drastic Association said that learning
What I got was- 134 citizens change in your eating habits.
to live without saccharin "Will
alive," Mid --Mayor Walter
The proposed Food and take some changes in food
Washington, who announced
Drug Adminstration ban on habits." But she added: "I
the dramatic end to the
saccharin leaves you without don't think that it's going to be
confrontation at a iiiiivrabwn
any artificial sugar substitute any major health crisis."
command post.
Most of the five million
to turn to, and the so-called
Describing the role of the
natural sugars such as corn pounds of saccharin consumed
who
par- syrup or honey generally have in the United States each year
ambassadors
ticipated in the negotiations, just as many calories as the went into soft drinks.
Washington said, "They were
Manufacturers say they will
refined product.
beautiful ... They talked with
"There aren't any alter- have reformulated, lowthem, read poems, they read
natives. Now you have no calorie products ready for
from_ _the_ Koran and they - choir
Getardi of market by the time the -sactalked."
the Calorie Control Council, an charin ban goes into effect.
At the hospital, the scene
The soda makers aren't
Atlanta-basedtrade
was one of tearful relief.
association of manufacturers , saying what they will put into
Dr. Leonard Wisneski, chief
their products, but nutrition
of diet foods.
resident at the hospital, said
Diet foods are a $2-biliion-a- experts agree that if you want
most of the people examined
year,
business, according to a sweet taste, you'll have to
•'seem to be in pretty good
Gelardi, who says that an have some form of sugar.
shape."
This does not mean that
estimated 70 per cent of
First taken into custody was
American families use some diabetics and dieters will have
4-year-old Abdul Khaalis who
sort of dietetic,product, either to eliminate all soft drinks or
had threatened that if his
because family members are other products wi'h suar. Dr.
demands had not been met, - trying.,to -lose - weight -or- are Alan_ Forbes of 1,1e FDA said
"People will die."
that most experts in treating
diabetic.
Ambassadors
Ardeshir
Note: The FDA said it would diabetes agree that the
(Left to right) Pat Latimer, Mary Alice Gamer, Frances Wilkerson, Jo Mathis and SonZahedi of Iran, Ashraf
consider allowing diatietics "controlled and moderate
Barnett are planning their move to the new South Manor Branch, Bank of Murray
dra
Ghorbal of Egypt . and
and others who cannot eat use" of sugar is allow&I, but
which
is to be open for business on Monday, March 14. The new South Manor Branch
Yaghoub Khan of Pakistan, sugar to buy saccharin as a he added, -The words conis located on South 12th Street.
along with Police Chief prescription drug, but no final trolled and moderate must be
linderlined."
Michael Cullinane and Deputy
Rabe,
Charles
Chief
Bernard Simon, spokesman negotiated for the hostages'
for B'nai B'rith, said that at release.
one point, one man was picked,,
Negotiations took place on
out from the hostages, bound" the ground floor of the B'nai
hand and footg•and was told he B'rith headquarters building
would be the first to be where the largest group of
beheaded. He said the man hostages was bqing held under
was not harmed.
Abdul Khaalis' command.
"Th e y
alternately
The face-to-face negotiating
threatened us and were kind to session was the first since the
us," he said.
terrorists struck at midday on
and occupied the
--Wednesday
The terrorist episode began
Wednesday with bloodshed — B'nai B'rith building, the
a black radio newsman was Islamic Center and the
Building,
shot to death and several District of Columbia
people were pistol-whipped or Washington's city hall.
pathetic to everyone's needs

From the start of the sieges
at the three buildings, Abdul
Khaalis demanded that Black
Muslim leaders he blamed for
a 1973 mass murder be
brought to him.
His principal demand was
government help in exacting
revenge against those he held
responsible for the 1973
murders.
Six of the seven victims
were Abdul Khaalis' children.
Four Black Muslims from
Philadelphia were convicted
of murder and were sentenced.
to140 years each in prison.
In addition to the convicted

Saccharin Ban To------puite.
Change Lifestyles
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West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray - Mayfield
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Girl Scouts. For 65 years, they
have prepared our daughters
to be the women of.tomorrow.

Girl Scouts Are
A Tribute To Our
Community And We
Salute Them During
Their Week.

1),
of

Id

se
e,

t•

Come See Our

Luv Pick-Up
"

We Salute
The Girl Scouts
and their Great
Achievements

hrough supervised group activities, the Scouts are encouraged
•
to work together and learn from ,
each other... talents, crafts,
friendship and understanding.

T

Unfinished
Furniture
Desks, Rocking Chairs,
Chest of Draws, Night
Stands, Captain and Mates
Chairs.

7/ /

Jan Dalton, J. H.(Hardiman) Nix, Hugh Wright

hese young girls grow to be
appreciative of the environment and_PesourceAl with
nature's precious Gifts. Let's
partake in supporting their efforts.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

753-2617

20%

Off

Blackford House
1804 Coldwater Rd
753-8660

Girl Stout...the
Women of Tomorrow

She's Cppable Of
Helping Others...

IV
Enjoy Being
They Enioy

Because as a Girl Scout she
has acquired first hand knowledge of first aid and other
useful skills, good citizenship
and resourcefulness.

"\------.-,

1
Girl Scouts preserve American
tradition together, enjoying the
wonders of Outdoors and the spirit
of friendship. Scouting encourages
solid citizens, happy pastimes

Kind to Others
Fo help other people at all ti4toor-..
. . . hat% the Girl Scout prottoi‘e.
Scouting tear hr.- them etomine..!...ion.
a le...on the.- II recall throughout
=to!wort them.
t heir Iis e.. Lei

EOPLES/BANK

Bank of Murray
A Full
Service Bank

Murray Electric System

KY.

MURRAY

4-

fop,N

Phone
753-1893

Phone 753-5312

401 Olive

Member FDIC

"

1
Roberson's Hih-Burger

"We Salute The Scouts & Their Leaders"

753-9151

413 S. 4th St.

_
I

Trenholm's Restaurant

Holton & Melugin
Insurande Agency

*Pizza •Spaghetti
Murray's Family Restaurant
1206 Chestnut

753-2997

.
nl'

ikAUCIAA

1

V4.Vi.

Private Broolifost, lveschowts, Diemers

E

Sotedny Boffin lonclwon II to 1:30

Murray Appliance Co.

Good ScoutsRide A Yamaha

ROY HARMON'S CARPENTER SHOP

0 sok
if:L.,' .

Home of the O'Dome
409 SOUT. •Ts• 5TfaFE -

ODixieCream

Hours: 9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.

1-5 Sunday
4

N A•

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

1

Donuts Made Fresh Daily

Chestnut St.

AT
illj

753-8850

PHONL
753-412i1

753-11078

Carroll Volkswagen - Audi
800 Chestnut

*.

753-0511

900 Coldwater Rd.

Big John's
Moine of Gwent,
'Economy

& wett..“.
Open 7 Days

753-5833

204 No. 4th

14_ RR

P. N. Hirsch & Co. Department Store
Olympic Plaza
753-9779

753-1586

Calloway County
Lumber Co. .

Distinctive Hair Styles
For Men and Women

1

Town & Country
Yamaha i
Hy' . 94 E.

St

!toward Coy & John Simmons, owners

753-3614 '

408 Main

.

212 E. Main St.

South 12th St. 753-5986

Headquarters For All Your Scouting Needs

753-3415

206 Main
1

s World
Man'

National Store

753-6034

eKOPPERUD, 753-1222
REALTY ni 711 Main

Murray Supply's
Lawn & Garden Center
zigl I

The Prescription Sp@cialist'
F11111Delivaii

753-8302

Bel-Air Center
753-1795

"Everything We ToocIt Twns To Sold

Sittrrs,'. Need, Nen /hop

fi-b

Tadav's fine (main. rinthe•
n 'a Pru .*
est•rfit
)

4....
.
....,

Quality Work Since 1937

802 Chestnut

IJur rim -, oduci
,
R
M. I
rlivrvf lier. ei 11,if

Mom

.
. -----Freed Cotham Co.

Clinic Pharmacy

7he step ..eadder

,-

753-4832

IIED'S

at

you,. Key TO VAztzE

.0m-

.;
....
,012 6D Maltak

516 Main
753-6067
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Schedules For The Week Of March 12 - March 18

1

WS1L-3

WNGE-2

I

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
1 WTVF-S
WSM-4

Vr4PS1
"
7
71
6:30-Sunrise Semester 6:45-Weather
t
Toney
7:00-Sylvester
-Agricultvre
6:25
b.30- Children's Gospel 7:00- Toes & Jerry
7:00- Weedy Woodpecker
7:30-Chre Club
6:53 -Farm Digest
7:00- Tem IL Jerry
7:30-Pink Panther
7:30- Jahhenow
Mislay
8:00-Begs
7:00-Woody Woodpecker
7:30- Jahlwrieer
9:00-Speed BMW/
7:33 -Schoolhouse Rock
9:00-Tarts,
7:30-Pink Panther
1:30-Monter Soled
8:00-Scoeby Doe
11:00- Stoohy Doe
9:30- Batman
9:00-Speed Buggy
9:30-Kroft, Supershow 9:25 -Sdsoethouse Rock
I0:00-Spece Ghost
10:00-She:law Isis
9:30-Monster Saved
10:30-Seel Train
10:30-Mg Jobe, Little John
10:30-Superfneeds
11:00-Fat Albert
10:00-Spice Ghost
11:30- Bandstand
11:00-Lend of Lost
11:00-Odd Bell Couple
11:30-Ark II
12:30- Fishieg NW*
11:30- MvOIPT
11:30-Sportsman's Friend 10:30-Big John Little John
12:00- Way Out Gwen
II:00-Lend of Lost
1:00- World of Sports
12:03-RFD-TV
12:00-Basketball
12:30-Children's Film
11:30- Muggsy
2:30-Pro Bowlers
12:30-Basketball
3:30- beers
1:00-Fun City 5
12:00-Gans Kid
4:00-World of Sports
4:00- Thai of Sports
3:00- Basketball
I:30-Spotlight on Schools
12:30- Sesketboll
30 -News
5:00-Spir1t of Indepoolleace
5.30-News
Novisiett
2:00-WTVF
1:00-Grandstand
6.00- Music Nell America 6:00-Lawrence Welk
•
Ranger
I
Lase
2:30
Marshy, Blmtltills 7:00- INSA CLASS A Townley 1'3°-1644"tb°4/
6:00- Basketball
Open
Dorsi
3.00
Wagoner
5:00-Porter
1:30-Fish
10:30-News
10:00-News
4:00-Sport, Spectacular
5:30-Nashville Music
1:00-Starsky & Notch
10:45-Sammy t'Company
10:30- Wmli•ed
Consery
5:00-Candid
6:00-News
9:00-Deg & Cat
12:00 _Dragnet
5:30-News
6:30-Teddy Bart
10:00-News
6:00-Nee Now
7:00-Emergency
10:30-Wrestlieg
_ 7:110,10ary Tyler Moore '
6:00-NOW*
1 f:30-Movie '
COO-All in the Family
10:00-News
00-PTL Club
8:30-Alice
10:30- Soturday Night
00 — New.
9:00-Shirley Maclaine
12:00-Movie
3:15-News
11110,-ffewl
10:30- Gunsmoke
11:30-Ironside
12:30-News
1:00-Suspense Thiene

I

1

WNGE-2

WS1L-3

I

1

-TV-GUIDE-FOR SUNDAYWTVF-5
WSM-4

Septist
7:00-Blue Ridge Quartet 6:50-Farm Digest
7:00-Noose Worship 7:30-Day of Discovery
7:00-Dennis the Menace
3:00_ mum ',bijou
7:30-Amain, Grace
7:30-Jeff's Collie
I:30 _ond goberh
1:00-Little Rascals
1:00-Nashville Gospel
8:30-Three Stooges
8:30- Day of Discovery
9:00-Old Time Gospel
9:30-let Numbard
I 9:00-Dimensions in Faith
10:00-Gilligan
10:30- Weeirkereet Baptist 10:30-Animals, Animals 9:30- It Is Written
11:30-News Ceeforeace
Ns". Answers 10:00-Commonity Worship
12:00-Issues & Amgen 11:30_D„ y„„,"
10:30-Herald of Truth
12:30- Ball Dance
12:00-k thwart Anything 11:00- Ebony Spectres's
1:00-Srmwstars
11:30-Meet tins Pren
12:30-Directions
2:30-Lawrence Welk
12:00-Grandstand
1:00-Superstars
3:30-Movie
12:30- Basketball
2:00- towing
5:30-Wild Kiegion,
4:30-Grandstand
3:30- World of Sports
6:00-limey Drew
5:00-Wayne Dobbs
3:00-Bill Dance
7:00-AK Special
5:30-News
5:30-Wild Kingdom
10:00-News
ih:00-Walt Dreamy
6:00-Nancy Drew
10:30- Lead Soso&
11:00-Tales of Unexpected
7:00-ABC Theatre
11:00-Soul of City
10:00-News
10:00-News
11:30-Now Life
10:30-Dragnet
10:15-700 Club
12:00-News
11:00-Untouchables
12:00-With This Ries

6:00-Swinge Semester
7:00-Your Church
7:30-Carl Tipton
8:00-Jimmy Sweggert
9:00-Geed News
0:30-Orid Roberts
10:00-Tony & Swan
10:30-Now of Power
1 : - neigh
11 I :30-Liberty Mutual

1

I

I

12:30-Athletes
12:45-lasketball
3:00- Dorel Open
543-News
5:30-News
6:00-60 Mentes
7:00-Rhode
7:30 — Phyllis
8:00 -Switch
9:00-Delvecchio
10:00-News
10:30-Perry Meson
11:30-Floe the Nelson

WPSD-6
7:00-Momtege
7:30-Gospel Jubilee
1:30-Paducah Devotion
9:15- Nernitten Brothers
9:30-Children, Gospel
10:00-Charged Lives
10:30- Herald of Truth
11:00-Accent
11:30-Meet the Press
12:00-Grandstand
12:30-Basketball
4:30-Grandstand
5:00-News
5:30-News
6:00- Welt Disney
9:00-Tales of Unexpected
10:00-News
10:30-:Golders

3:45-Weather
5:30-Country Morsel
6:25-Arline Smith
5:53- Morning Devotion 5:45-Carl Tiptoe
6:54-Pastor Speaks
5:55-Job Market
6:15- Morning News
7:00-Today Skew
6:00-Ralph Emery
6:25-Alerting' Oa 5
9:00-Sanford & See
7:00-Today
7:00-Merning News
9:30-Romper Room
7:25-Scene Today
8:00-Captain kangaroo
9:55-Wender
7:30-Today
9:00-Price Is Right
10:00-Wheel of Fernier;
8:23-Stee4 Today
10:00-Nimble Dere
10:30-Shoot for the Stan
8:30-Today
10:30-Lave Of Life
11:00- Name that Tune
1:00-Dinah!
/1:00-Toga, And Restless 11:30-Lovers Friends
10:00-Wheel of Fortson* 11:30- Search For Timms
12:00-News
10:30-Shoot the Stars 12:00N-Singing Cows.
12:30-Days ef ear Lives
11:00-Nem That Twee 12:20PM- Noon News
1:30-The Dieters
11:30-The Neon Sew
12:30- WwW Tunis
2:00-Another
12:30-Days of Ow lives 1:30-Geirling Light
3:00-Gene Show
1:30-Donets
2:00-Al In The Firmly
3:30-Gilliam's Island
2:00-Another World
2:30-Match Game
4:00- Brody Beach
3:00-Gong Show
3:00- Grosser Pyle
Ironside
3:30-Sanford
3:30 -Dialing For Dollars
5:30-News
4:00-Bewitched
5:25- Weather
6:00-News
4:30-Emergency One
5:30-News
5:25-Weather
6:00-Mew,
3:30-News
6:00-Scow. M 6

7:00- karmic*
9:00-700 Club
10:30-Nappy Days
11:00-Dee No Show
11:30- Ryles Nape
12:00-Al My Children
12:30- Family Feed
Pyramid
1:30Life
-Geo. Hospital
3:00-Edge of light
3:30-Lassie
410 N-fl MGM Thee.
4:00 F-Wallys Workshop
4:30 F- Wane
5:00 F -Sod Train

WNGE-2

vt.dir

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WTVF-5
WSM-4

WS1L-3

6:30- Dolly
7:00-Mouse on Prairie
5:30-Canes Pete
7:00-Eight Is bon*
11:00-Movie
6:13-News
9:00-Most Wanted
10:00-Mews
6:30-News
9:00-feather & Father 7:00-Captain & Tonna' 10:30-Tonight Show
10:00-News
12:00-Tomorrow
11:00-Most Wanted
10:30-Mary Ilartrage
9:00-Feather & Father
Free.
11:00-St,. of Sao
10:00-News
1:00-Fn.Club
10:30-Sts. of Sea Frew.
3:00-News
12:00-News

Record Review

KFVS-12
6:00-Sunrise Semester
6:30-News
7:00-Sylvester & Twority
7:30-Clue Club
8:00-lugs Benny
9:00-Tens,
9:30- Batman
10:00-Slialain/isis
11:00-Fat Allen
11:30-Ark II
12:00- Way Out Games
12:30-Children's Film
1:00-Policy Forum
2:00-Affoirs Forum
2:30- Film
3:00-Dorsi Open
4:00-Sports Spectacular
5:00-News
5:30,News
6:00- Nee Now
7:00-Mary Tyler Meer!'
7:30-Bob Newborn
8:00-All in the Family
8:30-Alice
:1111 -Skiikty Nimble, '
10:00-News
10:30-Gunsmolte
11:30-Nashville on Rood

•••

A very important main- Outlaws iWaylon Jennings,
streani in the musical world Jessie Colter and Tompall
and the recording industry is. Glaser) has done it again with
that of • gospel and country a gospel album entitled "The
music. Of course, you have Troublemaker." Not only has
heard _of groups such as the. the album done well on :the
--Gaither Trio, the Inspirations, Country charts but has made a
the qak Ridge Boys and respectable showing on the
others!, But it is rare to have a popular charts as well.
The best cut and the most
count6 singer to do gospel
musici such as Willie Nelson. inspiring cut is the title cut,
AT§OtTiVill—review the latest "The Troublemaker." The
country album from 'th-er song puts Christ's life as if it
happened in 1977. -He never
popular Stotler Brothers.
carved his enttntr
14T-ises
Willie Nelson, the famed have. .. He Was sentenced,to
country singer of the fabulous die and Friday they'll hang
the troublemaker to a cross." -

There are other great cuts
on the album such as "In The
Garden," "Sweet Bye and
Rye," "Precious Memories"
and "Where The Soul Never
Dies."
There are countrified
velirolts-of "When The Roll Is
Chlted Up Yonder" and
"There Is A Fountain."
"Whispering Hope" is a very
beautiful cut and ,sets a
mellow tone for the album.
This album is one of the best

songs and nostalgia type
music. Their latest album
reflects the nostalgia mood by
it's title- "The Songs America
Loves."
The smash country hit
single from the album is "The
Movies." This song recaps
every movie or just about
every movie from "Jaws" to
"The Way We Were."
The -cute- chorus line from
the song is "Thank You
Thomas Edison for giving us

The album contains the
listened to. The album is well
in- typical group of country songs
and
produced
strumentation, such as har- such as "Hat and Boots," "I
monicas and acoustic guitars Was There" and "You Comb
Her flair_Ev_ery Morning."
The album is great with the
Stotler Brothers
4t thew best
arrah Fawcett-Majors -----ar"war-and
KFVS-12
The Stotler Brothers is one harmonic contrast vocals. By
6:00-Christopher Closeup
of the top country recording this I mean you have a high
,
6:30-News
groups in the world. They tenor with a deep bass with
7:00- Human Dimension
have previously done gossel harmony in between. In
7:30- Herold of Truth
music
and produced the "essence, The Statlers have
8:00- Rezzle Dazzle Show
LOS ANGELES LAP) — of the show has been
albums
along
that vein called great harmony,great acoustic
8:30-Space Nuts
Farrah Fawcett-Majors, the completed.
"Old
Testament"
and "New guitars and a sound that
9:00-1st Sept. Church
female
of
tawny-maned leader
Miss
Fawcett-Majors Testament."
10:00-Camera Three
However,
they reminds us of the Sons of the
television detectives and star became widely known through
10:30-Face the Nation
are
better
on
country
love Pioneers of the Thirties.
corncream
shaving
'of
more than 100 television
11:00- This is the Life
mercials, will not return to her ommercials, with products
11:30-temp Unto My Fees
12:00-Challenge of the Sexes top-rated series, "Charlie's including cars, shampoos,
12:45- Basketbell
Angels," her manager says.
milk, makeup, airlines, soft
3:00- Dorsi Open
Miss Fawcett-Majors, 30, drinks and sun glasses, but
5:00-America
Oil
notified her producers that she her popularity zoomed to new
5:30-News
its
after
the
show
quitting
is
heights
in
"Charlie's Angels."
6:00-Sixty Minutes
—first—year;--her---manager—Jay—
Bernstein said Monday,
7:30-Phyllis
The series concerns the
8:00.- Switch
To III
confirming reports that had derring-do of three women —
9:00- Delvecchio
been circulating for weeks.
Kate Jackson, Jaclyn Smith
Rag. $7.95
1040-News
Her attorney,- Charles and Miss Fawcett-Majors —
Reg.$6.95
client
Silverberg,
• said his
.
who depend more on sex
1100Gunmokit
0:3
151tilmss
planned to pursue.a career in appeal than their powers of
11:30-Public Affairs
$499
films. He denied that the crime detection. The sex.
12:00-News
actress was threatening to appeal has had a decided
All The Newest Releases First!
Leave the series as a ploy for effect on the ABC show's
had
more money and said she
KF VS.12
ratings, making it the only
Wild Cherry
6:00-Sunrise Sem
a signed new smash hit of the fall
• - never had
"Electrifying
Bad Company
6:30-Breakfast Show
the season.
with
agreement"
Funk, Baby
"Burning Skies"
7:00-News
producers. Spelling-Goldberg
Her popularity has been
Don't You Know''
COO-Capstan Kangaroo
Productions.
further boosted by soaring
9:00-Price Is Right
Neither producer Aaron sales of a pbgter in which she
The Largest Selection of Topes and Albums in this area
10:00-Double Dare
nor Miss Fawcett- appears in a - revealing red
10:30-Love of Life
10:55-News
malOrS- could be reached for swim suit.
11:00-Young 8. Restless
ailment.
She is married to actor Lee
11:30-Search for Tomorrow
753-5865
Central Shopping Center
Officials
at
ABC
declined
to
Majors,
star of -The $6 Million
1210-Farm Picture
omnient
Man."
She
has
made
guest
12:05-News
Production for the first year appearances on that series.
12:30-World Turns

A
A
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y hall&
.ind it
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Won't Return To Series

Special

Tapes & Albums

Tapes $5" Albums

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
1 WTVF-5
WS1L-3
WSM-4
WPSD-6

WNGE-2
6:00- Good Morn. Am.
7:00-11ozo
8:00-Popeye
B.30-Green Acres
9:00-Andy Griffith
9:30-Year Owe Time
10:00-Don No Show
10:30-Happy Days
11:00-News Center 2
11:30- AN My Child.
12:00-1tven's Hope
12:30-Foraily Feud
1:00-320,000 Pyramid
1:30-Ode Life to Live
2:0011.4mel Nose.
1:15-tenwel Hospital
3:00- Edge of Orght
3:30-Brady Bench
4:00-Big Volley
5:00 -Alk News
5:30-Adam 12
6:00 -14evarratch

-

•
==
•
••MI
IMMMIMMED

WPSD-6

6:30-Tel the Truth
7:00-Jeff wows
7:30-Busting Loose
8:00- Maude
8:30-All's heir
9:00-Andros Targets
10:00-News
10:30- ITTIfF Reports
11:00-Sonny & Cher
12:00-News

6:30-Pop Goes Country
7:00-House on Prairie
10:00-News
10:30 -Tonight Show
12:00 -Tomorrow

TV Service Center

1:30-Gelding Light
2:00-All in the Family
2:30-Match Game 77
3:00- Tattletales
3:30 -Beverly Hillbillies
4:00-Bewitched
4:30- Andy Griffith
5:00-Tell the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30 -Muppet Show
7:00-Jefferson,
7:30-Busting Loose
9:00- Maude
9:30-All's Fair
9:00-Andros Targets
10:00-Channel 12 Reports
10:30-Movie
1:20-News

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-Treaters Heat
7:00- Nappy Days
7:30- Lavern* & Shirley
8:00-Rich Man, Pow Man
9:00- Family
10:00-New,
10:30- Mary Neriseems
11:00-Mystery Movie
12:30- Pit Club
2:30- News

WS1L-3

WPSD-6

WTVF-5

WSM-4

7:00- Barnum & bailey
5:30-Canes Pete
Circus
6:15-Nor
11:00-Gehille vs. Minims
6:30-News
9:00-News Specie!
7:00-Floppy Day.
7:30- Laverne & Shirley 10:00-lb VS
9:00-MCI Man, Peer Men 10:30- Tonight Show
12:90-Tomorrow
9:00-Few*
10:00-News
10:30-Mystery Movie
12:90-News

6:30-Tell the Truth
7:00-Who's Who
8:00- MASH'
8:30-One Duey at a Tim
9:00-Ka*
1010- News
10:30-Genstaeis
11:30-Hassid'
12:30-News

6:30-5128,000 Question
7:00-Barnum & Bailey
Circus
8:00- "Godzille vs.
Niggler
9:00-News Report
10:00- News
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00- Tomorrow

KFVS-12
6:00 -New*
6:30-Nome that Tune
7:00- Who's Who
9:00- A'S'IC
1:30-Outs Day at Time
9:00-KoOk
10:00-News
10:30 - Movie
12:30-News

BI

ms,

1

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Nellrivood Squares
7:00-Moine Women
8:00-Beretta
9:00-Charles Angels
10:00-News
10:30- Miry Mart:wee
MOO-Rookies
1:43-PTL Club
3:45-Mews

WS1L-3

WTVF-5

WSM-4

5:30-Canes Pete
6:13-New,
6:30-News
7:00-Bionic Women
810-Beretta
9:00-Cherie's Angels
10:00-News
10:30-Rookies
12:00-News

6:30- Tell the Troth
7:00-Grizzly Admns
7:00- Woman Body
9:00-CPO Sharkey
810-Deadliest Season
9:30-McLean S
9:00-Tarts of Unexpected 10:00-News
10:30- Gunsmoke
10:00-News
11:30- Ironside
10:30- Tonight Show
12:30-News
12:00-Tomorrow

NPSD-6
6:30-Nashville Music
7:00-Gristly Adams
I:00-CPO Sharkey
9:30-McLean St
9:00-Tales of Unexpected
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Show
1 2:00-Tonserrow

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-Price is Right
7:00-Body Humor
8:00 -Deedliest Season
1010-News
10:30 -Movie
12:30-News

TH I
7.1

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Nome that Tone
7:00-1051st
. 7:30-Boxing
10:00-News
10:30- Mary Nerteran
11:00-ABC Special
12:30-ITL ChM
2:30-News

WS1L-3

WTVF-5

WSM-4

6:00-Cactus Pete
6:15-News
6:30-News
7:00-loner
-Boxing
1:30
10:00-News
10:30-Special
12:00-Newt

7:00-Besketboll
9:00-Best Sellers
10:00- News .
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00- Tomorrow

•

6:30- Tel the Trirth
7:00-Walton.
8:00- Hawaii Fris.0
9:00-Berneby Jones
10:00-News
10;30- Gemmel,'
11:30- Ironside'
11:30-News

WPSD-6
6:30-Porter Wegener
7:00-Basketball
1:00-Best Sellers
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00-Tomorrow

Collect
Circus Wagon Trays!

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-World of Animals
7:00-Welton,
COO- Neweii Rve-0
900-Bernaby Jones
10:00-News
10:30-Movie
1:70-News

3

f

a

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Nashville ea Rood
7:00-Dean & Marie
9:00-Movie
1010- News
10:30- Mory Illernsem
11:00-S. WA. T.
12:00-Peter Marshall
1:30-In Club
3:30-News

WSM-4

WS1L-3

7:00 -Seaford & Son
7:30- Chico & flt• Men
8:00-Rockford Files
9:80- ettelFly
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight Show
-1-'• IT:ft-Midnight Spec.
i

6:00- Ceche Pete
_._.
615- Mew
6:30-News
7:00-DONN@ & Marie
9,00 _ movie
10:00-News
10:30-S. W. A. T.
11:37-Movie
1:00-News

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30- Tel the Truth
7:00- Cede 111
11:00-Tee Who Dwell
1:00- Neater
10:00-News
10:30 - Guns/stoke
11:30- keen&
12:30-News
1:00 -Seeps,* Theatre

6:30-,Caredid Camera
7:00-Seaford & Son
7:30-Chico & Wm Mee
II:00- Rockford Files
9:00- Meincyti
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight Show
12:00- Miami* Specii0

_IL

Collect the entire set of three and start a
Burger Queen Circus Wagon Parade!

KFVS-12
inn-News
6:30-Dolly
7:00-African ()seen
8:007SOO/1y & Cher
9:00 -11unter
10:0dliws
10:30-Movie
1 7:30- News '
.

L

Burger Queen Chicken. Fish Sandwiches and Cheeseburgers
served with french fries and a cup of Coke.

Ai

1
BURGER
QUEEN

:...
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Art Get-Together Planned
At Rough River State Park
themselves is amateurs. The
Saturday program starts at
9:30 a. m. and continues till
everyone is ready to stop.
Anyone who has ever
wanted Co know how to paint
weathered brick and stone will
have an opportunity to paint
with-C. G. iMouset Morehead.
Other Heritage Artists
working in oils will be Tony
Oswald, demonstrating how
he paints a still life; Al Cornett,--painting a landseape•
Nellie Meadows -and Helen
Price Stacy, painting flowers,
and Don Ensor showing how to
paint transparency .in glass.
Working _simoltaneausly
throughout the day will be
Harold Collins, conducting a
charcoal
in
workshop

It's entertaining, kt,',s
hallenjing, it's educational and it's a time for fun and
sociability. And for everyone
who OW- disappointed at not
being-able to take in the winter
weekend at Jenny Wiley it's a
good, time to enjoy the Kentucky Heritage Artists' Art
Workshop March 18, 19 and 20,
at Rough River State Resort
Park.
0
1
The location is just far
enough south and west -of
Louisville and Lexington even 'Northern Kentucky and
Cincinnati .•,- to make easy
traveling,and far enough west
make_ it intayesting---forEastern Kentuckians.
The prestigious artist group
has re red a new format to
appea to serious artists as
well as those who classify Gary Akers, painting with
watercolor; Charles
Spaulding, painting animals
If You
from life; Brett Johnson,

Need Them:
hie
153-1441
Police .
/53 1621
Rescue . .
753-6952
153-9332
Ambulance
Hospital
153-5131
Emergency .
Humane Society
. -------153-3994
Cornprehensive
Cart .
753-6612
POMP Control . 753-1588
Senior Citizens . 153-0929
Needline
. 753-NEED
learn to Read . 153-1188

ocial Concerns
ISC. ommittee and
The Ledger &
Times

techniques, and A. J. May,
who will take his group on a
field sketching trip:
Saturday night at 7:30 Don
Ensor will present a program
of slides showing his recent
trip to Russia.
Just as interesting as the
Saturday workshops will be
Friday's sessions starting at 4
p. m. with an oil, demonstration by Al Cornett; at 7:30
p. m. a polymer session with
Johnson, newest -member of
Kentucky Heritage Artists;
and at 9 p. M. a special slide
program. Beginning at,9;30 a.
m. Sunday, a critique session
will allow time for constructive advice to any artist
or painter participating in the
weekend seminar. This
session is purely for in-

structional purposes.
Alook at a recent Kentuci.:
Department of Highway map
will give an indication of the
accessibility of Rough River
Dam State ,Resort Park at
Falls of Rough. Northern
Kentuckians and Cincinnatiarea residents may travel
Interstate-75 to Lexington and
Eastern Kentuckians may
travel Bert Combs Mountain
Parkway or Inters-tate-64 to
Lexington.- From -Lexington, an easy route is Blue Grass
Parkway to Elizabethtown,
then Western Parkway to
Leitchfield and a turnoff on
141:_,54.40..Roulgh River To add to the economy of the
weekend, the Kentucky
Department of Parks is ofnu a specia a wee
Package _rate of $48 per person, double occupancy for two
nights lodging and five meals.
As an additional bonus, those
o use
e. specia
weekend package plan will not
be required to pay the threedollar seminar. registration
fee.
The park it§elf offers other
interests and the park location
is in an area -to appeal to
tourists, historians and
conservationists as well as
those who enjoy hiking and
looking for signs of spring
wild-flowers.
Room reservations may be
made directly throuyib the
park or through'toll free calls
to Central Reservations
Service Kentucky Department of Parks. For further
information contact Bob
Bates, Department of Parks,
Capital Plata Tower, Frankfort, 40601: telephone 502-5647160.

THIS .5
NOT A EAC,
LOOKiN6
NHH8OR14000..

I'LL LET YOU C1-1005E
WHAT YCti D Ln-(E COP
PiCi-c .A
SUPPER
SLiP OUT
OF THE
BAG
ir4114t4m

Classified
1 Legal Notice
I WILL NO LONGER be
responsible for anyones
debts other than my
own. Billy Travis.
2 Notice

Boyd-Majors
Real Estate
NIL
The above students competed with French and Spanish students from high schools
in Wester*Kentucky at the Fifth Foreign Language Festival held at Murray State
—University on February 24: The first place winners will.Jae eligible to compete at- the- State Foreign Language festival to be held at Centre College, Danville, Kentucky, on
May 14. Kneeling left to right Spanish Students Beth Boston, first in advanced Poetry;
Marie Valla, first in Advanctd Prose; Debbie Darnell, first in Poetry Level It Tina
George, first for Costumes. French students: Kim Alley, first in Original T Shirt Design;
Mark Cunningham and Ray Stewart, first for Statue of Liberty model Back ,Row Spanish teacher, Mrs. Rebecca Peebles: Spanish students Greta Timmerman, second
Original T Shirt Design; Jeanette Cooper, second in Oral Description; Tammy Melton,
CPCOnit in Advarwprihose
;_ French cturlornknebbje_Gadheuecandjaleeti4ekelL
II; Ray Stewart(with Cunningham) first for Statue of Liberty; Mrs. Ruth Howard, French
Teacher. Missing from the photo are Heather Kodman and Polly Jones who received
second prize in art for French scenes from the works of Dumas.

Nearly $28 Million In Contracts
Announced For Interstates 24, 471
Nearly $28 million in cori
7
.
74 approved from that letting to
struction and surfacing work more than $29.4 million.
for Interstates 24 and 471 was
There Were. five contracts
announced recently.
'awarded for work on 1-24, two
The contracts were awarded in 1.yon County and three in
by State Transportation McCracken County.
The Lyon County; projects,
Secretary John C. Roberts,
following a bid-letting -held in „.•-tota nig -creep
Frankfort by the state's were both awarded to
Construction
Bureau of Highways last Feb. Holloway
17. _ Roberts said that these Company of Wixom, Mich.
latest awards brought the They will provide for grading,
total dollar value of contracts drainage..construrition and
surfacing 'along 1-24 on
crossroads and frontage roads
between the western limits of
1E71ME5
-AsE NAPS
the US 62 Interchange and the
E
west side of Eddy Creek, for a
total distance of about seven
.
In McCracken County, two
of the three contracts awarded
'there went to Jim Smith
Contracting Company, Inc. of
Grand Rivers, K. for 11.3
milts of surfacing'. and incldental construction between
thesoutheast end of the bridge
over US 60 west of Paducah
and the US 62-US 68 Connector.

1. Legal Notice

Smith's total bid on the two
projects was about $7.7
million.
The third contract for 1-24
work in McCracken County
calls for signing and traffic
signal work, again between
the US 60 bridges and the US
62-US 68 Connector. Successful low bidder ($288,020)
on that project was Valley
Fence Company, Inc. of
Louisville.
The 1-471 contract provides
for grading And drainage
construction along one mile of
a planned five-mile route that
eventually will connect the
Dan Beard Bridge at Newport,
in Campbell' County, with I275.
Project limits under the
just-awarded contract will
extend from the northern
limits of the 1-275-1-471 route
junction to within two-tenths
of a mile of US 27. The work
will be, carried out by R. C.
Durr Company, Inc. of Independence at an approximate-cost of $5.9 million,

I. Legal Notice

LIVER

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, Calloway
Circuit Court
WATERFIELD MORTGAGE CO., INC. Successor ininterest to: COLONIAL MORTGAGE CO. OF IND.
INC. Plaintiff, WILLIAM A. VANCE,et al Defendant.

Beetle Bailey

NOTICE OF„SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the February-.9
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Seven and
51/100 t $15,887.51) Dollars, PLUS INTEREST AS PER
COURT ORDER OF SALE,and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the court House door in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 28th day of March, 1977, at 1:00
O'clock P. M.,or thereabout, upon a credit of six months,the following described property,to-wit:
All that tract or parcel of land located in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and more fully •
described asfollows:
Lot No, 14, Block 4, Unit 1 of the Plainview Acres
Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Plat Book No.
2,Page No. 56, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

3-11

Blondie

i

PEEL BETEct _

3.-17
lo./14A7 .-,A,PPENS
.
MY MONEY A"

5,E•ax '\--c •
A VAu_T

COOK

PUT IT•ls, A
E JAR"?'

.., •
-C

. Crossword Puzzler

'11

f

THE PHANTOM

7-1d• 1

DIANA I'VE Vs/ANTED 7
ASK YOU ,esomE•THINis
FOR so Lor4G..1-7 s 5C
HARD TO GET THE
WORDS OLIT

"ANA
LI-

*NOY

MONKEY
MA IL-

-The Friendly Office
With The
Professional Touch"
105 N 12111
/Away, Ky.
13.1-80301

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All _display ads,classified displays
and regular display.
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds Must be
submitted by 12 noon 4
the day before
publication.

2 Notice
SHOULD JAY DIAMOND
be taken off WKYQFM93 because of his
foot-in-mouth disease?
WKYQ management
has told Mr. Diamond,
morning personality 5 a.
m.-10 a. m. that if
enough listeners tell us
to remove him from the
airwaves, we will take
proper action even
though he was voted
Country Disc Jockey of
the Year by the Country
AUU
Nashville. Just because
Loretta Lynn writes him
love letters is no reason
that
he
knows
everything
about
everything. It is kinds
interesting that Mr.
Diamond rarely ever
gives his name on his
show. is he afraid of
something?
WKYQFM93. SAM-10A,M.
- listen at your own risk.
Western

Growers
Association

For rent 532 sq. ft.
°fat space.

Utilities turnished.
Phone
753-3341, or
753-3342

Special 100o Off
Gold 8. Yellow
in the
Kountry Kitchen
Ends March 14th

Starks Hardware

Dark

Fired Tobacco

BELTONE
HEARING
AID Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St.; Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.

12th & Poplar
"Our 30th Year"

NOTICE -- SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come loin
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502436-8806.
YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753.0984- it is not_a recor-.
ding. This is also our
business phone.

On Sale
Now!
Robyn 40 Channel
C.B. Radio
Murray Home
& Auto Store
Chestnut St

NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner
For information call 502436-8806.
WATKINS.,
FOR
Contact
ProductsHolman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128"
Would you like to
ride our Church
Bus to Sunday
School and morning worship services atSinking Spring Baptist Church
If you do call Gerald
Cooper at 753-5677

/2
SALE

. •
Price

On Blank

Cassette
8 Track

Tapes

TV
Service
Center
entre]Shopping Center
753-5865

S. Lost And Found
FOUND FEMALE Boxer
with black collar and no
name tag. Found by
DeVanti's. Ca11.753-0083.
LOST 20' ALUMINUM
extension ladder between Murray Lumber
Company . and North
Elementary School.
Notify B W Nicks, 7532t55
LOST PAIR of bifocals in
leather case. If found
please return to Bill
cutchin, 1504 Chestnut
St Murray. Ky.

6. Heip Wanted
IIELP WANTED. Apply
In person. Racer Oil Co.
Chestnut •

MAIL!
_4

C.:err ,

•

4

• EiriS• 1

••: '•

r

71.•
F.1•••7'

,

For the man who has been blessed with a large
fainiTy . . . this home has everything' Four
bedrooms and a hdge recreation room with a
' private entrance.'within walking distance from
Pii u,rray High and priced at only $49,900.
.

LI L ABNER
NiCSN.
z-,7- A AXED
APOLJT 1H1 IMPAWTINT- P.c,-.0pLE, LES
GET TO TWTOZIVIA. HON 15 GOOD

OLE EDDiE R1CKEIN5ACK

—

2 Sow
4 1 Co
7

,
oany,

-7-

46,(1.yltndr17,a'
44 Aortorl,r,ns
SI P17/111111. r1Fo5fl4
1.71.negol

31

54•Born
55.-E ncounieroct

39

*rap
57 ).-

ut business is always apprecrated at RPSERTS REALTY. "

16

16

DOWN

31

1 MOCC4,7•
2 Afab,a7.

s•

47

4C 11 1011117 753 391 Pal 11111511004 136 2111
PP tours 138.450
1111111 110111101 753 7477
0113/ UM 153 4376
I( mut 153-S111
411 South 1755 Street

1004 11114011 15.1.1910
111.6 171101 7534014
SIN 10113011 753-1911
Plume /S3-1141.

.

_
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6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted
sIRLOIN STOCKADE is
oil‘k
acceptiii;4
applicatins for emin
the
merit
following areas. Applications are being
accepted for cooks, bus
persons, line personnel,
hostesses. Apply in
person
at -Sirloin
Restaurant,
Sterekade
!Jet ween 8 and 7.
WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
Enterprises, Box 127
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
-7%AriuNALLY lkNoWN
advertising firm desires
person familiar with
Murray to serve as
welcoming hostess. You
will be calling on new
families moving to
Murray and :will be
representing some of
your leading merchants.
car
have
Must
available. Idffal- opportunity for person
interesting
desiring
part-time employment.
Prefer person with 2
or
college
years
business experience.
,Call 502-842-5566 or
Write: Community
Greeting Service, P. 0.
Box 1092, Bowling
Green, Kentucky 42101."

03

WANTED: Babysitter for
after school and some
Saturdays. Call 753-8008
after 6:30 p. m.
WANT SOMEONE TO
sub for paper route. Call
753-5447 after 5 p. m.
LADIES - WOULP you
like a private home
fashion showing and get
free clothing or a part
--time job with high
earnings. CalL-2440797
or 247-8935.
-Li)C-AL- RESIDENT- -fee
full time sales position.
Over $20,000 poteptial
plus benefits. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 193,
Pathrt-afr.-K-r--4208-1.
NEED EXPERIENCED
auto body man. Call 7536038 or 753-8470.
NEED EXPERIENCED
clean-up help. Call
car.
753-6038 or 753-8470

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME!
Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
OP,
CAREER
PORTL'NITY - area
National
office of
Company will add 1
person to staff' in order
to serve the Murray
area. If you want to be
your own boss and want
no limit to your earnings...call between 10 a.
m. and 2 p. m. collect if
necessary, 502-443-8293.
WANTED A SALES
pertian to sell Jirn
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
9 Situations Wanted

WANTED
TV AND STEREO
Technician to take
over good going service
business. Right party
can average 12 to
515,000 a year. WRITE
LEDGER 1L TIMES, Box
321.

MATCHING PEOPLE

12

PROPERTIES

In Town Acre - Smell home on huge lot suitable for retired
couple. Needs redecorating. Plenty of room for garden. Only
S12,500. Presently recent. Some forniture stays.
50 Acres - 25 acres tendoble - 25 acres timber - wouW be ideal
for stock. Needs cleaning up end could be very scenic. Neer Ky.
Lake end only $32,000.
In Hotel • Specious older home or corner lot has 3 bedrooms with
fireplace I. living room. Priced it only 512,500. Please cell for
addition's( information end appointment.
Family Growing? Need more room? Wien tette a leek at $00 N.
17th St. Has 3 bedrooms end study or 4 bedrooms. Price includes
extra lot for p4yground or Morro garden. Solve your growth
problems here!

WILL SIT OR STAY with
elderly people sday or
night. Call 753-6936.
10. Business Opportunity
WELL ESTABLISHED
local and mail-order
Rait
whole-sale
business. 25 local accounts. Absolutely
potential.
unlimited
Includes all stock and
interests. Ideal family
business. Owner will
train. Property for sale
separately or together.
Serious inquiries only.
753-2418.
WANTED AUTOMOBILE CleanUp and detail man. If
you're good - give me a
call. Excellent opportunity for right man.
Call Humboldt, Tenn.
901-784-2002.

12. Insurance

202 S. 4th St.

Phone 753-3263

•

1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, 22,000 miles, new car
trade in.
19174 El Camino Classic,Pick-up, company owned.
1973 Ford Grand Torino, 4 door, new car trade in.
1976 Pontiac Astre little gas saver, new car trade in.
1967 Mustang, t xvcar trade in.
SOME DEMONSTRATORS
AT BIG SAVINGS

PURDOM
Olds - Poetise Cedillas
•Saissfiert tretterne•s Are Orr
Man Conce.A*

ri

1406 West Maim 753-3315

cReal
Estate

How To Handle Condemnation
Its a real shock when
.ou re told that part (or all)
ot sour property will be
taken tor a new highway.
sewer line, high tension line
or other public use. Its
usually an even greater
shock when the representatise of the public utility,
highway department or
government tells you what
they propose to pay.
Relay, and react rationally.
our property may he taken
if it is really needed for
public use hut you must be.
compensated at -fair m ritet
valtie." If the initial off is
unacceptable, make an
pointment to discuss I
tads with your attorney... If
your
hi' agrees with

Destroy!
For AN Your
Insiornpen
Needs...

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
4111 Maple

713-4461

14. Want To Buy
16 OR 20 FT. Mark Twain
tri-hull with inboard.
Call 436-5676.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WILL BUY STANDING
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b. f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will
also buy logs. Call (5021
753-2359, call collect.
WOODED LAND, 1 or
more acres. Call 7533717.
•
FEATHERBEDS
wanted. Goose. Highest
prices paid. Write Box
13, Route 1, Almo, Ky.
42020. Give location. Will

Realtor Pat Nloble

Purdom and Thurman Real Fstale

position. hell arrange for
one or more Real Estate Appraisers to appraise the condemned property for you.
With the fads they give him
about "fair market value." he
can represent you better in
direct negotiation, at a
preliminary hearing, or (it
necessary)in a court action.
One caution - Have a dear
understanding of the fees of
attorney and appraisers
before engaging them

onsulting with peopie
atm-cid their real e4.ale needs
is our specialf.. Drip by Purdom 74. Thurman 1\on the
«mut square or (411 Pat
Ii4oble. 7;I-44;I or ii89-41. Vve re here tO help'

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500459.95.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.
MILLIONS OF RUGS
have been cleaned with
Blue
Lustre.
It's
,Amprica's4inest, Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
APPRO
50,000
in Mu
1-442-5

ale
all

ENBATH
TUB
CLOSURE kits. Marbleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
FIVE HORSE POWER
chain drive garden
30
Used
tractor.
minutes. $200. Can be
seen 407 South 8th.
TROUSANDS USED
paperbacks. it price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.
ADMIRAL 23 inch color
console TV. Plays as
good as new. $125.00.
Phone 354-6217.
HEAVY STEEL tank.
Approximately 750
gallons. Ideal for water
.or fuel storage. Call 7538856.
SEARS RIDING LAWN
mower. 32" cut. 7 h. p. 3
years old. Good condition. Call 753-4366.
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.

Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.

17 Vacuum Cleaners

15. Articles For Sale

6. Help Wanted

WANTED
3
Speed
transmission for a
riding lawn mower. Call
753-7581 after 4:30 p. m.

'-''''
-..401111110111117001tr.,VTIfriK,H,

ONE HYDRAULIC chair
and hair dryer. Call 4354554.MATERNITY CLOTHES,
size 12. Regular size 12.
Clothes spring and
summer. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4890.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, xt" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
16 Home Furnishings
ONE TWIN BED, washer
and dryer, cheap. One
leather, swivel chair
and odds and ends. Call
after 5 p. m. or Fridays
after 10 a. m., 753-6790.
AMERICAN
EARLY
living room suite.
Dining room suite and
buffet. Good condition.
Call 753-0302.
USED MAYTAG Skinny
Mini, washer and dryer
combination. Great for
small apartment or
trailers. No special
required.
plumbing
Price, $150 for both. Call
753-6127.

COUCH, LOVE SEAT,
excellent
condition.
Breakfast, sewing
machine, king bed,
linens, chest. Call 753..*.
8622.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Junked
and
Salvage.
wrecked cars needed.
PORTABLE G.E. washer
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
and Maytag dryer, $150.
Montgomery
Ward
stereo, $100. All in exFREE!
WHOLESALE
cellent condition. New
Jewelry Catalog! Exconcrete keps. $50. Call
Designers'
clusive
437-4155•/
Collections! Bargains
1824,
galLre!
Box
SEARS KENMORE 23.1
Celveiand, Ohio 44106.
cu. ft. chest freezer. Will
trade for smaller model
or make offer. Also
15. Articles For Sale
metal office desk and
chair. Call 753-5755.
CLOTHING, size infants
to four. Baby swing, 16"
tricycle, baby walker,
23 DELUXE Signature
etc. Call 753-2609 after
deep freeze. $175. Call
5:00 p. m.
437-4195.

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
varuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 713-6760
day or night.
18 Sewing Machines
TWO YEAR OLD Singer
Futura II. Free arm
sewing machine. Excellent condition. Call
753-0613.
19 Farm Equipment
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift -type, perfeet condition. Call 436-5870.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agri<
for
spring.
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

20 Sports Equipment
14' POLARCRAFT boat,
motor and trailer. 200
amp
trailer
pole.
Camper topper for long
wheel base pickup. Call
437-4846.
22 Musical

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

23. Exterminating
Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
35 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor. Call after "5, 4365473.
MASSEY
GOOD
disc
FERGUSON
harrow. Two row corn
planter. Manure
spreader. Massey
Ferguson plow. two 12".
Howard
Contact
Brandon, 75374389.
FOUR ROW John Deere,
corn drill. Call 437-4495.
FORD post hole digger
with 3 point hitch, and a
Plymouth roto tiller.
Call 753-2987.
20 Sports Equipment
14' ALUMINUM boat, 20
h. p. Johnson and
trailer. A new sea scope
fish finder and trolling
motor. Call 753-1961.
14' FABUGLASS boat, 35
h. p. Johnson motor,
trailer, /depth finder,
trolling inotor. $850. Call
474-9740.
14' CHEROKEE V bow,
25 h. p. Evinrude
electric start, tilt Moody
trailer, trolling motor,
crappie rig and carpeted
bass platform. Call 7531556 after 530 p. m.
.f

40 H. P. ELECTRIC start
Johnson, 15' Richline V
boat and trailer. All for
$800. Call 436-5676.
14'
FOR , SALE:
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
10 SPEED RALEIGH
bike. Just like new. GE
portable record player.
Call 753-7417 or 435-4489.
FOR SALE AtumrNum
bgaLle-kro.802 N. 18th,
Murray.
33' HOUSEBOAT sleeps 6, electric head.
Plenty of storage. -Air
condioner. Depth
finder Fish locator.
Very clean. 1975 Mercury 50 h. p. Outboard
installed last fall. Slip
72. Call 7534056.

38 Pets Supplies

27. Mobile Home Sales
P2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
1973 DOUBLE WIDE
Homette, 24x62, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, stove
and refrigerator.
Central air and heat.

Call 753-4827.
28. Heating 8 Cooling
FEDDERS air conditioner. 18,000 BTU.
Call 753-3349.

29. ivioone iiume Reniais
BALDWIN PIANOS a d
organs. Rent to punTRAILER, $95.00 per
chase plan. Lonardo
month. Call 753-3473.
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris„__
Want to Rent
Tennessee.
MARRIED
COUPLE
AUDION CHORD organ
wants to rent 1 or 2
console, major, minor
bedroom house in the
base. Instruction books,
country off the main
barely used. Price
highways. Call after
$45.00. Call 436-5351.
4:30 498-8637, John Boyd.

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
100 South 13th
24. Miscellaneous
FIVE H. P. JOHNSON
motor, excellent condition. $150. 9 ft. garage
door, wood with three
lights, $50. 10 ft. frost
free
refrigerator,
Westinghouse, $50. Call
436=5676.
ENGLISH SADDLE and
bridle, $90. Large
wooden desk,60" x36" x
30", $75. Call 753-9312
after "4,
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam-.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.

1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. Furnished
lots of extras. Good
condition. Good price.
Call 1-527-8012 or 1-5278403.
FOR SALE - 1974
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
bedroom, all. electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
Phone 753-8428.
10 x 50 MOBILE HOME.
In real good condition.
$2,400. Call 753-4545 or
753-6763.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

43 Real Estate
EXCELLENT DUPLEX
lots, water, sewer,
blacktop and gutters.
Reisonable. Contact
Howard Brandon. 7534389.

BOSTON
TERRIER,
registered AKC, stud
service. Call 753-5048.
AKC
MINIATURE
female Dachshund
puppy, Champion blood
lines, $60. Also AKC
miniature Dachshund
stud service, red-black
and tan, 6'
,2 to 9/
1
2 lbs.,
$20 or choice puppy. Call
1-527-9700.

CHIHUAHUA for sale.
Five months old. Call
436-5450.

GARAGE APARTMENT,
4 rooms up, 2 clowii.
Water furnished aria
yard mowed. Call 7535733.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished apartment at
304 South 12th. Call 7533554.
FOR RENT one bedroom
unfurnished apartment.
Water' furnished. PI
Vine Street. Call 7532818.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control.
100 South 13th.
TWO
BEDROOM
'apartment. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-9741 after 5.

39 Poultry

TH I
po
ow
lor

VACATION COTTAGE in
one of the lake's prettiest subdivision. House
includes-3 bedrooms, 1
bath and is in top condition. Very reasonably
priced. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.

FOR- SALE -German
Shepherd, 1½ years old.
with
Registered
pedigree. Call 753-5923.

32. Apartments For Rent
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LOTS OF NICE house
plants at the Garage and
Yard Sale, 1103 Fairland
Dirve. Saturday. March
12, 1977. 8:30-4:30.

TWO
AKC
black
REGISTERED
and
tan
German
Shepherd puppies. $35.
Call 753-2329.

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-52741 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 9 a. m.-4 p. m.
113 N. 9th.
YARD SALE-Saturday,
March 12, 9 a. m. to 3 p.
m. 503 Meadow Lane.
25 CENTS AND 10 cents
Rummage Sale continues Saturday, 9-4.
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main.
61,0VING-CARPORT
Sale, Saturday 10:005:00 p. m. 1015 Story
(behind
Avenue
Southside.IGA) Clothes
(sizes 5-12), purses, odds
and ends.
GARAGE AND YARD
Sale: Saturday, March
12,8:30to 4:30p. m. Lots
of good things plus usual
amount of family
treasures. 1103 Fairlane
Drive. Call 753-1206.
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THREE BEDROOM
in
home
BRICK
Meadowlane Subdivision. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
phoning
by
home
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. You can depend on
us for full time competent Real Estate
Service.
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COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
the city and county.
Several listings suitable
for small business including auto clean-up
and repair, retail store
and residence combination. Phone us today.
at Kopperud Realty 7531222. We provide a
copplete range of Real
EAtate Service.
BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with nearly new modern brick
home,8 miles from Ky.
Lake . on Highway 94.
Approximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large
2 car garage and
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.
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33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34. Houses For Rent
FOR RENT OR SALE
two bedroom, bigliving
room and big kitchen.
Carport and front porch.
In Hardin. Call 753-6791.

Electric & Gas Bill High!
Did you lmow that plastic installed underneath your home could
sharply decrease your heating bill? We paint and repitir the outside of
ow- home. but never think of the damageunderneath. Cold air and dampness with proper ventilation will riot penetrate plastic. It will also help
protect against termites, rot,fungi and other diseases and insects.
We treat for insects and fingi-install plastic and ventilatIm.
Call for FRU isiferiaatlea cwil inspection.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-3914
Oldest beam rimed and operated in Calloway Comity.
Ky. listened
Certified by the EPA of Ky.

THREE
BEDROOM
house. 3'2 miles from
city limits. Deposit and
references required.
Call 753-6753.

54444# 144e TdIett PC4Citar
SVUt
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'7usg.

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881,
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247- •
2833.

37. Livestock - Supplies
STANDING AT STUD.
Registered 5 gaited
saddle horse. Room for
visiting mares. Call 7539390.
MOON
CHARLES
ANGUS Farm Cow Herd
Dispersinn. g"Oldest
Kentucky Performance
Herd." Selling 120 head.
Top bulls and females,
many with calves.
March 14, 11 a. m. in
heated barn on the farm
4 miles N. E. of Fulton,
Ky.

GAITED PLEASURE
horse. Aged gelding.
Excellent "disposition,
.health and Iraining.
Shown suclkssfully.
•
Trail ride experienced.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,• $600. Call 753-9894
nights.
electric heat arid central
air'. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New i" deep 30 JERSEY cows and 10
springing Heifers. Call
well. Water pipe'4o all 8
C. L. Tidwell, 435-4363.
acres. All within 3\years
old. Beautiful location.
BIG HORN saddle, $125.
Call after 6 p. m. 901=247Call 753-5464.
5457, Puryear, Tenn.

Ream/144a"lad
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36. For Rent Or Lease

tl
a

901-478-3131

27. Mobile Home Sales
1970 NORRIS mobile
home. $6,000. Call 7533047. -7--

41 Public Sales

FOR SALE AKC Toy
Poodles. Call 763-6379.

ONE
ROOM
EFFICIENCY. Olive Street
Apartments. Close to
campus. Call Van
Haverstock, at 753-4451
or 753-8618.

CASE TRACTOR, 530
diesel with Freeman
3000 loader. $4000.
Tuffline pickup disc,
$400. Call 4;C-2139.
1963 CHEVROLET truck,
2ton, grain bed and twin
hoist. $2,000. Call 7539502.

HE WANT ADS

BEGINNING-FRIDAY NIGHT MARCH it
On SEAFOOD BUFFET
•

A Fish Feast Of All
You Care To Eat!

ir

* Seafood Chowder * A Variety
Of Cold Salads * Oysters On The
Halfshell * Steamed Shrimp That
You Just Peel 'N Eat * Fried
Shrimp * Fried Oysters * Broiled
Red Snapper * Plus Many Many
More Delicacies From The Sea *
Corn On The Cob, * Alaska King
Crablegt,Onion * Onion Rings,
White Beans And Oh Yes, Onion.
Save A Little Room For Dessert!

cl
10

JUST BRIN6 YOURSELF AND YOUR APPETITE AND
ENJOY EACH COURSE TO ITS FULLEST SERVING
HOURS OF THE SEAFOOD BUFFET 5 30- 10.00 WE'D
LIKE FOR YOU TO ENJOY OUR ATMOSPEERE,AS

WELL As OUR EOM SO TAKE TIME TO LOOK
AROUND THERE WILL BE SO MANY THINS TO SEE
AND ENJOY YOU ARE BOUND TO LIKE SOME OF IT
ONE OF THE THINGS WE KNOW YOU'WILL LIKE
WILL BE OUR FRIENDLY AND EciFICIENT
WAITRESSES DRESSED IN.AUTHENTIC AWAIIAN
MU-MUS, WEARING A -BIG SMILE AND READY TO
SERVE YOU'

NU

1
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43. Real Estate

43 Real Estate

NEW LISTING . .
.Minutes from town, 4
bedrooms,2 baths, large
utility room, com-.
fortable living room,
kitchen. Completely
carpeted, electric heat,
storm windows, located
on 2 wooded acres. . .
Low 30s... Call 753-1492
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a house6OLD
word.

NEW LISTING - Nice
duplex at 607 Elm
Street. Two bedroom,
built-in kitchen, living
room -dinette
combination, one bath on
both sides, wall to wall
carpet. Stove,
refr,igerator freezer
combination. All drapes
and two bedspreads on
one Side Included.
, Carport and brick
garage and 10 x 12 metal
storage building. Two
paved drives, on nice
lot.. Mar clOwnIown,
school, hospital, church
and grocery. A real
bargain.
By
anpointm en t
only.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 7535842.

THINK
OF
THE
possibilities1 Do you
own a mobile home, but
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time For
you to buy this tract of
almost five acres. It is
equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
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already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
the home of your
dreams
on
the
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
heat and air. Bpautiful
fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line.
Country living almost in
town, city water. Also
new outbuilding with
electricity. Call us
today, Fulton Young
Realty, phone 753-7333,
home 753-4946.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lot on Johnny Robertson
Road. Very large lot for
nice home. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
home 753-4946.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 South 4th Street
Phone 753-3263

43 Real Estate

LOTS-LOTS-LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood -Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in priee
of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Some Wooded lots
still available. Owner
will
finance
with
minimum
down
payment. Guy Spann
- Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051

44. Lots For Sale
EXLE1 LENT LOTS
Bagwell
Manor
Reasonable.
Water,
seater, and Isla ktup
Contact
Howard
Brandon, 753-4389.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

MURRAY
1 MONTGOMERY I
WARD
I
Catalog Agency

I.

"Serving America for 100 Years"

Here is an exciting opportunity to
be your own boss and share in
the growth of our business in this
area.
Opportunity for an aggressive man, woman
or husband-wife team in a full time Franchise
Catalog Store in Murray, Ky. Here is an opportunity to own your own business with a
chance to earn a substantial year around income as a full time authorized representative
in return for a future in your own business.

Contact Store Owner I
Murray
753-1966

NC
NG
E'D
AS

IT
KE
NT
IAN
To

Two Bedroom
House

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.,
Motorcycle trailer. 1975'
Honda 550 four With
windjammer. Call 7532226.

HONDA TRAIL 70. Newly
rebuilt engine. Looks
and runs good. $150. Call
753-2263.

Natural gas heat.
Reduced
from
$14,000 to -$13," to
settle estate:

Call
489-2132

v- Ads must run three consecutive days
v- No changes will be made in copy
,
v- Paid days will run first
v- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect

1970 BUICK Skylark GS
455 automatic with
double power and air.
Has factory wheels and
AM-FM radio. Needs a
grille $850.00. Phone
354-6217.

1968
BONNEVILLE
Brougham, $150. Call
753-9675 after 4:30.

196 CHEVY TRUCK
topper. Good condition.
Call 753-2776.

DUNE BUGGY. Call
after 3:00 p. m. 753-9407.

1972 BLAZER,four wheel
drive for sale. Call 4892570.

1971 FORD VAN, rocket
wheels, swivel seats,
excellent condition. See
at 1308 Poplar or call
.753-6781.
•

FOR SALE OR WILL
TRADE for .ider truck
1975 ('he'. y pickup
Steering and brakes.
Call 474-9740
1973 BUICK ELECTRA,
tires.AN1-FM
radial
stereo, cruise control.
$2650. Call 753-4445.

1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Four door hardtop, blue with white
vinyl top. $2,595. Call
7534445.

1971 BUICK ELECTRA.
Well taken care of.
Cruise control, tilt
steerihg wheel, power
seat and windows. Call
436-2152'after 5.

1970 V. W. low mileage,
AM-,FM casette stereo,
excellent
condition,
must sell. Will take best
offer. Call 753-8216.

1976
CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, cruise
control, red with white
vinyl top. Price $4450.
Call 753-4445

1975 MONTE CARLO
29,000 miles. Call 7537975.

1968 CADILLAC 2 door
hard top. All power and
aif, car is in real good
condition. WO 00. Phone
354-6217.

1972 PONTIAC, power,
air condition, price to
sell. ;1300. Call 436-5829.

1973 FOUR WHEEL drive
Cheyenne 10. Has long
wheel base. Power
steering, brakes and air.
Call after 4 p. m. 4892200.

1978 RED CORVETTE;
350 automatic, T-top, all
power. AM-FM radio,
tilt telescopic wheel,
luggage rack. Phone
753-7408 or 753-5006 after
5

1968 FORD pickup, 302 V-.
8„ 3 speed, extra clean.
Call 436-2427.

1966 WILDCAT - 4-door
with. air. Call Gunner
Nance at 7.)- 3-8300

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1966 OLDS DELTA 88.
One owner.- Good condition. Call 753-11C00.

SHINGLE roofing. Builtup roofing. Jackie
_ Youngblood, New
Concord, Ky. 436-2712.

1973
CHEVROLET
CUSTOM
Deluxe
pickup, power, air, 350
automatic, in excellent
condition. Call 4892289
after 6 p. m.

340 Z DATSUN, red with
white interior
Air
conditioner, 4 speed
transmission. Wheels.
Low mileage $3,500. Call
1-527-1983.

1975 ELECTRIC mini
bike. Ride all day', for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to
clasSes. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6564.

14
INCH
CHEVY
WHEELS,tires, and hub
caps. Two extra good
tires. $60. 1969 Blue Olds
Cutlass, vinyl top, 350
motor, rocket wheels,
and air shocks. $850.
Call 1-527-7880.

MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLES One 1966
automatic, one 1967
stick,._priced hht to
move fast. See
Cook
at Hate!, Ky. No phone
calls.

CHEVROLET
1964
pickup 283 engine,
standard shift. Call days
753-8116 ask for.. Mike.
night 753-4304.
•••

1975 HONDA XL250, with
helmets,
one
set
motocross tread, only
940 miles. Call 753-9407.

1963 CHEVY, IMPALA.
Factory air, automatic,
power steering, power
brakes. 283 engine. Good
dependable
transportation. Call 489-2330.

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

STATION WAGON - 1964
Mercury with air, 12,000
miles. Wiltbave to see to
believe. You can buy
this everyday transportation for $725 Call
Bob Cook, Hazel, 4928165.

1975 BLAZER Cheyenne-,
power steering, brakes,
air, tilt steering wheel.
AM-FM radio. Call 7535464.

1972 HONDA 350 runs
great, looks good. $450.
Call 753-41189.

1968 BUICK La Sabre.
Four door sedan. Good
condition. Has trailer
hitch. Call 753-2923.

In Stella
On 121

S

•

1966 MUSTANG, black
with red, interior, 6
- cylinder, standard
transmission... New
clutch and battery. $725
Call 753-9228.
1169 2-28 Camaro. Four
speed. 327 motor. Call
753-0689 ,
1973 MAZDA R X-3. Two
drror- hardtop. Low
mileage. 47a1l 753-5577.

TOTAL DAYS RUN
4
8
12
.,

1963 FpRD customized
van, çaTie1s,
track steçeo. Must see to
appreci . Call 4928441. „.

White's
Camper
Sales

16' TRAILER, tamper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1969 STARCRAFT
camper for sale Call
753-3798.
FIBERGLASS camper
• top. Fits Ford pickup.
One row tobacco setter.
Call 436-5505.

TRAVEL TRAILER. 24'
Franklin„ air conditioned, stereo AM-FM
tape system, automatic
1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6 - jack, roll out awning.
sleeps 6. Call 753-8072.
cyl. straight shift, with
tool box. Low miles in
good condition. $875.00. TRAVEL TRAILER, roof
Phtine 354-627.
air, • awning, selfcontained. Sleeps 6.
$1800. 712 E1M. Call 7531976 GRAND PRIX,
5921.
24,000 miles. $4,900. Call
753-9563.
WILL TYPE pedigrees on
your AKC registered
1969 FORD GALAXIE-500
puppies from pedigrees
station wag,on, full
on your sire and dami.
power, runs good. Looks-Very reasonable prices.
$725.
Call
753-6505T"
good.
Call 1-527-9700.

CHEVROLET
1 9fi9
Impala.
HARDTOP
Good condition. Low
mileage Call 753-1439'.

15 CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 7534015 or 753-

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing.
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done
Then call 753-6614.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669-or436-2586.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN-1nd 'gas installation
will
do
ploolibuig, beating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

Located 4 miles
cast-1,
ay int-Highway
94
towaid Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocli63-ifid-graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. m.

For
Individsrel
Self Employed

NORMAN
KEMMERZELL Service and

repair. Plumbing

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling'
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at _753-2310 for free
estimates.
UPHOLSTERY, AND
wood refinishing.
Kirksey
Furniture
Store, 489-2752.
DRIVEWAYS
white'
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling
one
cabinet to complete
home' - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

COLSON
ELECTRIC
AND Plumbing. (lent
Colson, licensed electrician and licensed
master plumber. Almo.
Ky. 753-8549.

FENCE SALES AT
SEAM now. Call tioug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

TREE

QUALITY

SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN- prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-1)605.

-

Electric, Heating Cooling. Electric
sewerooter. Call 4362490.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

WET BASEMENT? We
CUSTOM HAY bailing
make wet basements
and custom combining.
completely
dry, work
-4 Call 753-8090.
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con53 Feed And Seed
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
JAP SEED. Call 435-4426,
42001. Phone day or
Terrell Tidwell.
night 442-7026.
GUTTERINd" BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates

54 Pee Column
FREE TWO EIGHT week
old puppies. Male and
female. Will make
lovable pets. Call 7539931.

SPEEDWAY GARAGE

....._

Highway 641 North
753-8521
Now under new rnaraagement
Complete auto repair, tune-ups, heavy truck
repair, road service, truck tires, truck washing
and steaming. Night phone - 753-0379 or 489-2787.

For Sale or Lease
At
13th L Poplar

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam dean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. ,Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359:
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimate
. Phone 753-8343

PAINTING interior and
eAtCerur. Teiktuie teilirig
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
hauling, and bushhogging.
Free
estimates.('all 436-2382._

humor
Business

1650 Ryon
o m 5 p...
753 5791

ELECTROLJLIX_ SAI-FS
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating
Call 474-8841.

TAX SERVICE

John 0. Pasco
Owners and Operators
Ernest 8, Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
CARPET CLEANING
automatic, good conexperienced,
very
dition. $1250. Call 489reasonable rates,
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
raferenc es, _fre_e
m.
-estimates. Quick.drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
50 Campers

.t
Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft of usable space, newly redecorated.

Call David King. 753-8355

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPUSALS
DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

WALLIS DRUG I
*PRESCRIPTIONS
•
•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAki.,
elf ADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS -

...
1970 MONTE CARLO.
$1275. Call 753-9766.

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

47 Motorcycles

--

The Classified Ad section of_the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of March
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as thef meet the following requirements:

NUMBER OF DAYS FREE
1
1
2
3

NICE HOME ON Ky.
Lake in Panorama
Shores
with
two
bedrooms, and fireplace
in living room. Also
three beautiful building
lots
in
Panorama
Shores. Call today
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
NEW HOME. We have a
beautiful 3 bedroom
brick home in'Lynnwood
Estates. This house has
central electric heat and
air, with a beautiful
view of the country side.
Only two miles from
town, and on city water.
Call for details, Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
home 753-4946.

1974 FIREBIRD,gold, 350
two barrel, 37,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7853.

3IT

CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. Will somebody
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-6165.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

NEW FOUR
DROOM,
2% WA house. Has
formardining room,also
breakfast ?nom. Large
den with fireplace, and a
double garage. Call 7533903 to see this new
home.

SPACIOUS HOUSE
adjoining
University.
Excellent for rental,
nursery. or family. Call
753-9799.

Want Ad Sale . _

NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
3
s
6
9

46 Homes For Sale

For Sale

ed

t!

a NOW WHERE ARE THE CARTERS
STEAL11.16 OFF TO ?"

SMALL FARM - • 14
acres located on highway 94, East. Lots of
road frontage, tobacco
barn and pond. A
beautiful location to I
build a new home. Call
us today for details,
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.
46 Homes

3E'llE
49 Used Cars & Trucks

187 ACRES, four miles
south of Puryear, Tn.
115-120 acres of open
land. $500 per acre. Call
492-8459 or 753-4751 or
see Tom Scruggs.

NICE BUILDING LOTS
'Br ACRE-FARNI Tocated -one-134/-Htghway-Souttr
Also 5 acre tract which
off Highway 94 East.
could be used for
New 4 strand barbed
business or residence.
wire fence with steel
Fulton Young Realty.
post.
11 for more
753-7333, home 753-4946.
details, F1ltt,n Young
Realty, 753-7833, phone
45 Farms For Sale
7534946.
BY OWNER mini farm on
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
large residential lot.
Grocery store and
Three acres located 31,2
restaurant combined.
miles East of Murray on
New range and ice
the Squire Workman
maker,in restaurant.
Road. Has water and is
Upstairs apartment
in a restricted area. Call
renting for $135 per
753-8355.
month. Large lot with
room
for
trailer
parking, or store ex- 77 ACRE FARM. Call 7534414 Or days 753-6191.
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
in very low 30's. Don't
sale by owner. Apmiss this opportunity to
proximately 60 acres
go in business for
tillable, road frontage,
yourself. Fulton Young
priced less than $700 per
Realty, phone 753-7333,
acre. Call David King,
home 753-4946.
753-8355.

I FOR SALE

M

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
i425.(10 , floored. reedy to vse. Also precut. you build os
liew Be S300.00. I z I op to 21 it 60 slindiord, but will precis/
my site needed. Coy tfro best for loss
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09111

OFFICES: 502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342

4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
Chuck Shuffett
.. .
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B

436-5676
753-4560
753-75513
753,19311 -

DONAtkR. TUCKER‘A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Multi-lisfiRg Sryk* and Murray-Calloway Board of Realtors
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Funerals 1

Council. ..

Board. ..
(Continued From Pagel)

(Continued From Page 1)
"I can understand why advertise it (hold a public
people can be for it or against hearing) and let everyone be which are now underway at
the school, and Jeffrey told the
it based on whether they live heard," Mayor Scott said.
board that he is well pleased
in the area or where they have
with the staff and programs,
said.
Franklin
an interest,"
and is pleased to work with
''''''CRIt'll'irerntslt"Trom • a
Prices of stocks of local interest at
st ndpoint -*BOA teday- ftlffliffilt4 to-the lamigas--&- such a professional group of
teachers.
by I M Simon Co are as follows
Times
That was the way we looked at
A revision of the 1976-77
+1.50
Indus Ay
Hugh Shelby Brann, age 61, it
calendar was presented
school
Tn.,
Route Two, Buchanan,
Franklin said the com- Airco
. +%
304
4". unc to the board, which called for
Shambrock Resort Area, died mission looked at the need in Am. Motors
33%
Ashland Oil
changing April 29 from an inThursday at one a. m. at the the community "in order to AT&T
62".
J. service day to a class day for
57%
General facilitate the flow of traffic in Ford Motor
County
Henry
56'1 +'.
Gen. Dynamics . ....
Murray Middle, Carter, and
Hospital, Paris, Tn.
that southern part of the city
71'.
Motors
Schools. Murray
Robertson
unc
26%
1Ire
n.
we
Mr. Brann was formerly of
which
Murray
. 25 +'. High will observe an inGoodrich
supervisor in the Indianapolis, desparately need."
4
,
29%
Gulf Ckl
34". +"4 service day as scheduled. The
Ind., city parks department.
Mayor Scott pointed out that Pennwalt
?2'. +4 -motion was approved by the
Quaker Oats .
He and his wife, the former no construction is presently Republic Steel.. ..
33% +4
224 +% board that the school calendar
Singer Mfg. .. .
Lois McBride, to whom he was underway on the site.
10'. unc include 173 days of student
Tappan
married December 24, 1943,
"I feel like if we're going to Western Union
18'. unc
24'. +'. attendance, with a total school
moved to Henry County in do it (build the in- Zenith Radio
year of 185 days, including inPrices of stock of locifinterest at noon
1974.
terconnector ) we should
EDT, today, furnished to the ledger & service and professional days.
The deceased was a
Times by Fug of Michigan. Corp., of
Sunt Fred Schultz told the
Murra,,are as follows
member of the Henderson
26'. -4 board that additional -funds
He ublein Inc
Baptist Church, Henderson,
44,4 +4
McDonalds Corp
available from the
7% +kg may be
Ky., and of Vertias Lodge No.
Ponderosa Systems
..
+3
44
with fuel bills that
help
to
state
Clark
Kimberly
608 Free and Accepted
59 unc
Union Carbide
budget expectations
exceed
-%
29
Masons, Indianapolis, Ind.
..
........
..
.
.
Grace
W.R.
27'.
due to winter problems. The
Texaco
During World War II he was in
51% unc
Elec
General
Anti('i pated_acleaSe. which
_
—the -Goa**-Guapcl-settving—on
lamp
Worship services will be Georgia Pacific
32% une may be authorized by Gov.
the SS Beta.
28% unc
held Sunday, March 13, at 9:45 Pfizer
Born November 9, 1915, in
ay. +L4 Julian Carroll, may be $175
Jim Walters
Chapel
Storey's
at
m.
a.
. 15 unc per classroom unit, which
Kirsch .. ..
Henderson, Ky., he was the
38% -%
and Disney. .. .
Church
Methodist
United
$15,750 to
son of Lawrence Shelby
. 25 +% would mean about
a. m. at South Franklin Mint .
the local system.
Brann, Evansville, Ind., who at eleven
United
Grove
survives, and the late Pleasant
LAKE DATA
Church.
Methodist
Elizabeth Brann. He is surKentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
Sower"
A
Of
Parable
"The
vived by his wife, his father,
355.6, down 0.7.
subject of the
one son, Lewis Brann, and one Will be the
Below dam 324.5, down 0.4.
Rev. Dr.
the
by
sermon
FireCounty
The Calloway
grandchild, Orleans, Ind.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6,
at
Jr.,
Mullins,
Rescue Unit was called out
Funeral services will be William P.
His twice on Thursday to continue down 0.8.
services.
worship
both
held Saturday at one p. m. at
Below dam 327.4, down 0.1.
scripture will be from the 13th to help fight flameg from field
I.eDon Chapel, Ridgeway
5:59. Sunrise 6:14.
Sunset
Matthew.
fires.
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with chapter of
Grove,
Pleasant
South
At
calls
Members answered
burial to follow in the Hillcrest
the Church Choir, directed by to field fires on the Green
Cemetery there.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Plain Church Road and in the
Friends may call at the Mrs. L. D.
Otto Erwin as organist and Cherry Corner. area, a squad
home.
funeral
Tommy Gaines as pianist, will spokesman said. This makes a
sing the selection, "At total of ninety calls answered
Kent Sutherland, a former
Calvary."
by the Unit during 1977.
Marshall County resident, will
The evening services at
be the evangelist at the serSouth Pleasant Grove will be
vices to be held at the Union
at six p. m. with the Rev. Dr.
Hill Church of Christ, located
Mullins to speak on "The
just off Highway 80 west of
Name Of God," another in the
Hardin, starting Sunday,
Corbett S. Overcast, Sr., series on The Ten Com13, and continuing
March
brother of Bryan Overcast of mandrnents.
Friday, March 18.
through
2:30
at
Thursday
died
Murray,
Baptist
Spring
Sinking
The
will be at ten a.m.,
Services
a. m. at the Henry County
Church will hear the pastor, eleven a.m., and 7:30 p.m. on
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
the Rev. Lawson Williamson, _Sunday and at 7:30 p.m. each
He was 83 years of age.
at the worship services day, Monday through Friday.
speak
The deceased was a retired
at eleven a. m. and 6:45 p. m.
The congregational singing
of
resident
a
and
plumber
13.
March
Sunday,
on
be led by Kenny Darnell.
will
502'12 North Brewer Street,
"Sweet Surrender" will be The public is invited to attend,
Paris, Tn. Born September 7,
Regular services will be
the special selection to be sung a church spokesman said.
1893, he was the son of the late conducted Sunday at the New
by the Adult Choir, directed by
Subjects for the sermons by
Tobe and Adele Hutchens Providence Church of Christ.
Scott with Mrs. Scott Bro. Sutherland will be as
Tommy
former
the
wife,
Overcast. His
Periods of Bible Study will be
at the piano and Mrs. Jim follows: "With God, All
Dollie Perkins, died in 1968. conducted at 10:00 a.m. and
Neale.at the organ.
Things Are Possible;"- The
He was a member of the 5:30 p.m. with the worship
serve as Law of Sowing and Reaping:"
will
Wilkerson
Bun
Temple Baptist Church.
hours of 11:00 a.m. and 6:00
deacon of the week and will "A Real Christian Home:"
Survivors are one son, C. S. p.m.
assist in the morning service. "Who Is Jesus Christ'?" "The
Paris,
Jr.,
Overcast,
At the 11:00 a.m. worship
(Buster)
Bus driver for March is
New Birth:" "The Church Of
Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. Jo Nell period Bro. Ed Casteel, the
Gerald Cooper, phone 753- Christ;" "Become A Fool;"'
Ross, Louisville, and Mrs. church minister, will discuss
5677.
Jr
"Eternity: Heaven or Hell."
, Obie Hughes, Detroit, Mich.; the tdpic, "Arguments At The
The Youth Choir will meet
' A nursery is provided at all
two brothers, John C. Over- Judgment." At the 6:00 p.m.
for practice and services.
m.
p.
5:30
at
-Bryan
service he will continue the
cast, Paris, Tn., and
will sing in the evening serBro. Sutherland began
Overcast, Murray; five study of the book of First John
vice.
at the age of nine
preaching
great
four
grandchildren;
with the lesson for Sunday,
Sunday School will be at ten
a teacher in
been
has
and
grandchildren.
"Steps to Spiritual Security."
a. m. and Church Training at
Christian schools at both high
Sunday afternoon the
The funeral will be held
six p. m.
school and college levels. He
Saturday at two p. m. at the monthly Calloway County
Volunteer nursery workers received his training at Freedchapel of the McEvoy Funeral Gospel Singing will be held at
will be Becky Vance, Susie
Hardeman College, HenHome, Paris, Tn., with the the New Providence church
Lee
Hattie
and
Cathey,
Tn., and at David
derson,
Rev. Richard Skidmore of- building at 2:30 p.m. All4
Galloway.
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
ficiating. Burial will be in the persons are invited and urged
Tn.
Maplewood Cemetery there. to attend, a spokesman said.
A gospel meeting is planned
Friends may call at the
for March 28 - April I-- With
funeral home.
Bro. James Boyd, of Jackson,
Tn., as the speaker. Services
_•
each evening will be at 7:30
p.m.

Resident, Shamrock
Resort Area, Dies

Stock Market

At Paris Hospital

Dr. Mullins Will
Speak Sunday For
Two Churches

Fire-Rescue Unit
Called Out Twice

Kent Sutherland To
Speak, Union Hill
Church Of Christ

Corbett Overcast
Dies; Brother Of

Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor At
Sunday Services -

Bryan Overcast

Church Of Christ
At New Providence
Plans For Services

Easter Seal Director
Is Speaker At Rotary
George M. Huddleston, regional
-We try to give all the children at
"You'd think that with as— many
-director of the Kentucky Easter Seal, camp some responsibility," Huddleston
government programs as we have,
Society, told members of the Murray t' said, explaining that many had never
there would be no need for the Society,"
Rotary Club Thursday that the Screety ibeen faced with responsibilities before.
Huddleston said. "But they go only part
provided direct services to more than "And you'd be surprised how well they
of the way. Where they leave off, we
6,800 handicapped Kentuckians last accept those responsibilities," he adhave to take over."
year.
ded.
Huddleston, whose presentation was
Another Society-sponsored activity
a kickoff for this year's Easter Seal Huddleston described is the West
Campaign in Calloway County, told the Kentucky Easter Seal Center in
aoup that the Society uses only five per Paducah. He said that more than 700
cent of its contributions for ad- children and adults have sought help at
ministrative costs for running the the Center which consists of training
Society.
facilities for the mentally retarded as
• An additional seven per cent is used well as a speech and hearing center.
in fund raising efforts, he said. -The
Huddleston said that 33 per cent of the
One of the fifth grade reading
rest of the money goes for direct ser- adults enrolled in the Center in the last
programs at Murray Middle School has
vices."
18 months have "gone from the welfare
been featuaed in a nationallyUsing slides to illustrate the talk. rolls to find jobs."
distributed periodical from Parker
Huddleston described some of the
Additionally, Huddleston said, "We
Publishing Co. of West Nyack, New
services the Society provides'within the have been working with the state and
York.
state.
federal government in all buildings
The article, "A Four Ring Circus for
-One of the things we started in 1957 throughout the state to provide ac- ' Fifth Grade'Reading," was submitted
was recreational camping," Hud- commodations for the handicapped."
Mowery, Learning,
by
Kathy
dleston said. "We never turn down a
The society has one man who -does
Disabilities Teacher at the Middle
handicapped child who wants to nothing but work with architects on the
School. The readong program balances
eanip."
problem," he said. An example of some
traditional work in oral reading,
He added that camps for the han- of the. work the Society has . helped
comprehension, and word-attack skills
dicapped are expensive and need many accomplish, Huddleston said, are the
with enrichment activities such as
special services, such as doctors and restrooms for the handicapped along
baking cookies, sand painting, plays,
nurses, that are not necessary at other the state's major highways.
magic shows, model building, and trips
Huddleston also described the work
to the airport.
The society runs two camps, he said, at another major Kentucky facility,
The class is divided into four groups
Camp Kysoc near Carrollton, and Cardinal Hill Hospital in Lexington.
of six to seven students each, in order to
Camp Green Shores near McDaniels The hospital, in addition to other serprovide as much individual attention as
and Falls of Rough.
vices, provides long-term care for
possible during the five hours of
Camp Kysoc is a 124-acre campsite crippled children and includes three
reading instruction each week. The
that includes a 20-acre lake. Camp special classrooms so that the children
staff in charge of the program are Mary
Green Shores, which has 400 acres, , can keep up with school work.
Ryan, fifth grade teacher, Audrey
opened last year for the first time. More
"We have kept some of the children
Brown, Title I Reading teacher, Berthan 1,500 children attended the camps for as long as six years," Huddleston
nice Grogan, Title I Aide, and Mrs.
last year, Huddleston added.
said.
Mowery.

Presbyterians Will
Hear Seminary
Professor Sunday

Chestnut Grove To
Hold Youth Service

The Youth of the Chestnut
Grove A.M.E. Church will
sponsor a youth day on Sunday, March 13.
Services will be held
throughout the day with the
main - program at three p.m.
Baptist ministers ordained
with several youth members
the Cherry Corner Baptist
by
participating along with a
Church will be speakers at
guest speaker.
special services to be held at
the church starting tonight,
Friday, and continuing
through Sunday.
Norman
Rev.
The
Mr.and Mrs. W. G. Martin Culpepper of Jackson, Tn.,
of Hazel who lost their home will speak at 7:30 p.m. tonight
and contents by fire on (Friday) with the Rev. Harold
Tuesday, March 8, will be Lassiter, Cadiz, at 7:30 p.m.
honored with a household Saturday, the Rev. R. G.
shower on Thursday, March Shelton, Henderson, at eleven
a.m. and the Rev. Leon
17.
The shower will be held Winchester, Hopkinsville, at
from six to eight p. m. at the seven p.m. on Sunday.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and Dr. Paul Welch, invites the
Loan, located at seventh and public to attend the services
starting tonight.
Main Streets, Murray.

Services Planned
At Cherry Corner
Starting Tonight

Shower Planned .
For The Martins

George M. Huddleston, center, chats with Dr. Vernon Gantt, left, chairman of the Calloway County Easter Seal Campaign, and Dr. Ray Mofield, president of the Murray Rotary Club. Huddleston, regional director of the Kentucky Easter
Seal Society,spoke at Thursday's Rotary Club luncheon and described the Society's programs in the state.

Dr. Harold Nebelsick,
professor of doctrinal theology
at the Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary, will be
the guest speaker at the 10:45
a. m. worship services on
Sunday, March 13, at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
"Salvation and Sin" will be
the subject of his sermon with
his scripture from genesis
2:15 to 3:13 and Romans 6:1219.
Kathy Mowery will direct
the.choir and Jim Wright will
be Organst. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a. m.
The new members class will
meet Wednesday at four p. m.
and the Adult Choir rehearsal
will be at 6:45 p. m. the same
day.
Guest speaker for March 20
will be Mark Harley Dixon,
chaplain of the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Home Loan Money Is Available
For the Best Home Loan
You'll Find Anywhere See Us'

For
tom NUM
LENDER

EQUAL NOUSING

LENDER

MAX
PARKER

F441C

COUNTY
ATTORNEY
Democratic Primary
May 24th

qederal Savings &
Main St.

1111y:ray cBrartch

Program
Is Featured
In Publication

ABOUT MAX PARKER

ABOUT YOUR NEW COURT SYSTEM

Last year Kentuc}cy voters approved a
Max Parker is a native- of Calloway
new
judicial system for the states lower
of
the,son
County. He is 34 years old and is
Thomas and Elsie Parker, who live on the courts. In Calloway County we will hav*
Lynn Grove Highway. He grew up on a these changes beginning January 1:
1. Murray City Police Court will be
dairy farm on the Concord Highway. Max
abolished as will Hazel City Court.
attended Murray Training School, Murray
The County Judge will no longer
2_
first
the
of
member
a
was
and
High School,
hold court.
graduating class of Calloway County High
3. The Voters will elect a District
School. He graduated from Murray State
Judge Who will hear all misdeUniversity with a degree in Business.
meanor cases in the entire county. A
the
at
and
worked
History
Psychology. and
misdemeanor is .a Violation for
Tappan plant during his undergraduate
which, no prtson sentence is
studies. Max moved to Louisville in 1969
proOded. for example, traffic
and taught at Male High School for 4 years
many drug abuse cases.
violations,
while attending tbe University of Louisville
petty theft, alcohol abuse cases, etc.
Law School. After 9r-aduation, he practiced
4 The District Judge will also hear
law in Louisville for 3 years until July of
Juvenile Court cases.
last year when he returned to Murray and
The - main function of the County
opened a law office.
Attorney will be to represent the People as
Max is married to the former Gail Treas
of Kirksey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Prosecutor in the new District Court. The
Jackie Treas. They- have a son, Conrad, 'County Attorney will have to work closely
with law enforcement officials to help
who is in the 4th grade at Southwest
insure
the sureness and swiftness of
on
farm
a
on
live
The
Parkers
Elementary.
punishment of those who break our laws.
the Taylor Store - Harris Grove Road in the
while at the same time remaining fair,
southwest part of Calloway County.
impartial, and compassionate
Max has a lot of experience in Criminal
He will need to understand and
Law and in dealing with young people. He
feels that his experience as a high schop.1, appreciate young people as he will also
teacher will be valuable to him in Juvenile represent the People in Juvenile Court.
Above all he will need to know and •
Court. He realizes the importance of swift
understand tne people of Calloway County
•
of
law
breakers,
and effective prosecution
and the importance of fairness and honesty
in the Court House. Above all. Max Parker
knows Calloway County people: his father.
his arandfak.her. and his great grandfathe•
are all•CaOway Counfians
aid For By The Max Parker Campaign
Gail Parker, Treasurer
Route 4 'Box 162
Murray, Kerliuckty 42071

l
MAX PARKER ASKS FOR YOUR ,
SUPPORT IN THE MAY 24th
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

753-7921
A

•
-

